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'The Last Emperor' grabs
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Murray officer
Wilson at top
of her class in
police training

News In Brief
National Arbor Day Foundation
offering spruces to new members
The National Arbor Day Foundation is giving 10 free Colorado Blue
Spruce trees to everyone who becomes a Foundation member during
April 1988.
The free trees are part of the nonprofit foundation's effort to encourage tree planting for conservation and beautification throughout
America
"Colorado Blue Spruces were selected for this campaign because
of their many uses in the home landscape," John Rosenow, the foundation's executive director, said. "They lend beauty to their surroundings with their silver, blue-green color and compact conical shape.
They can be used as individual ornamentals, an energy-saving windbreak, a privacy screen, or as living Christmas trees."
The 10 free Colorado Blue Spruces will be shipped postpaid in April
or May with enclosed planting instructions. The six to 12 inch trees
are guaranteed to grow, or they will be replaced free of charge. The
Foundation will give the 10 free trees to each new member contributing $10 during April.
To become a mcmber of the Foundation and to receive the free
trees, a $10 membership contribution should be sent to Ten Blue
Spruces, National Arbor Day Foundation, 100 Arbor Avenue,
Nebraska City, NE 68410. by Aprii,3L41.9193,

Elsewhere...
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LOS ANGELES — "The Last Emperor," the lavish epic of China
directed by an Italian. conquered Hollywood by capturing nine
Oscars, the most for any film in 26 years. Cher won best actress for
portrayal of a widow who discovers love in "Moonstruck."
JERUSALEM — Despite U.S. criticism, Israel today threatened to
deport more Palestinians from the occupied territories to break a
4-month-old uprising. On Monday, Israel expelled eight Arabs to
neighboring Lebanon.
WASHINGTON — Attorney General Edwin Meese III wanted
longtime friend E Robert Wallach to join the Justice Department
last spring, despite the growing Wedtech scandal that eventually led
to Wallach's indictment on racketeering charges.
COVINGTON, Ky. — Health officials describe the 10-month-long
run of hepatitis type A in northern Kentucky a "smoldering community outbreak " Northern Kentucky officials believe people are
passing the disease to friends and relatives, and the outbreak shows
no signs of ebbing. said Lisa Lonneman. a communicable disease
nurse.
NEW YORK — The stock market took a tentative step into positive
territory today The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials rose 1.32 to
2,097.31 in the first half hour of trading. Losers outnumbered gainers
by about 7 to 5 in the overall tally of New York Stock Exchange-listed
issues, with 410 up. 582 down and 506 unchanged. RIOIMOND — The judges overseeing A.H. Robins Co.'s Chapter
ii bankruptcy case today named five trustees to manage a courtordered $2.48 billion fund for compensating Dalkon Shield victims.
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Some students at Murray State
University may land jobs in the
future as a result of the showing by
the Racers in the NCAA Tournament in Lincoln, Neb.. in March.
Lynn Richard, director of
cooperative education and placement on the campus, said the national television exposure for the
basketball team had immediate
spin-off benefits for his programs.
He explained that when he and
Elaine Byrd, assistant director,

called on companies in the
Research Triangle Industrial Park
in the Raleigh-Durham, NC,, area
in late March, they got a much different reception from the one he got
on his first trip there in 1986
Their two-day visit was only days
after the Racers had upended
North Carolina State 78-75 and then
lost a heart-stopping 61-58 decision
to eventual national champion Kansas in the second round.
"When I was there two years

ago, I was often met with such
questions as 'Murray who?' and
'Where's that?' Plant managers
and recruiters wanted to know why
they should consider going to
universities other than Duke, North
Carolina'. and North Carolina State
to recruit," Richard said.
"Murray State was no longer an
obscure and remote institution," he
marveled. Most people we called on
knew about Murray State because
of the tournament - and some had
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By LA/WA KING
Associated Press Writer
The New York primary seemed
more and more like a referendum
on the Mideast, as the presidential
candidates spent another day
cautiously raising the explosive
issue of Israeli-Palestinian conflict. And a little Hollywood glitter
rubbed off on the campaign of
Michael Dukakis, as his cousin
Olympia picked up an Academy
Award'.
"OK, Michael, let's go!" Olympia Dukakis called as she accepted
her Oscar for best supporting ac-

tress for her performance in the
comedy "Moonstruck." Dukakis,
at a restaurant in New York that
figured in the film, called his
cousin to congratulate her, and
said her triumph "may be a sign of
good things to come in New
York."
A week before the New York
primary, with its 255 delegates at
stake, the three Democratic contenders were meeting today for
their first full-scale debate since
last month's Super Tuesday
campaign.
Republican George Bush, his

party's all-but-certain nominee,
kicked off a three-day New York
campaign swing and said he
wasn't worried that the more
suspenseful Democratic race was
stealing the spotlight.
"We don't have all the excitement that exists on the
Democratic side, but we have a lot
more unity and fewer problems,"
he told a crowd at a shopping mall
in White Plains
Jesse Jackson's campaign
manager, Gerald Austin, said over
the weekend that he hoped the
New York primary wouldn't be a
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Forecast
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Lov.
40 to 45. North wind around 10
mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
High in the upper 60s. Nor
thwest wind around 10 mph.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for fair to partly cloudy skies
with mild days and cool nights
Thursday through Saturday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358 2
358.3

(Cont'd on page 2)

even looked us up on the map."
He found that the recognition
provided "a tremendous entree" as
they discussed the quality of Murray State programs and students
with representatives of about 10.
high-technology companies. "We
were able to get right to substance,
and they were very interested in
what we had to say.
As a result of their visit, at least
(Cont'd on page 2)

Dukakis' cousin cheers him; Democrats debate

ad

Hawai

By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
Murray Police officer Melodie
Wilson graduated at the top of her
class at the Department of
Criminal Justice Training in Richmond this month following 10
weeks of intense physical and
academic law enforcement
training.
Also in the class of 43 people
were Murray Police Chief Larry
Nixon and patrolman Clayton E.
Hendricks. Nixon, who scored only two points away from Wilson, is
proud of her accomplishment.
"She represents the Murray
'Police Department," he said.
The 31-year-old Wilson is a 1974
graduate of Murray High School.
The daughter of Ruth Cunningham
and the late Leroy Cunningham,
she joined the Murray Police
Department one year ago as a
dispatcher. Of her decision to

MSU's NCAA showing mayanean jobs for sonie

A rare addition
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Murray police officer Melodic Wilson and lice chief Larry Nixon hold the plaque Wilson received for being
ent of Criminal Justice Training in Richmond recently. Nixon,
the valedictorian of her class at the De
, and Clayton Hendricks, right, are also recent graduates of the
along with patrolman Kenneth Claud,
police academy.
Staff photo by Donna Newcomb

1.03
3

35 CENTS

A rare edition of John Fllson's Kentucke, the first book ever published on the Commonwealth, is presented
by Dr. Harry Aparks, President Emeritus of Murray State University (left), to Dr. Coy 1.. Harmon, Dean
of Libraries. The book was a gift from the Associates of the Murray State University libraries (AMSCL)
and other private donors. Dr. Thomas D.(lark, dean of Kentucky historians, who spoke on Filson at AMSUL's spring meeting on April 5, looks on at the right.

"one-issue" campaign. But
Mideast topics dominated for
another day on Monday. Nearly
one -quarter of New York
Democratic voters are Jewish,
and matters affecting Israel have
been the focus of the primary
campaign.
Bush, touring an IBM plant in
Thornwood, N.Y., called himself
"a good friend of Israel" and said
American Jews should vote for
him and not a Democrat.
Dukakis, speaking to Jewish
(Cont'd on page 2)

Hijackers call
Kuwaiti jet a
plane of death
and martyrdom
LARNACA. Cyprus 1AP I — The
hijackers of a Kuwaiti jumbo jet
today said they have named their
aircraft "the plane of greatest
martyrdom and death" and claimed they have put on their "death
shrouds."
One of the hijackers made the
declaration in a statement radioed
to Larnacd Koranic verses usually
read at funerals that said "those
killed in the name of God are
always alive."
In another development. PLO
chairman Yasser Arafat was
quoted today as saying the hijackers want to fly to Algeria and
"arrangements are being made to
this end." The Kuwait News Agency said Arafat told a news conference in Kuwait he expected the
hijack drama to end tonight
Arafat, who was in Kuwait to attend a Moslem conference
unrelated to the hijacking, did not
elaborate.
At one point today, the hijackers
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Western University's President
Alexander leaving for new spot

Wilson...

Big winner

(Cont'd from page I)
become a police officer, Wilson
says, "It sort of gets in your
blood."
One of six women in her class,
i3OWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) departure.
he delayed reaching a decision unWilson
said she was not surprised
John Perry/ Virginia Tech in- til the end of the 1988 General
- Western Kentucky University
to be valedictorian. It was a goal
terim executive vice president
President Kern Alexander said reAssembly session.
she set for herself. Though the
and provost, said Alexander will
cent controversies at the school
Immediately after the
academic part of the training was
LOS ANGELES AP - "The Last Emperor," the lavish epic of
become
a member of the faculty
had no part in his decision to aclegislative session, Alexander
tough, requiring several hours of
China
directed by an Italian, conquered Hollywood by capturing nine
July 1.
cept a distinguished professorship
said, he decided the Virginia Tech
study each night, she said the
Oscars, the most for any film in 26 years. Cher won best actress
"We have been interested for
at Virginia Tech.
position was the best thing for him
for
hardest part was the physical
portrayal of a widow who discovers love in "Moonstruck."
some time in Dr. Alexander. He is to do. He also talked with James
"I want to make that very clear.
training.
Her
male
colleagues
Michael Douglas, the greedy, unethical inside trader of "Wall
a nationally prominent figure in
Buchanan, who won a Nobel Prize
We have had a controversy a
Street," was :named best actor at Monday night's 60th-annual
the field of public education in economics in 1986 while he was agreed.
month since I have been here.
Physical training consisted of
Academy Awards ceremony.
finance ... ." said Perry.
That is just part of being president
a university distinguished prorunning
one-and-a-half miles, sitBest supporting performers were Olympia Dukakis, As Cher's
Alexander, who became WKU fessor at Virginia Tech. Buchanan
... that is the nature of the beast....
ups. push-ups and a flexibility test.
outspoken Italian mother coping with a wayward husband
president in December 1985 and spoke at Western in February.
I have had to deal with many
in
This class, with three Murray of- Moonstruck," and Sean Connery, the hard-fisted, incorruptible
still has 112 years remaining on a
issues and my successor will have
"Certainly I discussed the posiChicago beat cop in "The Untouchables."
four-year contract, said he will re- tion with him and that was one fac- ficers. was the first class in 10
to deal with many." he told the
years
in
which
everyone
Douglas paid tribute to his father, actor Kirk Douglas, -for helping
passed
siain
at %..
Bowling-Green-Daily News,which
%'KU as long as regents tor in my decision," Alexander
the physical.training test._ ,
a son move out of the shadow," and Cher credited her mother for urgththkneressary-to ensure ail Said.
reported first word of his deparTwenty-nine-year-old Clayton-_
ifigher as a. little girl "to be Soirtething."
orderly transition for a new
ture Monday.
"I have enjoyed a wonderful
Hendricks also performed very
"I
don't
think
this
president. ,
means
that
am
Alexander recently drew conI
somebod
y," ('her told the aurelationship with my board. They
well at the academy. The son of
dience while clutching her statue. "But I guess I'm on my
Virginia Tech's distinguished
troversy for proposed changes in
have unanimously supported
way.
Ernest and Ernestine Hendricks,
Thank you."
professors decide what work they
the oversight of student publicaevery initiative I have undertaken
he
is
a
graduate
Backstage, the actress, in a stunning. form -revealing costume of
of Calloway Counwill do with the general aim being
tions and the expansion of class ofand they have provided wellstrategically placed spangles, told reporters: "If I can win this statue,
to advance the university.
ferings at Wlit:'s Glasgow
reasoned, thoughtful guidance for ty High School. Before joining the
MPD, he was employed at Ellis
I think anybody can do anything!"
"I will be totally free to help the
campus.
my administration," he said.
In addition to best picture, "The Last Emperor" won in every
university," said Alexander.
Alexander, 48, a native of MarAlexander said he thinks im- Popcorn.
Both
Hendrick
category
s
and
in which it was nominated, including screenplay adaptaWilson.
who
"That is the nature of the
rowbone, Ky., said he informed
proved faculty morale has been
are among five newly hired Murtion,
costumes
, original score, art direction, cinematography, sound,
position."
the WKI: board of regents in a
his most important contribution to
editing and the directing award to acclaimed filmmaker Bernardo
ray police officers, said that
Pefry said the duties will be "to
series of discussions that he inthe university.
Bertolucci.
despite the difficulty, they had a
maintain a high level of scholarly
tends to leave his $83,000-per-year
"I don't believe it is low now. We
"As an Italian, as a European, the Academy Awards has always
good time and made several
research doing work with
job to become one of a dozen
have taken on a spirit of looking
seemed
to me like a distant ceremony," said Bertolucci, "something
friends.
students, especially graduate forward. We have set our sights on
distinguished professors at the
fascinati
ng. remote Something I really didn't belong to. Then, one
After
400
hours
training
of
with
students, in developing their
Blacksburg, Va., university.
goals that enhance and broaden
day,'The Last Emperor' got nine nominations and everything changtwo of his new officers. Nixon said,
research in the field in which he is
Joe Iracane, chairman of the
our programs," he said.
ed immediately."
-Those two can back me up
an expert."
WKIJ board of regents, said AlexHe said other contributions of
The director, who surprised the industry by winning permission
anytime.
I've
seen
what
they
can
Although he has not decided on a
ander "wp.s an extremely inhis administration include higher
from
the Chinese government to film a story with political overtones
do.
They
gave
110
percent."
specific area of work. Alexander
novative pfresident and definitely
enrollment, expanded evening and
within
Beijing's fabled Forbidden City, offered "a Chinese kowtow to
Patrolm
an
Kenneth
Claud
cited his interest in state governdelivered the momentum to
off-campus offerings and
the Academy," saying, "This is one of the strongest emotions of my
graduated from the academy in
ments and said he hopes to be inWestern that was needed at the
academically stronger freshman
life and I can't hide it." .
October. Originally from Clinton.
volved in stat; government educatime,"
classes.
The movie's nine Oscars marked the biggest haul since "West Side
Claud
is
the
son
fiif
Mr.
and
Mrs.
tional policies.
Iracane called a special meeting
"This has been a darn good 21
.
2 Robert
Story"
took 10 in 1962. The all-time champ. Ben Hur. won 11 in 1960
Claud Jr. He is a 1978
Virginia Tech offered Alexander
of, the board for April 19 in
years. Western is a much stronger
The
Oscar
audience of 6,300 cheered loudly for the supporting actor
graduate
of
Hickman
County
High
the position last month, but he said
r4,sponse to Alexander's
institution," he said.
and actress awards.
School and a 1982 graduate of Mur"OK, Michael, let's go!" exclaimed Miss Dukakis as she held her
ray State University. He holds a
Oscar aloft. She was referring to her cousin Massachussets Gov.
bachelor of science degree in
Michael Dukakis, who is seeking the Democratic presidential
clinical science and criminal
nomination.
justice. He is also just a step away
Backstage. she delivered an acceptance speech in Greek for
from his master's in public
reporters
from the land of her heritage
administration.
Connery, the onginal James Bond, drew two standing ovations durFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP ) - Ed- percet or higher. the Cabinet for January to February, a period in
Presently at the academy are
ing the evening and addressed his thanks to, "Ladies and gentlemen,
monson County reported the Human Resources said in a report. which the statewide rate increasBradley Haley and Billy Dan Burfriends, and a few enemies."
state's highest unemployment
Rates were higher in 74 coun- ed from 9.5 percent to 9.7 percent,
nham who are expected to
Connery said he assumed his award was for "an accumulation of
rate in February, 29.4 percent. and ties, lower in 37 counties and =- the cabinet said Monday in its
graduate in May. Haley, 21, is a
my
different performances."
82 other counties had rates of 10 changed in the other nine from monthly report of county
1984 graduate of Calloway County
He also made a plea for an end to the 5Y-week-old Writers Guild of
unemployment.
High School. The son of Joyce
America strike that caused some clumsiness in the scnpt for the
However, 87 counties had lower
Haley and James Ray Haley of
ment, it only was known for cer- rates than in February 1987,
ceremon
y, which is normally written by some of Hollywood's best
32 had
.41mo, he is a member of the local
tain that the hijackers were Arab- higher rates and one - Rowan
wordsmiths.
National Guard 614th Military
speaking.
The award for song went to "The Time of My Life" from "Dirty
County - was unchanged. the
(Cont'd from page 1)
Police Company.
The hijackers have demanded report said.
Dancing," and the movie's stars,. Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Gray.
radioed the tower demanding the
Burnham, 23, is a graduate of
Kuwait free 17 pro-Iranian terappeared as presenters
Elliott County posted the
plane be refueled in 45 minutes.
Hickman County High School. The
rorists,
all
but
one
of
In a ceremony that rewards dramatic expertise. there were many
them
Shiites,
second-h
ighest
rate, 26.5 percent,
But the deadline passed without
son of Martha and Jimmy Burwho were convicted in 1984 for followed by
lump-in-the throat moments, among them deaf actress Marlee
incident after Samir Abu
McCreary County,
nham. Clinton. he attended UT
bombing the U.S. and French em- 26.3: Menffee
Matins presentation of the best actor Oscar to Douglas miss Mathn.
Ghazaleh, the Palestine LiberaCounty, 23.8:
Martin and Brannen Business Inbassies in Kuwait. The emirate Morgan County, 23.7: Carter
who
won last year as best actress. abruptly abandoned her sign
tion Organization chief in Cyprus,
stitute where he studied computer
has repeatedly refused to free County, 23.5, and Wolfe County,
language to speak haltingly as she announced the nominees and exand his deputy, Malaz Abdo, went
management and music
them.
claimed an exuberant. -Good Morning,‘'ietriarn!" when she reached
23.3.
out on the tarmac and spoke with
education.
Robin Williams' name.
Aids Fantis, Cypriot governTrimble County posted the
the hijackers.
The required 10-week program
ment
spokesm
There was Billy Wilder's recollection of his origins as a German
an,
earlier
today
lowest rate, 3.9 percent, followed
Earlier today, the hijackers
covers such things as basic law ensaid
immigra
no
negotiati
nt and declaring of his special Irving Thalberg Award
ons
were
under
by
Fayette
County, 4.3: Woodford
the Kuwait Airways 747, wh
forcement skills, legal concepts.
ot
way as the hijacking entered its County, 4.4: Shelby
"This is the most prestigious award you can get outside the Nobel
and killed a second p enger
County, 4.9:
proper use of force, firearms and
eighth day. Fantis added that the Carroll and Kenton
Prize."
Monday, threatened the lives of
counties, 5.7,
restraint, defensive driving tatics
chances
And there was screenwriter Patrick Shanley. holding his Oscar for
of
storming
the
plane
at
and
Franklin
County.
the nearly 50 remaining hostages.
6 percent.
such as high speed driving.
'Moonstr
Larnaca
uck" and enthusing. -I don't care if we're supposed to be
Airport
were
"zero."
Unemployment dropped from
The hijackers want to leave for an
physical training and criminal incool.
This
Fifty-tw
is incredible! I want to thank everyone who ever punched
o
people
including
at
5.5 percent in January to 5.3 perunspecified "neutral country."
vestigation procedures.
me or kissed me in my life." •
least five or six hijackers - were cent in February in the
The hijackers, who are armed
Lexington
"Murray kind of set the pace for
The evening began with an award for visual effects to -In
believed to be aboard the Boeing
metropolitan area, which is comwith grenades and handguns, did
everyone else," said Chief Nixon.
nerspace
747
." a fantasy about a test pilot reduced to microscopic size
after
the
bloodstai
ned
body
of
posed
of Fayette, Bourbon, Clark.
not explain whether their "marThough some days they would be
After that, perhaps the only surprise was the best foreign language
a man was thrown through the Jessamine, Scott'
tyrdom" statement today meant
and Woodford
taking notes for eight hours, he
film award, which went to "Babette's Feast" from Denmark over the
let's door on Monday. his hands counties.
they planned to carry out their oftechoed Wilson. saying, "the
highly favored, "Au Revoir. Les Infants," Louis Matte's memoir of
tled
behind
back.
his
The
hostages
The
rate
declined from 7.2 perrepeated threat to blow up the
physical training was probably the
his
wartime childhood.
include
three
member
s of cent to 6.9 percent in the Louisville
plane.
hardest."
The
best animated short film award went to "The Man Who
Kuwait's
extensiv
e
royal
family
metropolitan area, which includes
However, their statement
Twelve grades made up the final
Planted Trees." Best documentary feature was "The Ten-Year
man
a
and
two
women.
Jefferson
,
Bullitt, Oldham and
revealed, as had been suspected,
score at the academy. Nixon exLunch: The Wit and Wisdom of the Algonquin Roundtable." and best
On Monday, Kuwaiti Foreign Shelby counties
that the hijackers are fanatical
in Kentucky and
plained, and the lowest an officer
documentary short subject was "Young At Heart " Best live action
Minister Sheik Sabah Al-Ahmed Floyd, Clark
Shiite Moslems.
and Harrison councould receive was a 70. "I saw one
short film was "Ray's Male Heterosexual Dance Hall." and the
Al-Sabah said his country is ties in Indiana.
The statement said "hail the
person fired while I was there." he
award for akeup went to "Harry and the Hendersons
prepared to lose more hostages
Here was the trend in each area
glory of Imam Mahdi," the
said.
rather than give in to the development district:
messiah-like holy person Shiites
Nixon, an ex-soldier, described
hijackers.
PURCHASE - 10.1 percent, up
believe will one day appear on
the experience as similip to the
The plane was hijacked on Tues- from 9.5 percent. Rates
earth. Only Shiite Moslems revere
military, -but not at all stressful
ranged
State Democratic party
day
with 112 people aboard on a from 6.1 percent in Calloway
the imams, or saints, among the
and strict like the military."
flight
from
Bangkok
to Kuwait and County to 17.6 percent in Carlisle
announces workshops
Islamic sects. Before the stateThere are good instructors at
(Cont'd from page 1)
forced down in Mashhad.
County.
the academy who are constantly
The Kentucky Democratic Parleaders, said Arab leaders are
updating and revising their
ty
has announced that a series of
responsib
le for the violence in the
material, Nixon said. The 35-yeareducational
and
training
Israeli-occup
ied
territorie
s.
He
old police chief plans to encorworkshop
on
s
the
precinct
and
said neither the young stoneporate that new material into his
county
conventi
will
ons
held
be
for
throwers
nor
the
Israeli
governpolice department.
the 1st Congressional District at the
ment
bear
the
blame.
All the police officers tire reMadisonville North Hopkins High
"It is not the generation of School, Highway 41 North on April
quired several hours of in-service
young Palestinians who have 14 at 630 p.m prevailing time on
training every year. Four Murray
AUTO STICKERS
grown up in uncertainty, and who Thursday
officers are currently attending
$35.00
have been taught by their elders to
TRUCKS- 11
training sessions in Paducah
/
2 TONS OR LESS
The training workshops are for
$35.00
hate,"
he said
relating
to
patrol
tatics.
the precinct and county elections
TRUCKS - 11
/
2 TONS
$40.00
Nixon, who came home to a new
"It is not a government in being held on April 23 and April 30
MOTORCYCLES, MOTORBIKES OR
police facility April 1, hired the
respectively
Jerusalem that struggles to main
MOTORSCOOTERS
five new officers in August under a
tam order while seeking an oppor$10.00
new selection process he
tunity to negotiate with responsideveloped which involves a writble Arab leaders about the future
INFORMATION REQUIRED: YEAR, MAKE OF VEHICLE
ten examination, physical agility
of the territories. ... It is, regretLICENSE PLATE NUMBER
test, screening and psychological
tably, Arab leaders .. who have (Cont'd from page 1)
evaluation.
time and again rejected the two organizations will be on the
"Murray
should
very
be
proud
chance
to sit down with Israel and campus in the fall to recruit future
AUTO STICKERS ARE REQUIRED OF ALL CITY RESIDENT
S FOR
of them," Nixon said.
negotiate a permanent peace in employees through Murray State's
EACH VEHICLE. AUTO STICKERS ARE REQUIRED OF
the Middle East," said the placement program and several
NONother have indicated they want to
RESIDENTS WHOSE PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT IS INSIDE
Massachusetts governor.
THE
Jesse Jackson, in a delicate hire students for cooperative
CITY LIMITS.
Read the
position because he made com- education experience.
"It is one of the most successful
ments in 1984 that offended many
want ads daily
_RENALTY DATES: 10% JUNE 1, 1988
Jews, continued to put distance research and development areas in
between himself and Palestine the country," he added.
100% JULY 1, 1988
Although Richard and his staff
Liberation Organization chief
have
worked with organizations in
Yasser Arafat, with whom he once
PRESENT VEHICLE STICKERS EXPIRE MAY 1.
the park for the past two years with
met.
bar male beeleneeb 11,411
Jackson called the PLO leader limited success, he sees the
*It be
BEFORE
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'The Last Emperor' grabs
nine Oscars, the most ever

Ednionson posts highest jobless rate;
Calloway County lowest in Purchase
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the editor

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Beauvoir, Jeff Davis' last home, a Biloxi shrine

Writer pays tribute to Girl Scout leaders
Dear Editor:
Girl Scout leaders do it all...
organize parents for a carpool,
haul cookies to the booth sale,
shop for groceries for the weekend
campout and ford waist-high
streams with 20 screaming
Brownie girls. They do it all with a
smile, and the most sincere
dedication to be found in the
volunteer world. Girl Scout
leaders are unbelievable — unmatchable. They stitEe and mold
girls today to become leaders
tomorrow.
Girl Scout leaders have an undying belief in the worth of girls today and in the contributions they
will make to the future. For 76
years, leaders have provided the
time and energy to help girls
develop into all they could be. And
our communities have reaped the

I've always enjoyed visiting
historic places and learning a little
about what took place there.
rewards of their work.
That's why I found Beauvoir so
Leaders'
April 22 is Girl Scout
Day. Our community should be interesting. Until I was in Biloxi,
proud of the commitments these Miss., a few weeks ago on a golfadults have made to help make a ing outing, I must admit I had
difference in the lives of girls. The never heard of Beauvoir.
It has a significant place in our
contributions of past Girl Scout
leaders have made a marked dif- Civil War history, however. It was
ference in our world and present the last home of Jefferson Davis,
day leaders are continuing this president of the Confederate
fine tradition. I hope that the fine States of America during the Civil
people of this community will ex- War.
Peauvqtr was,just up the street.
tend thanks and support to Girl.
from-----our--hotel—in- Biloxi. I
Scout leaders everywhere.
Volunteers are our nation's discovered it the second morning
greatest resource. Happy Girl we were there while taking my
Scout Leader's Day to some prescribed walk. Just happened to
come up on it, and, upon an imspecial volunteers.
pulse, dropped in with a senior
citizens'
tour group from
Sincerely,
southeast Georgia to walk through
Donna Peterson
it.
Assistant Public Relations/
• • •
Marketing Director
Charles Kuralt has made a fortune telling about people and
places he runs across while prowling around the country in a motor
home, so maybe I'm not too out of
line sharing with you a little of
We would like to thank the entire what I learned about
this historic
community for opening up their old home.
hearts and homes to our student
Davis, as you know, was born in
exchange program.
1808
at Fairview, about 60 miles
We invite others who are interested in joining our program to east of here in Todd County.
call us toll free at 1-800-44-SHARE. Ironically, Abraham Lincoln, who
Bravo Kathleen! You are a was president of the United States
credit to your community for help- during the same war, also was
ing Murray share the American born in Kentucky almost four
way of life and realizing the long years later and some 150 miles to
term effects of international the northeast of Hodgenville in
Larue County.
friendship
Davis went south, became a
southern planter, a West Pointer,
Many thanks,
a U.S. Congressman and Senator
Christine Kalan
Educatinal Foundation for and even Secretary of War in the
Foreign Study
WEIR,),itsi,
Cambridge, MA

Kathleen Gentry praised for volunteerism
Dear Editor;
In honor of National Volunteer
Week, April 17-23. I would very
much like to pay tribute to a
member of your community who
has been an outstanding volunteer
over the past year.
Kathleen Gentry is an Area
Representative for Educational
Foundation for Foreign Study, a
non-profit organization dedicated
to furthering understanding between nations through student exchange Kathleen matches
students with local volunteer host
families, and coordinates placement at high schools. Kathleen
also helps local American
Students discover opportunities to
study abroad

most beautiful antebellum mansions in the area.
There Davis found peace and
contentment, and for two years
rented the place from Mrs. Dorsey
for $6 per month. In 1879, he arranged to buy Beauvoir for $5,500.
He paid $1,000 down and the
balance later in two equal
payments.
When the Davises lived there,
cabinet of President Franklin
Beauvoir, which was built by
Pierce before being elected presiJames Brown, a Mississippi
dent of the Confederacy.
planter, in 1853-54, consisted of the
Lincoln's career was just the op'great,house,' with, a guest house
posite. He moved northward irltICL7
' and a small library, or office, in
Indiana and Illinois, educated
the yard.
himself, served in Congress and
Davis lived there with his wife,
became a country lawyer and
Varina, and their daughter, Winpolitician before being elected
nie, until his death in New Orleans
President.
in 1889.
A 333-foot-high monument
His funeral on Dec. 11, 1889, atmarks Davis' birthplace at Fairtracted the largest funeral procesview. In the 1920s when we lived in
sion ever held in the South. After a
nearby Guthrie, my father took
tOmporary burial in New Orleans,
my two brothers and me to Fairhis body was moved in May of
view to watch while a man crawl1893, to Hollywood Cemetery in
ed out of one of the windows near
Richmond, Va.
its top and put a metal cap on the
• • •
pointed peak of the monument.
Three
of
his 12 years at
• • •
Beauvoir, Davis spent writing his
After the war, Davis was imtwo-volume history, The Rise and
prisoned at Fort Monroe, Va., for
Fall of The Confederate Governtwo years before being released on
ment, in which he explains and
a $100,000 bail bond signed by 20
justifies the Southern cause in the
prominent Americans, among
war. All his writing he did in the
them Horace Greeley and Corlittle fireplace-heated library in
nelius Vanderbilt. They had put up
the yard.
$5,000 each.
There he also wrote his Short
For 10 years after his release,
History of the Confederate States
Davis moved around, seeking a
of America. After his death, his
permanent place to live. He was
wife also wrote her book, "Jeffer69, when, in 1877, a lifelong friend, son Davis, A
Memoir by His Wife,
Mrs. Sarah Dorsey, invited him
also at his desk in the little bookand Mrs. Davis to her home on the
lined library.
Mississippi Gulf Coast. She called
Circuit-riding preachers freit Beauvoir, which means
quently occupied the guest house
Beautiful View. It was one of the

it is vitally important that each
veteran and his or her family
understand these new eligibility
guidelines and where he or she fits
in the overall picture.
We at the Paralyzed Veterans of
America urge your readers to contact the Veterans Administration to
determine their own accessibility
to VA health care. Or, for a free
brochure on this subject, contact
the Paralyzed Veterans of America
at 801 18th St., NW., Washington,
D.C. 20006, we have printed
materials and a service department of more than 100 professionals nationwic}e who would be
happy to assist ahy veteran in obtaining all the VA services and entitlements which are rightfully due
as a result of military service to the
United States
Sincerely,
B. Jack Powell
Executive Director

After her husband's death, Mrs.
Davis refused an offer of $90,000
from a promoter who wanted to
convert Beauvoir into a coastal
hotel. But she did accept one of
$10,000 from the Mississippi Division of the United Sons of Confederate Veterans, feeling that in
its hands, the home always would
be a memorial to the memory of
her husband.
From 1904 until 1957, Beauvoir
was the Jefferson Davis Memorial
Home for Confederate Soldiers
and Sailors and their wives or
widows.
It had a capacity of 288, and
many lived there until their
deaths. More than 700 are buried
in the cemetery at the rear of the
property. The tomb of the Confederates' Unknown Soldier also is
there. Five Confederate widows
still are living, so our guide told
us.
The hospital building, built on
the property in 1924 after Beauvoir
became an old soldiers' home, is
now an interesting Confederate
museum that warrants far more
than just a walk-through.
•

•

•

The house, gardens and grounds
have been carefully restored. The
original furniture and possessions
of the Davis family have been
gathered from far and near so that
inside as well as outside the place
appears much as it was when the
Davises lived there.
In lkl, the place was opened to
the public as the Jeff Davis Shrine,
and that's how the signs read that
you'll see when you are in Biloxi
and drive or take your morning
walk along West Beach Blvd.

Thoughts
In Season

Eligibility for veterans' care changes
Dear Editor.
Of all the concerns we face daily, as individuals and as a country,
the availability of health care ranks
near the top. That's why it's important that your readers be made
aware of recent changes in the
eligibility requirements for
Veterans Administration VA 1 inpatient care which could affect access to medical services for those
in your community who are
veterans of military service.
Public Law 99-272, sometimes
called the "Means Test." has
established new guidelines to ensure that veterans with a serviceconnected disability and eligible
veterans with lower incomes are
assured VA hospital care, while
those with nonservice-connected
disabilities and higher incomes
might receive care on a spaceavailable basis - in some cases with
co-payments or deductibles.
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By Ken Wolf
During the next generation, the
United States will become a more
pluralistic society. This is clear
from population statistics which
show Blacks and Hispanics increasing at a more rapid rate than
other Americans. It is also clear
from our increasing dependence on
foreign markets and sources of
supply.
Now, more than ever, the words
"E pluribus unum" ("One from
Many") must become more than
just a high-sounding slogan.
Now, more than ever, we must
take seriously these words written
by the Black American writer
Ralph Ellison:
American is woven of many
strands; I would recognize
them and let it so remain,..our fate is to become
one, and yet many.

IT 'NCT TIAAT I M PREAMED,You UNCEKTAND. I JUm'1 GCTTA 1-411\ OF AY CUSTamil-s'.-

Looking back
Ten years ago
A number of criminal trials are
set in a special session of Circuit
Court in Calloway County to start
April 24 with Judge James
Lassiter presiding
Pen and ink drawings by Larry
G. Hurt are on display in the lobby
of Bank of Murray downtown.
Judy Mastera and Glenda
Overbey are featured in this
week's "Cooking Corner" by Ann
Uddberg.
Jehovah's Witnesses from
Western Kentucky and Southern
Indiana will hold an educational
convention April 22 and 23 at Murray High School.
Twenty years ago
Ada Sue Hutson, David Wall,
Susan K. Nance, William Bryant,
Mary Ann Melugin, Braxton
Williams, Linda Sue Darnell, K.
Stephen Keel, Jan Cooper, Ricky
Miller, Linda Carol Billington,
Dale Hughes, Mary Hopson, Gary
Lamb, Kathy Converse and Allan
L Beane are seniors at Murray

High School named to National
Honor Society.
Edith Heise of Murray desgined
the cover for March 1968 issue of
Kentucky Clubwoman magazine.
It is her idea of Mrs. C.C. Lowry of
Murray as she reviews her reign
as president of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs over the
past two years.
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield urges persons to pay
their taxes to avoid being listed in
the past due list to be advertised
soon
Thirty years ago
Moving day for occupants of
new city hall wil be in about two
months, according to Rupert Nix,
construction foreman
Rue Overby, personnel
manager of Murray Manufacturing Co., spoke at a meeting of
Muray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House He was introduced by Edwin Cain, program
leader
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Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald McMaster,
April 8.
The Murray State College Choir,
directed by Prof. Robert Baar
with Prof. John Winter as accompanist, will be featured today on
program, "Songs of Faith" on
WHAS-TV, Louisville.
Forty years ago
"Night of January 16th" will be
play to be presented May 4 and 5
by Juniors and Seniors at Murray
High School. Cast members are
Saralee Sammons, William
McElrath, Ronald Churchill Jr.,
Billy Joe Crass, Joe Blalock,
James Klapp, Thomas Adams,
Bill Cain, John Downs, Ruby
Atkins, Grace Williams, Nettie
Lou Culver, Hazel Rushing and

(siR AIF1FIITI
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Joan Parker.
Minnie Lee Churchill and
Thomas Owen Walker were married April 9 at First Baptist
Church.

H.M. Scarborough is manager
of new office of Rock Wool Insulation Company here in Gatlin
Building.
More than 1,050 high school

students performed in two-day
Regional Music Festival at Murray State College on April 9 and 10,
according to Price Doyle, head of
Department of Music at MSC
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_MURRAY TODAY
Smith-Yates wedding on April 23
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas G. Smith
of Paducah announce the engagement and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Lori Anne, to
Phillip Eugene Yates, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Michael Yates of Lake
City, Fla.
Miss Smith is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George J. Burnett
Jr. of Paducah, and of Mrs.
Tremon Smith of Murray and the
late Mr. Smith.
Me. .Yates is the grandson of
Mrs. James Bell of Lake City and
the late-Mr. Bell, and .of the late.
Mn. William Thdrifas
Yates.
The bride-elect is a 1986
graduate of Lone Oak High School
and attended Paducah Community College. She is employed by
Hechts in Kentucky Oaks Mall.
The groom-elect is a 1981
graduate of Paducah Tilghman
High School. He is employed at
Tiptons
The wedding vows will be solem- Presbyterian Church, Paducah.
nized on Saturday, April 23, at 7
A reception will follow at Rollp.m. at Highland Cumberland ing Hills Country Club there.

Lori Anne Smith and
Phillip Erigene Yates to marry
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the.reception.

Babies and dismissals are released
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, April
8, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Rose baby girl, parents, Diane
and Barry, Rt. 6. Box 88A5,
Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Helen L. Brandon, HC Box
1, New Concord; Miss Lottie J.
Dunlap, 405 Cherry St., Murray;
Mrs. Lucy M. Farmer, 1608
Sycamore St., Murray.
Gillious Fielder, 807 South
Fourth St., Murray; Mrs. Cindy T.
Greene, Rt. 1, Box 134, Kirksey;
Mrs. Cora S. Jackson, Rt. 1, Box
N, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Eloise W. Jackson, Box
181, Murray; Bert W. Jones, Rt. 3,
Murray; Mrs. Clover L. Jones, Rt.
1, Box 307, Almo;
Mrs. Kimberly A. McCallon, Rt.
7, Box 503, Murray; Mrs. Myrtle
Y. Melton, 1502 Henry St., Murray; Mrs. Ilene Pittman, HC Box
33, New Concord;
Kenneth D. Ramsey, Rt. 8, Box
,
'
14‘41b
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CLASS
RINGS
Gold Lance Clau Rings

:
F $9995
Fast 2-4 Week Delivery!

Michelsons
Chestnut Hills
Shopping Center, Murray

835, Murray; Clyde Schroader, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Inez M. Smith, 604
Ellis Dr., Murray:
Aubrey W. Steely, Rt. 4, Box 29,
Murray; Mrs. Bessie C. Swain,
Murray Manor A-3, Murray; Mrs.
Belinda K. Turley, Rt. 8, Box 400,
Murray;
Mrs. Louise H. Utley, Rt. 1, Box
78, Hardin; Ms. Dorothy S.
Wagoner. K-G Southside Manor,
Murray; Mrs. Sara M. Waldrop,
Rt. 1, Box 254, Sedalia •
Mrs. Helen W. Wilson, Rt. 1, Box
31C, Puryear, Tenn.; Eunice Kelly
Parks (expired) Long Term Care,
MCCH.

ington; Joshua J. Smith, Rt. 2, Box
168, Murray;
Stanley W. Tharpe, 1509
Kirkwood Dr., Murray; Alton
Warren, Rt. 1, Box 125-A, Almo;
Tony E. Yates, Rt. 1, Water
Valley.

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for Sunday, April 10, have been released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Westbrook baby girl, mother,
Felisa, 1310 Valley Rd., Hickman;
Wood baby boy, parents. Susan
Two newborn admissions and
and Randall, Rt. 1, Box 25, .klmo.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Dismissals
County Hospital for Saturday,
Mrs. Cohnie L. Boyd and baby
April 9, have been released as
girl, 1009 Weds Circle, Mayfield;
follows:
Mrs. Georgie L. Shupe, 2031
Newborn admissions
Marion Circle, Mayfield;
Croft baby boy, parents,
Dustin Scott Woodrum, Rt. 6.
Marilyn and Timothy, 141 Box 160, Paris, Tenn.; Jason Ray
Mimosa, Camden, Tenn.;
West, Rt. 7, Box 360, Murray; Mrs.
Vanhom baby boy, parents, Ethel Michuson, 749 Riley Ct.,
Melissa and Kenneth, Box 74, Murray;
Almo.
Mrs. Mildred Riordan, Rt. 1,
Dismissals
Box 43, Buchanan. Tenn.; John T.
Udell D. Erwin, Rt. 4, Box 137, Crosby, Rt. 1, Box 216, Hardin;
Murray; Mrs. Laura J. Garrott. Mrs. Mary L. Younglove, 309
Rt. 1, Sedalia; Mac Arthur Mc- South 11th St., Murray;
Cuiston, Mur-Cal, Apt. C. Murray;
Mrs. Zelda Cunningham, Rt. 1,
Mrs. Christie Y. Schreiner and Box 436, Dexter; Mrs. Dorothy M.
baby boy, Rt. 6, Box 529-1, Verwey, 19 Scenic Valley Dr.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Debra V. Wimber- Hamlin; Mrs. Mabel Carroll, Box
ly and baby boy, 222 Owens Dr., 101, Murray;
Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs, Clara Ann Kindle, Rt. 1.
Douglas Lynn McWherter, Rt. 2, Box 470-M, East Prairie, Mo.;
Box 432, Calvert City; Kenneth D. Mrs. Lois H. Earhart, Rt. 1, Box
Shupe, Rt. 1, Box 130, Farm- 706, Dover, Tenn
Mrs. Elsie Windsor Riven (lexpired) 1003 Poplar St., Murray.

depend on us for

Statue unveiled

VALUE E0mA-um
Pond Fed

Catfish Fillets.... Lb

Pork

Tenderloin

Lb

Partin's

BOSTON (AP)- Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg unveiled a 3-foot
plaster model of a bronze statue of
her late father, John F. Kennedy,
that will stand in front of the
Massachusetts capitol building.
"There are many memorials to
my father in this country and
around the world," Ms.
Schlossberg said Thursday. "But
of all of them, this one in the state
he loved means the most."
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Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Brewer of
Calvert City will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their
golden wedding anniversary on
Sunday. April 17.
The event, hosted by their sons,
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of the North Branch
of Peoples Bank.
All friends and relatives are invited. No formal invitations will
be sent. The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Brewer were married on Saturday, April 16, 1938, by
the Rev. R.W. WinChester at First
Baptist Church, Benton.
Their attendants were Maude
Barnett Cross, Rosie Kelley
George and Herbert Allbritten.
Mrs. Brewer, the former
Geraldine Barnett, is the daughter
of the late Will and Zeima Barnett
of Murray.
Mr. Brewer is the son of the late
Joe and Birdie Brewer of
Calloway County. He is retired
from Pennwalt of Calvert City.
Their two sons are Glenn B.
Brewer and Joe Bob Brewer of
Calvert City.
Their four grandchibcren are
Marcia J. Cox of League City.
Texas, Staff Sgt. Jere C. Brewer of
Fort Worth, Texas, Gayle Funderburd of Bactiffe, Texas, and Kyle
Four great-grandsons are Brain
Glenn Brewer of Seabrook. Texas. Cox, James Robert Cox, Brandon

Mr. and Mrs..1.C. Brc.wer

Dori Maley
performs

Funderburd and Westly
Fiinderburd

DATEBOOK
Representative here Thursday
A representative from Paducah office of Western Kentucky Legal Ser.
vices Inc. will be at Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center,
1620 West Main St.. Murray, on Thursday. April 14, at 9:30 a.m. The
representative will provide services for senior citizens needing
assistance and no fees will be charged to individuals. 60 and over, in accordance with Title III grant regulations. Services are provided on a
somewhat limited basis in civil t non-criminal ) law and public benefits
cases for qualifying individuals and cases. Kentucky does not certify
legal specialities. Senior citizens are asked to call 753-0929 for an
appointment.

Nurses to meet here Thursday
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses Association will meet Thursday. April
14, at 5:30 p.m. in Mason Hall, nursing building. Murray State University. Members will sponsor a potluck reception for senior nursing
students. Nadine Turner R.M., retired director of nursing at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital, will speak on "Health Care In China " All
members and other interested nurses are invited to attend -

Trapshbot planned at lodge
The Legion of the Moose will have a trapshoot behind the lodge on
Don Maley
North 16th Street Extended on Saturday. April 16. at 10 a.m. All
Don Maley of Paducah
members are urged to come and support the Legion and the Lodge
recreated his role of Antonio
Salieri from the play. Amadeus at
a meeting of Music Department of
the Murray Woman's Club held on
The Self-Help group of the Epilepsy Foundation of Western Kentucky
Thesday. March 15, at the club
Inc. will meet Thursday. April it at 7 p.m. in Conference Room B.
house.
Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Maley used the opening and
closing soliloquies from the play
as a frame for information on the
Lay Organization of Quinn Chapel A.M.E. Church will present a
life and work of Wolfgang
fashion show and zodia tea on Saturday. April 16. at 4 . 30 p.m. at W.O. InAmadeus Mozart.
Hostesses were Mary Shipley, man Elementary School, Paris, Tenn "Fashion Focus - Spring 1988"
Sadie Nell Jones, Lula Bingham, will be the theme of the event with Mrs. Cynthia Hopson of Paris, Tenn.,
Kim Black, Patricia Weatherly. a student at Murray State University, as moderator There will be door
Laura Miller, Francie Vanarsdel prizes and music. The cost will be $3 donation at the door. Ms. Katherine
Pittman of Hazel is chairperson for this event, according to the pastor.
and Jan Wilson.
The department has two special the Rev. Paul Tipton, who invites the public to attend
events planned for this month.
On Tuesday, April 19, the annual
style show will be presented
The spring retreat for Kentucky-West Aglow will be April 28. 29 and 30
Tickets for the 12 noon luncheon
show will be $7. and for the 7 p.m. at Barren River State Park. Joanie Baldwin who began working at
Aglow Intenational headquarters in 19'79 and is now a part of the U.S
dessert show will be $5. Becky Jo
Jones and Mary Hocking are Fellowships Department in Affiliations, will be the featured speaker
For more information call one of the officers of Murray Chapter of
chairpesons for the show.
Women's Aglow Fellowship - Ruth Holland, 753-6171, Debbie Godon,
Tickets for the luncheon or evening dessert shows are available 489-2379 or 437-4613, Evelyn Slayden, 1-354-6739. or Kathy Henson.
1-354-8655.
from members of the department
or may be purchased at Peoples
Bank on Friday. April 15, from 10
am to 12 noon and 3 to 5 p m.
Dr. Richard Scott, associate professor of piano at Murray State
Also planned by the department
University, will conduct a lecture/recital on early keyboard jazz styles,
is the High School Music Contest
featuring works by Gershwin, Joplin and Confrey on Tuesday. April 19..
on Thursday, April 21, at 7 p.m. at
at 7 p.m. in Fine Arts Theater of Paducah Community College. This pro.
the club house
gram is being sponsored by Paducah Chapter of Kentucky Music
Teachers Association and Paducah Community College. It is designed
for piano students, 8 to 13, but is open to all ages.

*Epilepsy group plans meeting

'Fashion show and tea plannC(1

Aglow spring retreat scheduled

Scott will present program

UffiLI1TW
We are pleased to
announce that
Cassandra Leeper,
bride-elect of
Michael Wilson has
selected her home
accessories from
our bridal registry.
Cassandra and
Michael will be married May 15, 1988.

Murray
Home & Auto
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Whitney Kay Redden born
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Redden of 504 South Ninth St., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Whitney Kay, weighing seven pounds 10 ounces,
measuring 194 inches, born on Thursday. April 7, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother, the former Melia Lancaster, is on leave
from Republic Savings Bank. The father is employed at Ryan Milk Co.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill Redden of Rt. 7. Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe B. Lancaster of Murray. Great-grandmothers are Mrs.
Rubye Wilson and Mrs. Gatice Lancaster, both of Murray.
"COUPON

This Area's Only REAL ITALIAN PIZZA

2 Large 16" PIZZAS
2 Toppings iP1chee.
-7zeach
2(1) Liter Pepsi
tallan
Villagi
Plaza

•

Cheri Theatre Lobby
Slreel

Mutr,iy.

Phone 753.2571

)14

$899

Central Shopping Center
•
Murray
kentnek
Oaks Mall
442.1212

759-9604)

125 S. 3rd Si
lietweolt Rres444 A AI
142 0!WPO

COUPON.

couple will be married at church
The engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Julie
Marie Robertson to Tracy Lynn
Carraway, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Carraway of Rt. 4, Murray,
have been announced by her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John McCue of Rt. 1, Mayfield.
Miss Robertson is also the
daughter of the late Jerry Robertson of Fulton. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Will Edd
Gossum of Wingo and of Mrs.
Helen Harris of Fulton.
Mr. Carraway is the grandson of
Leo Carraway and the late Mrs.
Hollis Carraway and of Elvie Hale
and the late Mrs. Lexie Hale.
The bride-elect, a 1985 graduate
of Mayfield High School, is
employed by ITT Financial Services in Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1982
graduate of Calloway County High
School. He is employed by Billy
Hendon Masonary and Carraway
Farms in Murray.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, May 7, at 6
p.m. at Sharon Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception

North Fork News

Dorothy'Sykes injured in fall at home
and Brian, of Murray were the recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr of Puryear, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. David Peeler and
daughter were Sunday night sup-
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By Abigail
Van Buren

SOS Banner Brightens Rainy
Night for Stranded Motorists
DEAH AHHY:Some time ago you
printed an address in your column
to send for banners that motorists
could put on their cars to call police
if they needed help on the road_ I am
so glad I sent for one because it
proved to be a lifesaver
My car broke down on an interstate road at night It was raining
hard and the road was between two
hills We were locked in our car for
several hours when a state trooper
spotted the "Please Call Police"
banner I had placed on the inside of
the rear window He stopped, sum
moned a tow truck and stayed with
us until help arrived. Needless to
say, we wcre very grateful.
Abby. please urge your readers to
send for this banner. Every motonst
should have one in the glove
compartment At 14 it was the best
bargain I ever got.
HELEN GA LLETTA ,
ALIQUIPPA, PA.
DEAR HELEN: Write to:
WCIL-RANNERS, P.O. Box
66942, Los Angeles, Calif.
900643. The cost is $4 per banner, postage and handling included. Make your tax-deductible check or money order
payable to WCIL-BANNERS.
The Westside Center for Independent Living exists to help
disabled people live independently.
• ••

DEAR Afili.)" I would like to give
the following advice to "Depressed
Down South." who was convicted of
shoplifting.
By statute, in California a person
may expunge a criminal record if
she or he meets certain conditions
Expungement is not a pardon or a
c:;mpInte "cleansing" of the criminal record, rather, it is a "cleans.
ing" of the record for limited
purposes. For example, a person
who obtains an expungement in
California Is not required to disclose
the conviction that was expunged
on employment applications (usu.

aftvr expungement, disclosure
is only required for governmental
jobs). Thus, in individual who has
obtained an expungement could
honestly, and legally, answer no to
a conviction-related question on a
job application, depending on the
type of job being sought.
I suggest that "Depressed Down
South" either hire a law)icr or do
some legal research to find out
whether the state in which she
committed the crime permits expungement, or "cleansing" the record
through some other method. 80 that
she may exercise her rights and
proceed with her career.
GLORIA M. SANCHEZ, ESQ.,
SANTA ANA, CALIF.
DEAR MS. SANCHEZ: Thank
you for a letter that many will
find helpful.
• ••

DEAR ABBY I am a teacher in
a small school in Arkansas. We just
started a new program, giving
"prizes" to the students who have
been "good." That means they have
never been tardy, and never been
absent from school.
Abby, what are our schools coming to? Why are we paying our
future adults to come to school? And
why are we rewarding them for not
being late? Where have the parent
and self-motivation gone?
YOUNG TEACHER
DEAR TEACHER: To reward
excellence. is a good idea, but to
"pay" students for getting to
school on time is a little much.
In the good old days, it wasn't
what you'd get if you did, it was
what you'd get if you didn't,
that kept the children in line.
•• •
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Coming events listed

Salad 59 Extra
free

I

Refills On Drinks

99 SPECIAL FOR K'DS
Wodnesdoy 11 AM '0 PM
can't eat this well est home for this price

I

I

Wednesday, April 13
Thursday, April 14
classroom of Murray-Calloway
Pilot Oak Grocery from 12:30 to
County Hospital.
2:30 p.m. Blood pressure,
————
cholesterol, triglyceride, anemia
Events in Land Between the
and diabetes screenings and cobo
lakes will include Iron Industry at cancer
kits wil be offered.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
————
Homeplace-1850.
Life House will have prayer
————
time from 12 noon to 1:30 p.m. for
President's Staff Excellence
Crisis Pregnancy Center at 1506
Awards Ceremony will begin at 10
Chestnut St., Murray.
a.m. in Curris Center ballroom,
————
Murray State University.
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
————
meetings at Senior Citizen Center,
Circles of First United
Benton. For information call
Methodist Women will meet at
759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
7:30 p.m. as follows: Wesleyan
753-7663.
with Kathryn Glover, Hannah with
————
Beryl Whaley; and Ruth Wilson
Events in Land Between the
with Marjorie Crawford.
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
————
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Events at First United
Homeplace-1850.
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group it 10 a.m.
Eating Disorders SupportGrOtip
and Wesley luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
will meet from 3 to 4 p.m. in
————
Counseling and Testing Center,
Murray -Calloway County
Ordway Hall, Murray State
Ministerial Association will meet
University. For information call
at 1:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
762-6851.
County Hospital.
————
————
Kevin Sitton will present a
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
senior trombone recital at 8 p.m.
Church will include mid-week BiIn Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle Fine
ble study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Arts Center, Murray State UniverAA will meet at 8 p.m. at Friends at 7 p.m.
sity. Admission is free.
American Legion Building, South
————
---Sixth and Maple Streets.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Events
at
First
Baptist Church
————
Church will include
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
Murray TOPS (take off pounds prayer/business
meeting at 7 p.m. a.m. and Exercise Class at 10:45
sensibly ) Club will meet at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
a.m.
in South Side Manor Recreational
————
Center off Glendale Road.
Events at First Baptist Church
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
————
will include Bible Study at 9:45 Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
Order of Eastern Star will meet at a.m.; fellowship supper at 5:30 No. 50 Roy and Select Masters will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
7:30 p.m. at Masonic Temple.
p.m.; prayer meeting at 6:30
————
————
p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45 p.m.
Dexter Homemakers Club is
Murray Lions Club is scheduled
————
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. at
to meet at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
High School Confirmation Dexter Community Center.
Woman's Club House.
Group will meet at 5:30 p.m. at
————
————
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic
Senior citizens' activities will be
Officers of Murray Lodge No. Church.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
2011 of Loyal Order of Moose will
————
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
meet at 7 p.m.
Art work by children enrolled in
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
— ——
Calloway County Special
————
Wednesday, April 13
Kindergarten, Murray Headstart,
Murray
Single
Connection will
Homemakers Clubs will meet as Multi-Age Preschool
and
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
follows: Pottertown at 10 a.m. at Program will be on displayToddler
on first
classroom, Educational building,
Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn: floor of Special
Education
First United Methodit Church. For
Harris Grove at 10 a.m. at Ellis Building,
Murray State
information call Pam at 759-1105,
Community Center.
University.
Brenda
at 753-2513 or Glen at
————
————
435-4143.
Free blood pressure checks for
Thursday, April 14
————
senior citizens will be given from
Kentucky Nurses Association,
Front
Porch
Swing is scheduled
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Hazel Com- District 13, will meet at
5:30 p.m. to meet at 7 p.m. at First Christian
munity Center which will be open at Mason Hall, Nursing
Building, Church.
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Murray State University.
————
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
Self-Help Group of Epilepsy
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Willis Foundation of
Western Kentucky,
Center, North L.P. Miller Street.
Inc., will meet at7 p.m. in Conference Room B, Western Baptist
Special program on "Who Cares Hospital, Paducah.
for American's Children? The
————
State of Child Care in America"
Art work by children enrolled in
will be shown on Public Television Calloway County
Special
with listed at 8 p.m., local time on Kindergarten, Murray
Heacistart,
Channel 21.
Multi-Age Preschool and Toddler
NEW YORK (AP) — Chocolate
————
Program will be on display on first lovers may soon be paying less to
Ladies' day bridge with Peggy floor of Special Educati
satisfy their craving as a world
on
Noel as hostess is scheduled at Building, Murray
cocoa glut pushes prices to their
State
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country Club.
University.
lowest levels in six years, industry
————
————
analysts predicted.
Events at Calloway Public
Special seminar for investing to
World production of cocoa this
Library will include Parents and produce income will
be at 7 p.m. at season, which ends in September,
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours Hilliard Lyons, north
side of court. is expected to top 2.1 million tons,
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
square. Murray. For information 6 percent more than last year and
————
call 753-3366.
a new record, according to the Gill
Health Express of Murray.
& Duffus Group P.L.C., a LondonCalloway County Hospital will be
Educational and training
based commodities firm.
at Almo Restaurant from 9 to 11 workshop for precinct and
The firm and the International
county
a.m. and at Goshen United conventions for First
Cocoa Organization predict proCongresMethodist Church at Stella from sional District will be at 6:30
p.m. duction will exceed consumption
12:30 to 2:30 p.m. Blood pressure, at North Hopkins High School, by as much
as 150,000 metric tons.
cholesterol, triglyceride, anemia Highway 41 North, Madisonville.
Retail prices for individual
and diabetes screening and cobo
————
chocolate bars may not fall right
cancer kits will be offered.
La Leche League will meet at 7 away, but consumers may see a
— ——
p.m. at home of Pamela Jetton. trend toward bigger bars conDiet and Diabetes will meet at 2 near Farmington. For informa- tinue, slightly lower
prices on bagp.m. in third floor classroom of tion call 759-1647 or 436-2227
ged and boxed chocolates, and
Murray -Calloway County
more coupons and other promoHospital.
Health Express of Murray. tional efforts, according to
————
Calloway County Hospital will be
analysts and Richard T. O'ConBereavement Support Group atM & W Ceramics at Water
nell, president of the Chocolate
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor Valley from 9 to 11 a.m and at
Manufacturers Association.

Chocolate
price may
be lower

DAYTONA BEACH!
DISCOUNTS
100
°/-35°/0 OFF

DODGE
1400-342-5624 DAYTONA
'
4

OceanilEle

RESORTS INC
PO BOX 7617
Di YIONA BEACH SHORES FL 32016

11

ACAPULCO INN
BEACHCOMER INN
Best Western
MAYAN INN
NAUTILUS INN
TREASURE ISLAND INN
SHERATON INN
Daytona Beach Shores

753-0880
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Spaghetti Special I Marjorie and II
I Bill Major O
s 1 49
ONL Y

With Garlic Bread

You

per guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes.
Hilda Miller visited Bertie
Jenkins Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Wyatt also visited Bertie
Jenkins and Jewel Key.
Visitors in my home last week
included the Rev, Malcolm Norton, Clerris Silson, Bertie Jenkins,
Linda Greer. Mr. and Mrs. Mitch
Sykes and son, Matthew, Mr. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr, the Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Lee and daughter, Tabitha,
and Estelle Brisendine.
Mrs. Warren Dorothy Sykes
was injured March 8 when she fell
through a trap door in the basement at the late "Aunt Jessie"
Paschall home. She sustained
broken ribs and lots of bruises. She
was taken by ambulance to Henry
County Medic4 Center, Paris,
Tenn., where she was admitted.
Her husband stayed with her
there. She was dismissed on
March 17.
Visitors in to see her at the
hospital were:
Dorothy Morris, Myrtle R. Hill,
Linda Greer, Jimmie Valentine,
Kenny Jenkins, Betty Robertson,
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Janice
Stanton. Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Parker. the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry
Lee and daughter, Tabitha Mr.
and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and son,
Matthew, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes, Brian and Amanda Sykes,
Donna Winchester, Sarah
Winsett. Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, the Rev. Joe Walker, the
Rev. Malcolm Norton, the Rev.
Roy Davis, David Edwards, Billie
Reid, Donna Rice. Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Bomar. Mr. and Mrs.
Rickie Shankle, Dan England,
John McDougal, Kevin Lemonds,
Sue and Lori Owen, Darrel Wilson,
Bruce Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilman Ward,
Mary Dingledine. Betty Paschall,
Leila Roberts, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Veasey, Norma Weaver, Norma Knott, Jennifer Revel, the Rev
and Mrs. Bill Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry McCree, Saline Arnold, Nita
Henderson, Margie Robbins, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Martin, the Rev.
Ron Harbor, the Rev. B.B. James,
the Rev. Thomas Walker,
Joetta Nance. Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Gallimore, the Rev. Carlos
Pitts, Mr. and Mrs. Hertis Crews,
Evelyn Vancleave, Nomie Olive,
the Rev. and Mrs. Leo Douglas,
Mr. and Mrs. Chick King, Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Cooper, Rita Barnett,
Mr. and Mrs. Ewel Orr, Buster
Pachall. Lola Barey, Mr. and

Problems' Write to Abby. For a
perional, unpublished reply, *end a
aelf-addrearied, ',tamped envelope to
Abby, P.O. Rios 61/440, Loa Angeles,
ADORR All correspondence to
confidential

Italian
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Tuesday, April 12
Neighborhood Crime Watch for
Westwood Subdivision will be at 7
p.m. in Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.
————
Group III of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in home of Kathy Perkins.
————
Bingo will be played at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. This is sponsored by
Knights of Columbus.
————
Members of 1968 graduating
class of Calloway County High
School will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant to
plan 20-year reunion.
————
Epi-Care, support group for
epileptics and their families and
friends, will meet at 7 p.m. in
Room 323, Special Education
Building, Murray State University. For information call 753-5575.
————
Murray State University Symphonic Band will present a free
concert at 8 p.m. in Curris Center
ballroom.

Julie Marie Robertson and
Tracy Lynn Carraway to marry

By MRS. R.D. KEY'
March 22. 1988
Mr and Mrs Jack Wyatt of
Nashville, Tenn • and the Rev. and
Mrs. Glynn Orr and sons, Ricky

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Please rush my
tree color brochures STREET
Oiscount
CITY
information to
Dept. 227
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Give Your IRA
a cheek-up.
Find out if it's working
as hard as it gin to
provide for your
retirement.
Find out hov, healthy your
present IRA program is
Or, how to transfer your IRA
to a higher yielding,
professionally-managed program Just stop by my office
for a free, no-obligation IRA
Check-Up.
Da.id Lane
520 Main St.
Ohm National Hotel)
753-7401
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ON EDUCATION

Isiltierray Ledger 81 Times
•

Dan Blankenship, teacher at Murray Middle School demonstrates the
Robotics program. Dr. Richard Crouch, member of the Murray school
board, observes the demonstration at the Kentucky School Board
Association Conference
Larry Krouse was the guest speaker in the Orientation to the World of
Work class which is taught by Geri Johnson at Murray High School.
Krouse is an agent with State Farm Insurance Company in Murray. As
part of a unit on "Using Insurance for Protection," Krouse spoke about
how insurance works and the various types of insurance coverage that is
available. The students were most interested in how the cost of
automobile insurance is determined for young drivers such as
themsefves. Pictured left to right are: Scott Lyons, Krouse (standing,
Sarah Mills, Trevor Knight, Bruce Amburgey, and Jay Lamb.

Mrs. Bloodworth's first grade class has been talking about collections.
Many students brought collections in to share and display for other
students and for a parent show. In the picture De Anna Lampkins and
Lukas Kellenstein compare dinosaur collections.

The Calloway County Special Olympics Team brought home the gold
from Mayfield recently. The Area 1 bowling meet brought out the best in
the students from East and Southwest Elementary schools. Ten students
participated and six first places were taken by Sly Milliken, Angela
Parmer, Steve Lyons, Sam Franklin, Becky Duncan and Lisa Thorn.
There was one second place by Emmy Jo Johnson. Anthony Duncan and
Lloyd Long both placed third. The team will be participating in Special
Olympics track and field at MSC on April 22. Come out and cheer them
on.

senior at Calloway ('ounty High School, has been named
Student of the Week through a program sponsored by %MP and Loretta
Jobs t'entury 21 Realty. The daughter of Glen and Moyna Sims, Amanda
is active in choir, band, Beta, Teens Who Carr, and 4-14. She placed first
In the 1988 state vocal finals of Sweet 16 Academic Showcase, third place
In 1987 and first place in the State K.MTA Socal Competition. She also
received the Underclassman Award in choir for three years and the
Sophomore Honor Bandsman Award. Pictured. left to right, Jamie
Post, Amanda, and Jerry Ainley, principal.
MOM.

Cathy Williams visited Mrs. Bloodworth's first grade classroom to talk
about dance. She showed the class steps in both ballet and tap. She also
discussed the benefits of dance, different kinds of shoes and possible
careers iii dance. Dressed in her ballet costume, she was a captivating
speaker. Shown with Miss Williams is Kellie, her sister and Alison
Glanville.
Material for this page was submitted by the administrative staffs of the
Murray Independent School District and the Calloway County School
District and edited by the staff of the Ledger it Times. Please direct
your questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
('7512893).
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.cash
500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Open

7-5 Sat 8.12

Visa-MC-Discover

First graders at East Calloway have been reading and learning about
honey bees. W.T. Patterson, father of Payton Patterson, donated
beekeeping equipment and sent honey for the students to taste. They
also had a biscuit and honey-tasting party to culminate the unit on bees.

Ca
Sale
Ends
Monday'

First graders of East Calloway were the guests of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital recently. During a tour of the hospital they, visited the
ambulance, the X-ray room, the emergency room and the pediatric unit
and many other points of interest. The first graders enjoyed the tour and
would like to thank the hospital for the invitation.

"SPECIALS—OF—THE—WEEK"

•Solid oak
'
,ames doorc& drawer
fronts
I
- •Self
=losing
ninges
•Adt Shelves
and slide out trays

Pressure Treated
Lattice

$888
Concrete

Stepping Stones

And more

5 Ft. Starter Kitchen

$248"
Scotty Scheeler and Lisa Bebber,
third•grade students at East
Calloway Elementary, examined
earthworms to see the segments,
how earthworms move, and to see
of they could decide which end
was the head.

Gallon
P

•Inef

Paint
Thinner
$1 88

The first grader's at North Calloway have been studying our Solar
System. They learned about the nine planets, the sun, moon, stars and
some of the constellations. The unit was concluded with the children
making a diorama of our solar system. The unit was taught by Karen
Goetz. Students, pictured working on the art project of the solar system
diorama are, left side: Sabrina Emerson, Josh Fulcher, LeAnn Ezell
and Laramie Carson. Right side: Twills Duncan, Felicia Lee and Adam
Hicks.

BICYCLISTS
STOP1

Delta Single Lever

Kitchen Faucet

Jason Carson, eighth grader at
Calloway Middle School has been
named Student of the Week
through a program sponsored by
%MP and Century 21 Loretta
Jobs. The son of Ken and (laudia
Carson of Kirksey, Jason is a
member of the science club and
the pep club. He enjoys playing
baseball and football and likes all
worts

euoRt ENTERING

IR AS FE

Students showing their finished art projects are, hack
row, left to right:
Adam Hicks, Kevin Suiter, Robin Nowak, and Austin
Wyatt. Front row:
Sabrina Emerson and Mitch Chapman
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AROUND THE HOUSE
Smaller homes more popular than ever
cular dining space, dining room,
By BARBARA MA }'ER
two bedrooms and an attic
AP Newsteatures
As a theme to live by, "small is hideaway bedroom or study, and a
beautiful" has had its supporters. walk-in closet.
But who would have thought
There are also a high tech
lighting system, walkways and
they'd be in Texas?
How times have changed. An bridges with dramatic views to the
award as one of the best residen- space below, custom cabinetry
tial interiors for 1988 has just been and windows, many of them two or
given to a 900-square-foot luxury three stories high.
A 900-square-foot lower level
guest house in Dallas.
Another example of the new- has a full bath, sauna, exercise
found chic of low-square-footage room stocked with all the latest in
homes is a $900,000 wonder erected exercise equipment, family room
and home office. A separate
recently in Weatport. Com..
Both the guest house by-Dallas garage is also included.
The wood-shingled house was
decorator Sherry Hayslip and the
Westport home designed by the ar- described by architect Bruce
chitecture firm of Beinfield Beinfield as ''a 1980's whimsical
Wagner & Associates of East Nor- version of a home rooted in the
walk, Conn., named best small American traditional shingle style
house of 1988 by House Beautiful, dominant in New England at the
are filled with the "necessities" of turn of the century."
The idea of luxury that is not
life lived on the grand scale.
Hayslip's design of a guest necessarily tied to square footage
house and pool cabana has a sleep- surfaced at least six years ago, acing loft with a full bath and accom- cording to House Beautiful editor
modations for two overlooking the JoAnn Barwick. At that time,
main downstairs livng area with a readers began asking to see in the
living and dining area, dressing magazine's pages examples of
room, storage space, kitchen and homes that were no less luxurious,
but easier to care for and more apa laundry area.
On three upper levels in 1,800 propriate for a small family. A
square feet, the Westport home factor influencing the demand was
holds two full and two half-baths, a lack of time to care for a larger
three-story foyer and living room, home.
an eat-in kitchen with all the latest
'We started looking for wonderappliances and a windowed cir- ful small houses to feature in

response to readers' demands and
all we found were ticky-tacky
houses on cheap land, so we decided to have a best small house invitational competition," she said.
The magazine has so far awarded four prizes in five years. For
each contest, a number of architects have been invited to submit a design for a small home of
no more than 1,500 or 1,800 square
feet, plus room for expansion.
The winner receives a cash
prize (this year $10,000) plus the
magazine's help in seeing that the
'house is built. It is shown in the
magazine (this year in the upcoming September issue), and the
house plans are made available
for sale via mail order.
Barwick says small homes such
as this one don't skimp on
anything, including the
decorating. Fewer but more
distinctive items was the
decorating formula employed by
decorator Robert K. Lewis and
the3House Beautiful staff.
For example, a tall painted
country chandelier on a long arvature towers three stories high;
the living room seating is
overscaled and curtains of fat blue
and white stripes are at the threestory-high living room windows.
Decorating emphasizes the vertical dimension.
In small spaces, according to

Mirrray Ledger & Times

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Hayslip, each detail is important
in contributing to the illusion of
more space than is really there.
An efficient floor plan, an uncluttered design and a careful use of
color are some of the techniques
designers employ to make each
Inch count.
"In smaller rooms you should
use less pattern and few colors.
Unify the surfaces with the same
colors and keep lines of furniture
very simple." But think twice
before you mirror whole walls. "It
can look too glitzy," she
explained:
Is the public with the pocketbook buying the idea that small is
best? Evidently not completely.
Though the House Beautiful contest specified homes of no more
than 1,800 square feet, the builder
and architect actually created a
2,700-square-foot home including
the ground-floor level on the sloping site (the lower level with the
sauna and exercise area wasn't
decorated by the magazine and
won't be shown in its pages).

L

that it can be used on any bare interior wood surface.
THE PRODUCT — An elastic
chinking material for preventing
cracks and other openings in log
houses
Manufacturer's claim — That
this material expands and contracts with the expansion and contraction of logs ... that it is a blend
of elastic adhesives and sealants
and creates an insulation value
equivalent to that of the logs
themselves
that it is a water
clean-up product and is compatible with most stains, preservatives and sealers ... that it can
restore older log homes without
the need to remove the old chinking
that a professional appearance can be achieved by applying the material directly over

the old chinking ... and that it is
the only chinking with a one-hour
UL classified fire rating.
THE PRODUCT — A new scraping tool that facilitates the
removal of old flooring.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this tool comes with a 58-inch,
heavy-duty welded steel handle
and two separate blade attachments ... that one of the blades
is for heavy removal jobs involving asphalt, ceramic tile, ,glued.
down parquet flooring, slate and
sludge ... the second attachment is
Ideal for inlaid linoleum tile and
wall-to-wall carpeting . that the
tool is used like a pushbroom
that it delivers a force of up to 150
pounds through a sliding hammer
action ... that it allows access into
tight corners and underneath
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BEDROOM 3
12'x9'
:77r

BEDROOM 1
1E,'x12'

As Beverly Lieberman, one of
the land developers who with the
architect and builder are coowners of the property, which is
up for sale, explained: "Let's face
it, this house is being marketed to
adults and every adult is entitled
to a sauna

suspended cabinetry ... and that it
can also be used for the removal of
tar and shingle roofing as well as
lawn and garden maintenance.
THE PRODUCT — Special
hardware for bifolding doors,
pocket doors and sliding doors.
Manufacturer's claim — That
the slot adjust sliding door hardware and dial adjust type are
recommended for closets or
storage areas where wood trim is
used ... that one kit can be
assembled to create sliding panel
doors for closets and storage areas
and for creating a wall, being
especially suitable for remodeling
projects and additions and that
the pocket door frame and hardware set allows the user to frame
and stud an opening for a pocket
door.
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BEDROOM 2
12'x9'8"
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Easy wood finishing product on market
By AM)FL4NG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market'
THE PRODUCT —
one-step
wood finishing product designed to
produce a hand-rubbed oil finish.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this finish combines a penetrating
stain with a protective Danish oil
finish
that it is wiped on with a
cloth and dries in two hours .. that
it comes in a squeeze bottle ... that
it has a thicker consistency than
traditional stains, will not drip or
spill and so is easy to control ..
that it is available in six colors
plus natural to match any decor..
that the depth of color can be contriled — two coats for a lighter
color and low sheen; for a deeper
color and sheen, leave on the excess after each application
and
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THIS MODEST,BUT SPACIOUS TWO-STORY house has a center hall
that allows for three-bedroom family comfort. Plan HA1463C has 770 square
feet on the first floor and another 770 on the second. For more information write
— enclosing a stamped.self-addressed envelope — to architect Lester Cohen, 19
W. 44th St.. Room 1507, New York, NY 10036.

Late years can be comfortable with planning for physical needs
By BARBARANAVER
AP Newsteatures
Living longer is its own reward.
But a person's later years can be
more comfortable and safe if the
home accommodates changing
physical needs
That's the theory behind a
model home built recently by the
Hartford Insurance Group. The
home, which features about 100
modifications to enhance comfort,
convenience and safety. will be exhibited publicly in various parts of
the country during 1988 and 1989
According to the company, all
the products used are readily
available and most are from
manufacturers' standard lines.
The remodeling suggestions, such
as lowering cabinets and raising
countertops, also require only
standard building materials and
methods.
Research for the design choices
made was conducted by Beverly
Hynes-Grace, staff gerontologist,
and Joan A. Pease, a consulting
designer specializing in retirement housing.
Timing for the demonstration
project is particularly appropriate
since Americans are both living
longer and staying in their own
homes longer.
Government figures show life
expectancy is now 74.9 years at
birth and a recent survey by the
American Association of Retired
Persons found that 75 percent of

older Americans own their own
home and nearly half of those over
6() had lived in their present home
more than 20 years.
Yet, according to Pease, many
of these homes have significant
safety hazards and detriments to
comfort for older Americans.
"I see design for seniors receiving more attention than 10 to 15
years ago, but I don't see what we
have learned being implemented.
I find too many architectural barriers, poor lighting, slippery
floors, and too few products
available to make living more
comfortable," she said.
She added that thinking about
changes to remove potential safety hazards and comfort
drawbacks should start long
before one has aged enough to
need them. "That way people
could incorporate features to
enable them to stay in their
homes, especially since the vast
majority of older people live in a
home they've owned for many
years."
As one ages, a loss of sensory
acuity often occurs, said both
authorities. Some 95 percent of
older adults experience decreased
visual perception. Reading fine
print becomes difficult; glare
from sun or over-bright lights
reduces concentration on close.
work tasks and as the lens of the
eye yellows, colors like blue,
green, brown and black may ap-

pear similar.
It becomes harder to hear over
competing background noise,
harder to detect odors such as
smoke and gas and more difficult
to distinguish sensations such as
being too hot or cold or feeling
pain. Illness may also affect a person's strength, stamina, mobility,
dexterity, agility and balance.
Home furnishings choices can
produce a safer home without
sacrificing good looks, said Pease.
For example, glare from windows
can be controlled through the use
of miniblinds which don't obstruct
the view.
In place of highly combustible
materials for walls and upholstery
fabric, fire retardant materials
and fabrics can be substituted. Instead of a dense, thick carpet
which she says can trap air and
feed a fire, a flat weave or dense
cut pile covering can be chosen
These are also easier for the
wheelchair-bound and those with
arthritis to walk on than thick pile.
Instead of standard mattresses*.
and foam upholstery filling, which
can emit deadly smoke if ignited,
choose bedding and furniture
made of fire retardant materials.

One such material, used in mattress covers and as an interlining
between fabric, is a fiberglass. It
does not allow flame to reach the
stuffing. The mattress cover is
widely available at moderate cost,
according to Pease
Some tips everyone can make
use of include the following:
— Trip-proof the living room by
removing throw rugs, coffee
tables and other low-placed
pieces. Slip-proof the bathroom
with strategically-placed grab
bars and non-skid flooring.
— Choose seating that is easy to
get in and out of, avoiding low,
very deep upholstery.
— Replace round doorknobs and
faucet handles with levers. Opt for
C-shaped drawer pulls and cabinet
door handles for easy opening.
— Buy heat-generating small
appliances such as toasters and
irons with automatic shut-off
features.
— Install smoke detectors and
alarms near the bedroom.
— Buy an electric range oven to
eliminate a potential gas leak that
can't be detected with a diminished sense of smell. Choose a range
that has controls at the front for

Energy-Saving 30" Electric
Economy Range

Yu/

•Color-matching metal
backguard
•Removable surface
Plements and bowls
•Chromed self-lock
oven racks
*9 additlonal standard
features

./44/0ili:c
1 ExacutIve Boulevard
i)
Clairetalfle c_C
A,/ Paducah, Kentucky
ItWifiC/010/Wf

443-8000

Toll Free 1-800-592-3481

DAVID ALLEN COLE
8 PM & 10 PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 16

ugic
vach.t.
36-7

COMING SOON
FLOYD CRAMER
8 PM & 10 PM
SATURDAY, ARPIL 23
Call for Information on weekend specials
In the Time-Out Lounge - Stanley Walker, April 11-23

Now Only

229

We Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center — Hwy. 641 N
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)
759-1505

easier access.
(These and other ideas are
detailed in a free booklet,
available by request Send a

stamped self-addressed business
envelope to Hartford House, Hartford Insurance Group, Hartford,
CT 06115.)

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to ail
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
WELCOME
As
WAGON
Representative, It's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

fkoni4/fifn
Hoeft' ketfwYtt Outland 753-3079
Asst Hostess ingeborg King 492 8348

IMM.1•1
OMmO/MOMO =Wm M.
,M
OMMM M M
,MO
.1.10 OM. O • MMOO M OM. MO
OMB ft
OM M
M
OM

.
/1—"=4--,41-7: *4.2

Lawn Mowing
& Maintenance
•Mowing

•Trimming

•Seeding
•Spraying •Fertilizing •Aerating
•Lawn Renovation
•Full Service Contracts
•Yearly — Monthly — By The Job
Residential • Commercial

Complete Maintenance Service
JONES
LANDSCAPING
AND NURSERY
407 N. 12th

753-1725
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SPORTS
UK football
team will not
boycott over
Chandler's
statement

Miierray Ledger & Times

Perfect no more

Soto learns lessons well;
Indians remain in dream
By The Associated Pres%

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
University of Kentucky football
team will not boycott the annual
Blue-White scrimmage, as they
had threatened unless former'
Gov. A.B. "Happy" Chandler
resigned from the school's board
of trustees because of a racial
epithet he used.
"Our goal from the beginning
was to help the University of Kentucky," began a statement released Monday by seniors David
Johnson and Chris Chenault.
"While holding true to our
beliefs, we feel they can best be
continued by our participation in
all aspects of university life.
"We believe the best way to help
is to honor those wishes of our
parents, Dr. David Roselle (UK
president 1, the community
leaders, our teammates and the
(Cont'd on page 9)

Weidner leaves
Murray for SMU
Staff Report

Murray State defensive coordinator Bill Weidner has accepted
a position as recruiting coordinator at Southern. Methodist
University.
Ron Cooper, MSIT's inside
linebacker coach, will replace
Weidner. Weidner was entering
his third season at MSU while
Cooper came to the Racers with
head coach Mike Mahoney last
year.
Under recently-passed NCAA
regulations which cut down Division I-AA football staffs, the
Racers will not be able to add a
coach to its current staff, according to a university official.

New York's Rickey Henderson and his teammates continue to put runs on the board, but the
Yankees are no longer perfect after dropping a 17-9 decision at Toronto Monday night. Niev%
York was the last team to boast a perfect record in Major League Baseball this season.
AP pboSe

Mario Soto has learned his lessons
well.
Some of the educating has come painfully — Soto underwent shoulder surgery
and missed all but the first few weeks of
last season while on the disabled list.
Soto took a major step in coming back
from that hiatus with a strong spring
training. After faltering on opening day,
the former ace of the Cincinnati pitching
staff threw a four-hitter Wednesday
hjjiUading the Reds past the San
Francisco Giants 4-0.
"I used to have fun throwing 145 pitches in a game and trying to blow people
away." Soto said after he walked three
and struck out five. "Now I try to get out
of an inning with five or six pitches.
"I've pitched seven or eight years in
the league now and I am not a stupid
man. I learn."
Soto has learned how to pitch without
heat. He once threw 95 mph and loved to
challenge hitters. Now, his fastball
travels about 85 mph and Soto has
become a trickster.
"His fastball and changeup kept them
off stride," Reds manager Pete Rose
said. .
"I threw a lot of fastballs. Well, they
were straightballs. Roger( Clemens
and (Dwight Gooden throw fastballs,"
Soto said. "I asked Clemens in spring
training if he'd give me some of that
fastball. He said no, so I'm just going
with what I've got. I hit the corners with
it. I'd better hit the corners."
N.4770.V.4L LEAGUE
While Soto was making the biggest
step in his comeback. the Chicago Cubs
and Pittsburgh Pirates continued their
surprising early ascensions. Pittsburgh
beat Philadelphia 5-1 and Chicago took
St. Louis 6-1.
Soto's shutout was the third in the National League this season. The Giants
have lost two of them, the other to Orel
Hershiser last week Kelly Downs has
started both of the shutout losses for San
Francisco
Soto. who also capped a four-run rally
in the fourth inning with an RBI single,
pitched his first complete game since
April 24, 1986, when he shut out Houston
on a three-hitter
In the fourth, Cincinnati got all of its

runs. Eric Davis walked, Paul O'Neill
singled, sending Davis to third base, and
Tracy Jones singled to drive in the first
run of the game and move O'Neill to
third.
Buddy Bell made the score 2-0 with a
sacrifice fly, Bo Diaz followed with an
RBI‘clouble and Soto singled home Diaz.
Pirates 5, Phillies 1 -The Pirates stayed a game behind of
the Cubs in the NL East. Certainly, it's
early to be talking about standings. but,
in Pittsburgh. they rarely get to see the
top of the division.
Barry Bonds, off to a fast start, tripled
and scored in the first inning and hit a
solo home run in the third. Mike
La‘'alliere clinched it with a three-run
double in the eighth.
"We're off to a good start and that's
great," Pittsburgh manager Jim
Leyland said of the 4-2 record. "But I
don't emphasize it because if you don't
get off to a good start, you can't cancel
the season. That's why I don't put a lot of
emphasis on a good start or a bad start.
It's a 162-game season "
Cubs 6, Cardinals 1
Greg Maddux, who pitched a shutout
last week, almost had another one. He
blanked St. Louis for eight innings. then
Bob Horner doubled for the 1,000th hit of
his career and Terry Pendleton singled
him home.
But the Cubs already were in control.
Maddux also singled. doubled and scored
twice in a 13-hit attack.
Chicago improved to 5-1, the NL East's
best record. St Louis dipped to 1-5
"I'm learning how to pitch." Maddux
said of his quick start. "It's my
curveball. I didn't have one last year. so
they don't know what to expect. The se.
cond time around. it might be different.**
"He threw the ball good, but we're just
not hitting," Cardinals manager Whitey
Herzog said
.4.WERIC.421. LE.461-E
Someone should pinch the Cleveland
Indians before this thing really gets out
of hand.
"You hope it doesn't end, but you know
anything can happen," Indians lefthander Greg Swindell said Monday night
after he pitched his second complete
game of the season, putting Cleveland in
(Cont'd os page 9)

Managers, pitchers, fans up in arms over baseball's latest trend
By The Associated Press

Take me out to the balkgame.
This year, the talk is balk in the
big leagues. They're everywhere
— 73 in 7,3 games so far — and the
balk-a-ton shows no sign of slowing down.
"Are you telling me this was the
intent of the thing, turning this into
a farce." said Milwaukee Brewers
president Bud Selig, who saw his

team called for an American
League-record five balks Sunday.
Don't worry, Bud. Your club has
plenty of company. At this rate,
last year's record of 356 balks will
be broken next month.
In the AL, where six balks were
called in the first week last season,
51 have been committed. In the
National League, which accounted
for 217 balks in 1987, there have

been 22 compared to 12 last year.
And more are coming.
"Gentlemen, this is the way it's
going to be," AL umpire Larry
Barnett said. "If they continue to
abuse the rule, we'll continue to
see what happens. Believe me,
I'm not in a contest with the other
six crew chiefs to call the most
balks."
Barnett's crew detected six in

the Milwaukee-New York
Yankees game. Umpire Rocky
Roe saw Balk No. 6 and
dramatically waved his arms, prompting Brewers manager Tom
Trebelhorn to say: "If you're going to call a balk, call it. But he put
on a show, like he was finishing
one of Tchaikovsky's biggest
numbers."
Fittingly, Tchaikovsky's Symphony No 6 was entitled
"Pathetique,"
That's how many view the balk
situation this year — pathetic
"It's bad for the baseball." Kansas City manager John Wathan
said after a five-balk affair "I
don't like it at all. It could be a
mess."
It already is. Pitchers are
paranoid, managers are moaning
and fans are getting fed up with
the constant interruptions.
Umpires, meanwhile, are doing
their jobs. AL president Bobby
Brown and National League president Bart Giammati instructed
their men in blue this year to
make sure pitchers come to a
"discernable" stop in their set
position with runners on base and

do not shuffle their feet in throwing to first base on pickoff
attempts
That's been the,rule, and umpires called it that way during spring training. Many players.
however, guessed the crackdown
would stop when the regular
season started.
"It's definitely frustrating,"
said Oakland pitcher Bob Welch,
called for three balks Sunday. "It
plays with your mind."
Milwaukee's Ted Hlguera, who
committed two balks last season,
was also flagged three times
Sunday.
—this year, balks are a big problem for pitchers," Higuera said.
"It's hard to concentrate I don't
understand it."
Some pitchers are so worried
they've gone to full windups with
runners on third base, rather than
risk going to a set and balking
home a run, as Baltimore's Mike
Boddicker did twice during the
weekend. Those windups also have
more runners trying to steal
home, as Minnesota's Dan Gladden did successfully Friday night.
Speedsters such as Vince Col-

FLORIDA'S SUITEST VACATION

we can put it
alltogetherfor you
and your business!
Some businesses don't advertise because they are puzzled They don't know
where to begin Do they need an artist?
Should they hire an ad agency? What's
co-op about'Who sets the type?
If you are not now advertising but
know that you really shOuld be. then
give us a call Our ad department can do
the complete )ob for you We'll help you
set a budget decide what items will do
best in an ad, help you locate and collect
important co-op dollars, write hard

hitting copy, even supply you with art
at no extra cost and place your message
before the people who really count
the thousands of readers who can be
persuaded to become your customers'
Newspaper advertising is powerful
it really works and the cost is well within
the budgets of most small businesses
Just give us a call Well show you
how effective newspaper advertising
can ring your cash register We'll get
you results'
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753-1916

on ORLANDO'S ATLANTIC OCEAN BEACH
Beautiful new all-suite resort 1 or 2 bed
room suites have fully equipped kitchens,
living/dining area, private balcony. Cable
TV and HBO
Swimming pools, sun
decks, wide expanse of beach. Enjoy
sightseeing, golf, tennis, water sports,
fishing Near 1-4 and 1-95. . just a short
drive to Disney World and all Central nor
ida attractions
Q1BECLILYC&LIMESLEAti
For your best oceanfront value, enjoy a
spacious suite (not just a hotel room) on
Florida's best beach
Special Rates:
$35.00* ONE BEDROOM SUITE
$42.50 TWO BEDROOM SUITE
• Per person, per night. double occupancy

Oceania Suite Hotel

balks

eman. Tim Raines and Rickey
Henderson are also taking advantage. timing a pitcher's set postilion and getting an even bigger
Jump
"Everybody wants a balk
We're getting out of whack here."
Trebeltiorn said "I could put
another defender in the outfield
and the umpires might not see it
bacause they're watching so much
for balks."( Phil) Nlekro cheated for 40
years and they're trying to make it .
up in one year," Trebelhorn said.
The change in requiring a full
stop is sudden Many pitchers
don't mind too much, as long as
the balk calls don't come at
crucial Limes
Others, such as Detroit manager
Sparky Anderson, won't object to
any balks
"You'll never see me complain," Anderson said. "The rule
should be enforced. My guy balked
everytime."
And a few, like Yankees pitcher
Charles Hudson, thought the
change was necessary. particularly In the AL.
"Last year, after being traded
over from the National League. I
noticed a lot of guys here weren't
stopping," Hudson said. "I was
wondering why the umpires were
letting them get away with It

SOCIAL
SECURITY?
MANY
PEOPLE
ONLY KNOW
HALF
THE STORY

Based on availability from
Apr 1610 May 25, 1988

421 S Atlantic Ave., New Smryna Beach, FL 32069(904) 423 8400
TOLL FREE: Florida 800 342-5034

NATIONAL 1-800-874-1931

New Smyrna Beach, FLORIDA

Call
1-800-937-2000
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Indians remain in dream year.

•
•

(Cont'd from page 8)
first place in the American
League East with a 7-2 victory
over the winless Baltimore
Orioles.
The victory was Cleveland's
sixth straight after losing to Texas
on opening day. Coupled with New
York's 17-9 loss at Toronto earlier
Monday, it put the Indians a half.
game ahead of the 5-1 Yankees.
That game was the only other contest in the AL, with Milwaukee at
Boston postponed by rain.
The Indians, off to their best
start since 1966, • haven't been
alone in first at any point in any
season since April 16, 1983. They
shared first briefly in May 1986.
"We're up there all alone," said
Swindell, who struck out eight and
didn't walk a batter. "It might not
last very long, but we might as
well enjoy it while we're there. I
just want to have fun while I can."
That's realistic talk from someone who saw a portion of
Cleveland's 101 losses a year ago.
The Indians also are sober
enough to know that their first
four-game sweep since 1984 came
at the expense of the Orioles, one
of baseball's weakest teams.
Baltimore's 0-6 start matches its
1955 club record for losses at the
beginning of a season, and the
Orioles have been outscored 43-7.
"Everybody's bearing down,
trying hard, trying to get base hits
and make the plays,' Baltimore
manager Cal Ripken Sr. said.
"They're going at it good, but just
not putting runs on the board
First, we've got to get some runs

for our pitchers, and ..sicbild,
we've got to be able to get that
third out."
Mike Morgan, 0-2, took the loss.
The only encouragement for
Ripken came in the fifth inning,
when Larry Sheets singled and
Rick Schu followed with the
Orioles' first homer of the season.
That tied the game at 2-2.
But in the Cleveland sixth, Mel
Hall doubled with two outs for the
third of his four hits and took third
on a wild pitch as Cory Snyder
walked. Dave Clark, filling in
because Joe Carter was nursing a
sore back, grounded a single up
the middle for a 3-2 lead.
Snyder went to third on Clark's
single and scored when Clark was
caught in a rundown as he attempted to steal second.
The Indians added three runs in
the seventh on Pat Tabler's tworun triple and an RBI single by
Hall.
Cleveland scored its first two
runs in the fourth on a double by
Snyder, who has hit safely in all
seven games.
Swindell's performance gave
Cleveland four complete games
this year but actually hurt the
team's ERA, pushing it from 1.36
to 1.45. /Blue Jays 17, Yankees 911
The Yankees suffered their first
loss in what nearly was the longest
nine-inning game in American
League history.
Kelly Gruber hit two home runs,
and Rick Leach and Ernie Whitt
had two RBI apiece in a six-run
first inning for Toronto, which had
20 hits.

The Yankees had won their first
five games for the club's best start
since 1933. The loss spoiled a five.
hit, four-stolen base performance
by Rickey Henderson.
The game came within a minute
of being the longest in AL history
at four hours, 15 minutes. The
record for a nine-inning game was
4:16 between the Yankees and

((ont'd from page 8)
student body, and participate in
the Blue-White game."
Kentucky football coach Jerry
Claiborne had issued a statement
Saturday that the football team
accepted Chandler's apology for
his use of theivorcIfnigger" during a regents meeting. Claiborne
said in the statement that the team
believed Chandler "wanted to hurt
no one by his unfortunate
remark."
However, Johnson said afterward that not all team members
agreed with the statement, and he
refused to comment on the status
of the Blue-White game.
Monday's statement by Johnson
and Chenault indicated that the
team would play the annual scrim-
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Baseball

mage because of its support of
Roselle.
"Just recently, we became
aware of the establishment of the
Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial
Endowment Fund at the University of Kentucky. It was made possible through the efforts
Roselle. For those efforts, we will
proudly wear the Blue and White.
"It is sad Dr. Roselle has had to
face such a controversy during his
first year as president of the
University of Kentucky. We know
he is working toward a brighter
future.
"We urge all students to support
Dr. Roselle's efforts and promote
the understanding of cultural
diversity in the university
community."

Sportsman's Club

litho
1806
1738
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SCOREBOARD

UK football team...

Local 11(m•1ing
iitiler or lironar
1 MiA
how
league

Orioles on June 8, 1986. The major
league record is 4:18 in a National
League game between Los
Angeles and San Francisco in 1962.
"They scored enough runs for
three (games) and we scored
enough for two," Yankees first
baseman Don Mattingly said.
"The fans got their money's
worth, if time is money."
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Monday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston, ppd cold
Toronto 17 New York 9
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Minnesota at Cleveland, n
Oakland at Seattle, in,
NATIONAL LEAGE'E
' East Division
W
L Pet. GB
833 —
5
1
Chicago
.667. .1
PALO:mar/Pi
'3
500
2
New York
3
3
500
2
Philadelphia
2
4
333
3
Montreal
1
5
167
1
St Louis
,
West Division
Vt
L
Pet. GB
5
1
.833
Los Angeles
Houston
4
1
.800
4
1
2
.667
1
Cincinnati
1%
4
3
571
San Francisco
5
.167
4
San Diego
1
0
6
.000
5
Atlanta
Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 5, Philadelphia 1
Houston at Atlanta. ppd rain
Chicago 6, St Louts 1
Cincinnati 4, San Francisco 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Montreal r Perez 1-Or at New York r Darling 0-1,
Houston Ryan 0-0 r at Atlanta Z.Smith
0-1r, i n1
Chicago i Nipper 0-0 r at St. Louis i De-Leon
0-1r, ni
Los Angeles I Sutton 0-0 r at San Diego
11-lawkins,0.11. In,
Cincinnati Jackson 1-Or at San Fran-cisco
Krukow 1-0i, in, •
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Chicago at St Louis
Cincinnati at San Francisco
Houston at Atlanta, n 1
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh, n
Los Angeles at San Diego, '0
Only games scheduled

Transactions

Wed. Night
April 13th

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
LOS ANGELES CLIPPERS—Signed Eric
White, forward, for the remainder of the
NBA season • r
PHOENIX SUNS—Activated James
Bailey. forward-center, from the injured list
Placed Ron Moore, center, on the injured
list
SEATTLE SUPERSONICS—Signed Bob
Whitsitt president and general manager to

Club located at
121 South at the
State Line

a new five-year contract
FOOTRALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS—Signed Errol Tucker,
defensive back-kick returner
COLLEGE
RLTGEFLS—Named Bob Wenzel men's
head basketball coach
SOUTHERN METHODIST—Named Bill
Weidner recruiting coordinator for varsity
sports

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Spring Rebate Sale

We are building our inventory, so the selection will be great.
In addition to our best competitive deal you will receive:
up to $1,50000 Cash Rebate on '8d Cadillacs
(if you are a previous Cadillac or Lincoln owner)
up to *750°° on '88 Oldsmobiles

up to $750" on '88 Buicks
up to $1,000°° on '88 Pontiacs

In addition to the rebates, we have option savings on many models up to $700"
• These rebates are on selected models and are for a limited time
Take advantage of G.M's rebates
while they last.

Wells Purdom, Jr.

Jim Suiter

We welcome trades
during this sale

Tripp Purdom

We have competitive
financing available.

John Purdom

Janice Asbridge

PURDOM MOTORS, INC

•

"Satisifed Customers Are Our Main Concern"
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
Murray
753-5315
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2

Notice

Tole Gate's
6th Anniversary
Sale

2

Notice

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick up and delivery
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759 9246

Mon.- All Stencils,
Beads, Nail Heads &
Conchoes
25% off
Tues.-All Unpainted
Wood Pieces
25% oft

SPRING
LIQUIDATION SALE
CONTINUES

Wed.-Ceramcoat &
Country Accent
Acrylics
25% off

Knitting Yarn
20%. 50% ott
Cross Stitch Book
V: Price + 50'

Thurs.-Delta & Deka
Fabric Paint
26% off

MSS Stitch Fabrics

Frl.-All Artist &
Hobby Brushes
25% oft

20% Off
NEW HOURS FOR
SPRING AND SUMMER

Sat -All BooksHobby and Painting
25% oft

Closed Wo8nesday And
Saturday
Business MOWS

10 AM-4 30 PM

Uncle Jeffs
Shopping Ctr
759-1042

Mon

Tues. Thurs

CREATIVE
EXPRESSIONS
)17 C4441.14tor 14444
(Infakbe JuestIta's flerist)

2

Notice

GLASS Repair & Re
placement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window glass,
plate glass, insulated
glass, tempered safety
glass, mirrors, glass
table tops, storm win
dows and storm doors
repaired, patio door glass
and store fronts. M&G
Complete Glass, Dixieland Center, 753'0180.

Missed
Your
Paper?
753-1916
5:30

to 6 p.m.

AN Ultimate Service. Lef
us stay while you're
away. Housesitting, crit
tersitters by the day,
week or drop by service.
Mail/Newspaper pick-up,
shopping, wait for repairman, plus much
more. No babysitting or
maid service. 753-3315

753-1916

Mon -Fri.

Saturday

3:30 to 4 p.m.

Sat.

Sweat Shirt
Painting
Class

8a.m.— 12 noon

1988 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
Changing the Part-A
deductible and copayments amounts
You will be required to
pay even More Of the
bill. In fact. if you go to
the hospital, you or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540 00
before
Medicare
pays
anything For free information Call

EXECUTIVE Secre
tary Call for appoint
ment, 502 354 6376,
Mon. Fri 9A.M 5P.M.

Tuesday Night
April 12th
Ages 12-adult
per class

Supplies included
except shirt
•Pre•registration
required

•

Tole Gate
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Ctr
759-1042

6

Help

Wanted

Wanted

Help

6

Wanted

Wages
time assembly
work. electronics,
crafts Others. Info
1 504 641 0091, Ext. 1866
Open 7 days.

FEDERAL, State and
Civil Service Jobs. Now
Hiring Your area $13,
550 to $59,480 Im
mediate Openings. Call
l• 315 733 6063, Ext.
F2558.
NEEDED Someone to
live in my home Prefer
someone single and
around 50 to 60 years old
Call 753 1980

WE OFFER:

Immediate opening
for LPN 3 to 11 shift,
and
experienced
nurse aids, all shifts
Apply at .
Westview Nursing
Home
1 404 S. 16th St.
Murray, Ky.

Evening
Facility
Supervisor
Westview is seeking a
qualified RN for
facility supervisor on
the 3 to 11 shift. Must
have good leadership
skills and previous
supervisory
experience.
Salary
open.
Apply to:

E.O.E.

WANTED
Cooks. waitresses
dIshwasnerS for

WESTERN Kentucky
Bank (Purchase Area ,
seeks an experienced
professional to supervise
teller and special service
operations at the Main
office Head teller and
supervisory experience is
preferred. Send resume
to P 0. Box 1040 0,
Murray, KY 42071
E 0 E.

THE FAR WIDE

1 1
Instruction
STATNED GLASS
CLASSES Due to high
demand the Leisure
Connection at N151.1 will
be offering more begin
ning and intermediate
classes in stained glass
The cost of the class is
$35 all equipment in
cluded Classes are held
one night a week for six
weeks and will be held on
Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays For more
information, call 767 6119

•

nefits package Contact now. Southside
or submit ap- Center, 616 5
plication/resume to: Suite 103 10A M 4P M
Marsnall County 'HIRING' Government
Hospital, 503 Geo Ohs your area 515,000
McClain Drive, Benton, $68,000 Call 6021 838
KY 42025, ATTN
8885 Ext 684 "
Personnel
HOMEMAKERS Dream
SALESPEOPLE Christmas Around the
Needed
Campsite World is looking for a
Cali sharp homemaker to
Sales
1 502 474 2204 No ex
work as area supervisor
perienced required
Work from your home
Weekends reauired
weekly paycheck, bonus
trips, free training, free
WAITRESS Sportsman's $300 sample kit, no in
Club, Best Western Hotel, vestment
This is a
1297 East Wood St Paris. ground floor opportunity
TN Apply in person Only Call for local interview
3 00 12 00 Tues Fri
1 800 232 XMAS
502 389
Must be 21 years Approx
0079
38 hours/week
kIRKSEY United
WANTED Part time job Methodist Church
seekers Local firm needs would like to solicit bids
to fill multiple positions for lawn mowing Call
for experienced truck 489 2323 or 489 2164
drivers and knowledge of
Anhydrous Ammonia
Send qualifications to
P.O Box 1040 R

Main.

SALARIES, COMMISSIONS, BONUSES,
PAID VACATION, MAJOR MEDICAL,
NO OVERNIGHT TRAVEUNG,
RECREATIONAL ATMOSPHERE.
QUALIFIED CLIENTS/NO SOLICITING.
RESORT MEMBERSHIP PRIVILEGES.
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
QUALIFICATIONS YOU MUST HAVE:
Must be neat, out-going. serf starter, motivated and
need to make an excess of $25,000 a year Sales
experience preferred, but not necessary Extensive
training program Call 474-2229 for appointment

Help

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO DRIVE

Mr. Beck.
1404 3.16th St.
hitscraw..kw=.
ShoppingE.O.E.
12th St .

rXCELLE
NT
for spare

THAT WAS
CLOSE

THIS BLANKET, I'LL SEE TO IT
TNAT YOU REGRET IT FOR
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE..

6

HALF DAY GREAT
PAY! Now hiring 15 en
thuslastic self starting
individuals for exciting
new local promotion.
Pleasant voice and good
DRY cleaning processor,
S
L P N
1Z N
good hours, good wages. Poitions available in reading skills needed/we
t,CIL5rtstrctompetiticsite_IS_4•04,Iracn A4
Day Or _evening
in a
_ Ap lt
_ aunycirv
perc
r,
esn
-ers,605
Boona,:s7 7

SALES REPS NEEDED
WHAT

Help Wanted

FULL Time Parts and
Service Manager Full!
time all purpose
worker Send resume
to
P.O
Box 306.
Murray, KY 42071
FULL Time saleslady for
womens shoe department
& accessories at Bright's,
Murray Apply in person
at the store
NEED- Christian
babysitter in my home
in the Elm Grove area,
Monday through Fri
day, 7A M 4P M Call
after 4P M 753 3235

CONTWACT
Housekeeping position
Call for appointment,
502, 354 6377, Mon Fri
9A.M. 5P M
CRUISE Ships now
hiring all positions
Both skilled and un
skilled. For informa
tion, call 1615)292 6900,
Ext. H 469

PEANUTS

CAREFuL,D06..IF YOU GRAB

6

CARTER
Reding
Service Cook needed on
Fri., Sat. & Sun. Also,
secretary needed Call
answering service at 492
8806

Must assist with
homework
References
required Paris Landing
Area 901 232 8253.
BEAUTICIAN Pay 6040
46 days a week Call
753 8663 after 6P M for
an interview

With Classified

$9.00
Murray Ledger
& Times
Business Hours:
Monday-Friday
8a.m. — 5p.m.

Notice

Make
sss
sss
sssssssssss
sssssssssssssssss
ssss
sss
ssss
Jerry
l
. McConnel
.
ssss
sss
$sst .
ssss
Insurance
sss
sssssmsssss
753-4199
sssssssssssss
"Our 28th Year"
sss
ssss
ssss
sss
$sss
ssss
sss
ssss
ssss
Wanted
s$s
ssss 6 11 e I
sssssssssssssssss
BABliSITTER Wanted
sssssssssss
Afternoons, My home
55$
Tues Fri 2 children

715-1120

THE Gold Nugget,
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

2

Wray Ledger & Times

TRACT011-TRAILEll
40
,5
I.ko eapinor*k
•001 C4•111kaken
••F.Olgailiking--,
•PlecomerN
•nn•ric bel Ad

ALLIANCE

NEED Work
Full or
Part time, call Avon,
Faye McClure 753 0232,
or if vou want to buy
Avon
NEED a lob' I openings
now
You may qualify
if
1 )you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma 121 you
have been out of school
9 months or more
you are between ages lô
& 11 We are a EOE
This project 5 funded
by the Western Ky
Private industry
Council
JTPA
Call
JTPA Out Of School
753 9378 between 8 30
12 00 5 days a week
RN Nurse Supervisors
needed for 11 7 and 311
shifts Competitive be
net its package
Personnel
Contact
Marshall County
Hospital, 503 Geo
McClain Drive Benton
KY 47025

new feStaUfa^!

MAC TON MAIL EN
raamoseGct Knits
aANOPI r01
C40 Ira Fria

1.800334.1203

TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
par
time

Train oft Ilse airline
iomputers Home study and
resident 111itntrts

:

1-800

rH.4,

4
"NI/Ff.:SST( iN 4/
••/.1111 T tk1
m41
triloSI•T
•I \tit TI11
'41 St 1 410
T1)RE

and clean up men
to work at least

210 Johnson
Blvd.

40 hours per
week.
Only experienCed

By GARY LARSON

neea apply

at

511 S. 4th

St

•

or call
9

I •1100 :it, 771x

753-8450

Situation

TIM 11511 ••4 1•Ir

Wanted

CHRISTIAN family will
do mowini4 light hauling, 14
Want to Buy
and house cleaning Also
Oriental Rugs
151_15
piumbinq Prices re
Wanted
Any size or
asonable 492 8899
HOUSE setter will care condition Cali toll free
for . pets. plants, yard, 1000 342 7847
collect mail. etc while
53
4v20u're
away
Re
ferences available 762

I
NANCY

WANT
TO BUY

I
housecleaning
et wanl y dohou
Reasonable rates, Re
ferences Call 753 7158
after 5P M

50 WHAT'S
MR EXCITEMENT
POING TOPAQ ?

M GOING
JOGGING.
WANNA GO?

St I

I never would have married him in the
first place, but the jerk used a cattle prod"

"Look —

REGISTER Now and
Save 55 oft first mov,
ing
Now making our
Spring and Summer
schedule for lawn care
10% off for Senior
Citizens 753 3455 or
753 3534
TEENAGE Boy wants
to mow yards
Re
asonable rates Call
759 4177 Ask for Yancy
WILL keep children in
my home, anytime 437
4678

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
BEETLE BAILEY

You'RE
LATE!

to

IT TAKES LONGER
FOR MEN IN THE
1‘,
.
A0RNING
TO
SHAVE!

gad

[A1

WOMEN SHAVE
TOO! UNOERARMS AND
LEGS

VOL)
PO?

PX

•
Aft'

1 Shade trees
5 "The
(Springsteen
nickname)
9 Novelty
12 Harvest
13 Mine
entrance
14 Bull ring
cheer
15 Stalks of

grain

•

BLONDIE
I'
M GiViNG YOU
9100 130NUS
GOR YOUR

'WORK

oN

M,f3Rl,,lQGR

ORAL

MY BROTHER „NO TRAITOR. NO RiGHT
(5049) TO KILL HIM. COLONEL ONORP,..CRAZY.0

SHE'S TRYING TO
BRING ME ALONG
TOO FAST

17 Aster as
18 Brown kiwi
19 Former
Portuguese
money of
account
21 "Little
23 Omens
27 Note of scale
28 Mountain
nymph
29 Away
31 Tennis stroke
34 Tantalum
symbol

Closest
Neon symbol
Crafty
Obscure
Build
Spanish
article
46 Admonitions
48 Spoor
51 Place to
sleep slang
52 Paddle
53 Equally
55 Courage
59 The — Man
(07
character)
60 Old pronoun
62 Gray or
Moran
63 Abstract
being
64 Dress
borders
65 Changed
color of
35
38
39
41
42
44

DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

'

FRAME
ROADSJ
REFER
•-ER I ES
, Ailli
TERM
M ARL
, NS
TOOTS
LIE
H E IIR 00 T
NE
EALS
NEAT
ST

i;

POMP

SLOE

work

irMilillurr1

Call:
492-8366
After 3 p.m.
16

Nome

Furnishings

ttIRING Room Suite, 4
chairs, excellent condi
tion, $250 Cali 753 6648
EIGHT Pieces of Living
Room Furniture Solid
Oakwood, recliner. and
Fisher 77- Color TV
753 0707
LIVE Wood and cane
coffee table. 32" square.
550 753 7276
OUEENSIZE sleeper
sofa, earthtones. 5 years
old, like new Reduced to
$150 Call 437 4934
Sewing

Machines

19 Farm Equipment
4' KUBOTA Rear tine
Tiller. 5700 Call 753
0067 after 5P M
FOR all your no till
pasture reseeding or 10
year program seeding
David Feagon, 489 2740

10 Medicinal
plant
11 College
official
16 Did garden

20 Raged
1 Bitter vetch
22 ' — Mice
and Men
1
2
3
4
111 8
7
II
10
9
11
23 Cooking
vessels
12
24 Spoken
tiuu
25 Concerning
ill
15
26 Petition
18
30 Sleepinghi
111•
sickness fly
hi
19
21 kil
32 Opening
word in
27
a fairy tale
MEd
III
33 Wagers
28
36 Be ill
WI
111
Mil 37 Relied oo
14
35
le III 40 Longs for
43 Teutonic
ill
IIII
39
ill
41
deity
43
45 Roman St
42lUl
47 Arrives on the
scene
" Id
lid
III
mi
48 Carry
49 Shower
d '
50 Strip of wood
52
55
54 Haggard
liIN
i
.11111111
1
heroine
iii
mil
56 Attempt
III
57 Recline
••
58 Goal
61 Printer's
id
iuuu
lid

Tobacco Base

18

CITE
TAPE'
HEALED
TAMPER
MIS,H_A R E
E,T_U_ I _
2 Permit
3 Deface
4 Warlike
5 Sink
6 Hypothetical
force
7 Perch
8 Rack away
9 Convent onai

Dark Fire Cured

OPEN Arm Sewing
Machine, looks and runs
like new
Zig tag,
monograms. fancy
stitches
No at
tachments needed Sold
for over S350
pay
balance of $77 60 or
$1400 per month
Phone
753 3315

PREPARE
ERRED
EA
ERODE
MI RE
ABE
T A'l -t. S. EAT

Ii

•

N1)10418.

'

• •I nu,totber •• H s t •

Experienced:
Mechanics. Body

Employment
Service

1.
1
TR 41

NIP WANTED

Apply at

1..171.014- tal

aid gsa.bihle Jot> PLO efn
,
n1
•ssIstan, r Nal kftdi lidg rs

11r-Ailb

24 Miscellaneous
Tax14 WOOD Storage
Building, needs work,
5-450 Call 753 0062
19" ZENITH Color TV
with stand
Excellent
condition, $100 Iron
lawn furniture, grape
and vine design
In
dudes 2 chairs, settee,
and a table, $100 Call
759 1545
GET your tax refund
faster
We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 7440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
Ky SO2 247 7831

e
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Miscellaneous

24

Miscellaneous

25

Business Services

Miierray Ledger & Times

46 Homes tor Sale
Livestock Supplies
49.Used Cars
ARABIAN Show Horse FOR Sale. New house 1977 MERCURY Grand
WEDDING GOWN
10 year old gelding, 15 located in Merrywood Marquis, extra clean, A 1
hands high, gentle. Will Subdivision just off of mechanically, 2 owner
by Alfred Angelo
teach anyone to ride, Benton Bypass to car. Call 436 2427.
Candoirt• Whit* Size 10
Make-It &
trail rides Call after Murray 3 bedrooms, 2 1978 BUICK
Skylark,
Soso dui Condition
5P M 753 0703
baths, double garage low miles Also, Amana
Take-It
FOR Sale
Only '175.00
Registered with electric opener, Microwave 759 4825
26.TV
Radio
Classes
Polled Hereford bulls built in bookcase, large leave message.
Att., 3 p.m. 733-38011
(all week)
Also few cows with wood deck, plus over 800 1978 PONTIAC
40 T V TOWER with
Grand
sq ft of storage area
Rotor, Antenna & Rotor calves 901 247 5.487
Drop Ni & Take a
Prix LJ Call 753 0222.
Box, $75 436 2610
LAWNMOWER- Battery
'SIMMENTAL and Call 527 9 1 9 2 for 1979 BUICK
Class
LeSabre,
appointment.
,(_lotses Approx I hi, LJegi
$20 99 Wallin Hardware LEASE TO OWN 25'
Simbrah bulls
Per
mechanically very sound,
HOUSE
For
Sale
by
downtown
Paris,
TN.
formance
semen
console
TV with remote,
&
1 pin - 5 pm
$975 Call 753 0463 or 753
3 bedroom,
Excellent qual Owner
LAWNMOWER 22 Cu?, $53 a month
Murray tested
family
room
and
garage
ity. $650 & up Cadiz,
Rental & Sales 753 8201
8" steel ball bearing
Mon. Wooden
3359 .
CHEVROLET
Recently remodeled 492 1980
wheels, instant height LEASE TO OWN 19" Ky. 522 8794
Tulips in Pot
Caprice, p.s., p.b., new
8575 or 492 8158
adjustment, 3 1/2 HP color TV, $28 a month
tires, excellent interior,
Tues -Fabric
Briggs & Stratton en
Murray Rental & Sales
$1850. Call 753-0463 or 753
gine, $15999 Wallin 753 8201
38 Pets Supplies
Painted Pillow
3359.
Hardware, Downtown
LEASE TO OWN Wir
AKC Black Labrador
1982 CUTLASS Sierra
Wed. Paper Twist
Paris Open all day eless remote VCR, $32 a
male 8 weeks old
Brougham, 4 door, air,
On 2 or 20 Acres Near
Doll
Saturday
month
Murray Rental
Guaranteed $100 354
tilt, cruise, grey char
MARINE
Batteries:
24
School.
Southwest
8201.
&
Sates.
753
8714
Thurs -Spring Hat
coal over silver. $3,650
Series 85 amp $39 99, 27 LEASE TO OWN 120 AKC SHIH Tzu
puppies
or best offer. Call
w/Stand
Series 105 amp $49 99
watt stereo system, from show dogs, very
753-1928
753 9489.
Wallin Hardware only $53 per month
Fri. Paper Twist
small, one male, two
1982 MERCURY
Paris,
downtown
TN
Murray Rental & Sales, females, $175 each
IN CANTERBURY Zephyr, good condition,
Flower & Wreath
NEW Shipment of 753 8201
ESTATES- 3 bedroom, 2 new tires, radio and air,'
Ca11753 0624
$3 Each Class
Wheel Horse lawn
LUEWATER Kennel bath, great room, fen $1895. Call 753 6014 or
27
Mobile
Homes
for
Sale
mowers
rear
en
8HP
All Supplies Included
has Chinese Shar pei and ced backyard, double 753-2295.
gine riders to 17HP twin 12 X 60 MOBILE Home, AKC puppies and stud garage, professionally,
1982 OLDS Toronado Call
Uncle Jeff's
cylinder We have them 2 bedroom
1 bath, service Will buy small landscaped and de
753 6308.
Best service in pai r,„rnal)led call
Shopping Ctr
all
corated. In upper 70's. 1982 RECARO
AKC puppies
Trans Am,
town! Stokes Tractor, 753 vrt.,7.759-1042
Call 753 4801.
901 247 5250
black and gold, T tops,
Industrial Road
12 x 65, 1971 CRIT
THREE
Bedroom,
2 new paint, loaded, $5,000.
FEMALE Poodle, 115
PINE Barkmulch 2 29 2 TERION, 3
months old, good natured bath house and 31 1/2 Call 759 1002 or 753.4303.
bags
1 GALLON Assorted cu
Pine bedroom, 1 1 2 baths,
ft
acres
of
land
1/8 mile 1984 CROWN Victoria 4dog, house broken 753
Boxwood, nuggets 2 49 2 cu ft
Shrubs
off Hwy 280 on Forrest
13100 753 1311
2798 or 753 0180
door, one owner, 43,900
Holly, Eunonymous, bags We also have top 1969 RITZCRAFT
Rd.
Call 4365318
12)465, 2 KENNEL Space avaita
actual miles, like new
Azalr..As, more, more, Soil, potting soil and bedroom, Ashley
wood
ble for boarding dogs and Two Bedroom Brick inside and out. $8950 firm.
peat Coast to Coast stove, northern
more, only $2 99 ea
House, nice neighbor Call 753 3924 or can be
insulated, cats Call 489 2377
Your choice New this Hardware, Murray
priced at $3800, good
ONE Year old Bluetick hood, almost a new roof, seen at 809 N. 20th St.
year 2 gal Flowering PROTECT Your condition 435 4249 after
Bloodhound female, hardwood floors, built 1984 CUTLASS Supreme
Shrubs, Lilacs, investment put a rub
in carport. Stove re
5P M
partially trained
Brougham Coupe, 40,
Hon.eysuckle, more ber bed mat in your new
frigerator, air con 000 miles,
PRICED to Sell 1982
Ready for breeding
one owner,
varieties only $6 99 Pick Up 'truck
Stokes 14x70 Frontier High
ditioning,
shades
and
8341
$450 Call 527
local car, V-8, t tops,
each At Coast to Coast Tractor, 753 1319
curtains
are
optional.
Rise, 3 bedrooms, 1 1 , 2
IAMESE Kittens Seal
wheels, 1/2 landau top,
Hardware
RED Hot Bargainsf baths, step up kitchen,
1614 Ryan St
Call cruise, tilt-wheels,
point, $35 00, 759 1799
fac
Al UMIN-M extension Drug dealers' cars,
753 6413.
furni,shed, has washer
tory AM/FM stereo
ladders l. $3999, 16' boats', planes re
and 'dryer with queen
cassette with built in
$42 99 30' $59 99. 14' possessed
47
Motorcycles
Surplus. size waterbed Also set
Public Sales
booster, power seats,
41
$74 99. 28 $99 99 Wallin Your area
Buyer's on lot 377x87, septic
1940 HARLEY, excel windows and locks
Hardware
Downtown, Guide, 805 687 6000, Ext
tank and water lines
lent condition, $3,500. Extra sharp. 436 5508.
Paris
S 8155
Call after 5P M
Call 753 9832.
ANTIQUES and Col
SEASONED firewood, 489 2529 Excellent
1981 650 HONDA, good" 1985 CUTLASS Supreme
iec tables Market, Sun
$50 2 ricks, delivered
condition
condition. 14,000 miles. Brougham, 35,000 miles,
day, April 10. 9A M to 436 2778
Call 759 1959 after tilt, cruise, AM/FM
Tues. ft Wed.
IP M Cape Girardeau s SHARP Copiers 8. Fax 28 Mobile Homes for Rent
cassette, power windows,
4 30P.M.
Arena Building 314 334
Machines
For Sale,
513 Broad
1981 HARLEY Tour locks, seats, sunroof, de
5153
Service, Supplies or
* Four Star *
Large size men's &
Guide, black and silver, lay wipers, charcoal
BIRD Baths 6. Concrete Demonstrations Cali
grey, $8,000. 753-4.353.
excellent
tiromon's
condition
clothes,
boy's
MOBILE HOME
Planters in various 1 800 748 4319 Benton
must sell, $3400 Call 1985 FORD Tempo,
clothes. Avon bottles. antI.
sizes Clay pots in all KY
4 door, automatic, blue,
759 4104
REPAIR
qui bed, sowing machin•
shapes & sizes. SUNBEDS, SPAS, ANt5
1987 YAMAHA XS 40(I 32,000 actual miles. One
case. 4 oak chairs,
Strawberry Pots De
TONING TABLES
Heritage Special Like owner, cruise, $5500.
mahogany coffee table,
.„..corative Rock. too! Wolff or Suntana After
Call 753-7703.
new, $700. Call 759 1835.
knick-knacks and a lot
-toast to Coast 5 or weekends Sunshine
1985 RENAULT Alli
YAMAHA,
1986
yzeo
more
Hardware Murray'
'Pool and Patio 502 898
ance, 4•speed, AM/FM
•e
1.1 ,
newly rebuilt, ap
FIREWOOD for sale
Somaith mg for
3441
cassette, air condition
Roo, Koos Seaieo
proximately
1
hour
on
437 4667
everyone
Best Piicies 1uaiIt•i• •
motor, new chair and ing, red with beige
FIPF.WOOD for sale
Lattice DeCits bre' '250
sprockets. 1984 RM125 interior, clean car.
Also, tree removing 30
focton, Esparkonc•
Runs great. 59,000
Suzuki. 753 4814
years experience 436
Bwkilong I Siorr,corop
43
Real Estate
750 HONDA Shadow TTW miles. Call 474 8876
monlos
2758 or 436 2562
after 4 30P.M.
1 ACRE, 3 buildings, new, 7,000 miles Can be
FIVE rooms of dark
* PNONE 15021492448S*
natural gas, septic tank, seen at Garland Used
green carpeting. good
10 miles north of Cars or call after 3P.M.,
condition, $125 Call
BEDROOM, on priv
Murray on 121. Call 753 4641.
753 6783 after SP M
ate lot. 1 2 mile from
753
0318
OR Sale One barber
University on Covey
48 Auto Services
l(OPPERUD Realty
Jormerly 01 Uurrity A
chair and 2 mirrors
Drive Call 753 4524
CLASSIC For a limited
offers
a
complete
range
759 1501
BR,
furnished
OR
3
or
includes canvas,
of Real Estate services time, paint most cars or
FRUIT Trees Apple,
unfurnished. some new
mat, paint & lunch
with a wide selection of pick ups for 1350 Vans
furniture, natural gas
Peach.' Plum cherry,
quality homes, all or two tones extra Body
Brushes extra
and pear
Several
electric, air con
prices 753 1222, toll free work not included at
varieties Only $9 esi
ditioned Shady Oaks
•Pre registration
1 800 151 HOME Ext. this price Call or see
Ornamental
each
New & Used
753
5209
required
for courteous, Rick or Chuck 759 1360
tree,,,s
Purple Leaf
NICE 7 bedroom, 2 bath, 711L
GM
Execultves &
North,
Murray,
641
KY
competent Real Estate
PI
. Dogwood
Red
$150 per month. MO de
Program Vehicles
We make buy
service
dud. Flowering Pear
answering
Call
posit
ing & selling Real
Silver Maple Willow &
901-642-3900
service, 497 8806
Estate easy for you
more Only 114 50 each
Two Bedroom trailer, WHAT does
Hwy. 79 W.
Pads
Key As ./
14
At Coast to Coast Har
Northwind Mobile
sociates Wilson Realty
dware in the Central
Uncle Jeff's
"Ow•ZO Yews Exp•twnce
Park
No pets Three
1987 MAZDA 626 LX, 18,
have to offer In Office
Shopping Ctr . Murray
Shopping C1r.
Bedroom House in
ESTIMATES
000 miles. Ultimate
fixed
rate
financing
9866
Call
753
country
759 10,42
FIBERGLASSING
Luxury, electric sunroof,
from application to
TTLLERS, SHP Briggs
TWO Bedroom Mobile closing. Excellent re
graphic equalizer, dark
FRAMEWORK
and Strdtton engine.
for
rent,
Home
436
2276
blue, aluminum wheels,
ferral system
chain drive. $28999 in WOOD For Safe Green
MIG WELDING
automatic, loaded Buy
carton
Homeowners Warranty
Wallin Hard
and seasoned, 30 Business Rentals
SPECIALIZING
IN
ALL
ing van Call 753 9487
for buyer and seller,
ware. Downtown, Paris
$25 rick Call 437 4927
OVER PAINT JOBS
'PACE for office or Unique Home viewer
after 4P.M
TORO Push mowers
small business at 113 magazine. Pro
25 &manes' Sttrocts
'75 CUTLASS 442, power
and weed trimmers
Shop: 753-9714
South 13th St Call Tom fessionally trained
everything, $600. Call 753
Also for all Toro part MIKE Hodge's Tax
After 5:00
Hopkins 753 3488
salespeople For more
9852
and service see Keith at Service offering elec
753-0062
information on The Key
Stokes tractor. Indust tronic filing
FACTORY Executive
Refunds 31
Want to Rent
Advantages with Buy
riai Road, 753 1319
Car 1978 Buick Electra,
processed in average of
Selling,
ing
call
and
49
Used
MATURE,
quiet univers
Cars
USED Riding mowers. 18 days 11 years ex
one local owner Clean,
SO2
753
3263
today
without
tty
couple,
chil
all sizes and all prices perience
Southside
1973 FORD Mercury, loaded, tilt, cruise,
dren or pets. wishes to
Stokes Tractor. Indust Shopping Center
759
1 door, $800 or best power seats and win
44
Lots
for
Sale
rent two bedroom apar
riai Road, 753 1319
dows $2,195. Call 753
1415
offer 492 8548
tment or small house in 10 ACRES Highway fron
1973 VOLKSWAGON 8096
town Must have garage
tage property Located at For
Sale Needs a little
759 4735
50 Used Trucks
Coldwater Call 489 2761 work, call
753 6798 after
WANT to Rent Mobile after 6P M
5P M
$1000 or best 1987 GMC S15 JIMMY
Home lot with septic KENTUCKY Lake Lot offer
SKI, V6 Fuel Injection,
tank and well Lot with 12x60 Mobile Home, sep
1976 DODGE Aspen FAC aluminum wheels,
trees Preferably 5 or tic, well. lot goes to TVA
Wagon, air, good motor, every available option,
more miles out of town
survey line, $16,500 442 fender
bent, some rust, 6/60 factory warranty
753 8918 or 436 2165 after 1770 or 4/2 3632
well maintained Never wrecked, bought
5 30P M
TWO Lakeview lots a, mechanically,
new
Call 753 7819
1300 753
Pine Bluff Shores Call 6914
anytime
32 Apts for Rent
753 8723
1 OR 2 bedroom apart
Attractive home located west of town Three bedrooms
UNDERDEVELOPED
2 baths central heat k air and immediate po
merit near downtown lot at Center Ridge off
in
1111 erl in the $SO's
Murray, 753 .1109
Hwy 94 near Lynnhurst
FURNISHE 175 Resort Walking dos
apartments Efficiency, tance to lake Includes
753-1222
711 Main
1 or 2 bedrooms No private cove, boat
children, no pets. launch and dock. $2,250
Zimmerman Apart
or best offer
Will
Cars
merits, South 16th St , consider trading for
'87 Dodge Shadow...Local 1 owner, less
753 6609
boat of equal value Call
than 8000 miles, traded for '88 Shadow Lots
901 247 3750
MUR Cat apts
Nor
Special '1495
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR.
of
warranty left
Now renting
Equal 16 Homes for Sale
Housing Opportunity.
butbath
BEDROOM
'86 Ford Taurus...Local 1 owner,
759 4984
brick home near Ben
ton and knob, just 16.000
NOW renting 1 and 2 ton
Phone 527 9932
bedroom apartments. after 5P M
'85 Dodge Chargosr...Local 1 owner, less
Call Embassy Apart
5 BEDROOM Home in
than 40 00Q miles, auto, air. AM/FM stereo
ments at 753 3530
Canterbury
LR/DR.
STS SR 100 receiver with built in Videocipher II
TAKING applications large den, Rec room, 1
Descrambler 10ft mesh dish SR 100 features in
'85 Dodge Omnl...Local 1 owner, auto, air.
for Section 8
Rent 1/7 baths, large utility
dudes Complete remote control, full stereo. on
AM/FM stereo, 30,000 miles
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3 room with lots of stor
"'croon graphics, bull In actuator, parental lock out
BR
Apply Hilldale age, kitchen with
Quality Service Other Brands Available
'77 Chevy Cordoba...Less than 50.00Q al
Apts
Hardin, Ky
breakfast nook
Deck
located inside Uncle Jeff's 753-3107 753 6575
E qual Housing with fenced in backyard
tual
Opportunity
and storage shed Ap
proximately 3,400 sq. ft
Trucks
36 For Rent or Lease
$95,500. Phone 759 1509.
EMPI,OVMENT OPPORTUNITY
'88 Dodge Dakota...Local 1 owner, 4 cy
BEAUTIFUL lake view 7
DENT to
Local area industry has openings in the
a Heavy
5 speed, 2000 miles, warranty' warranty'
Duty Washer and bedroom, 2 bath, garage
following positions:
floating dock, deck
warranty'
Dryer,
$18
per
week
Assembly Supervisor
Call Movie World at fireplace and insert, OW
Should have experience in the supervision
'86 Dodge Maxi Van...Local 1 owner. 15
central propane, electri(
753 4663
of a high speed assembly area with par17 x80 BUILDING with hia EC and much more
passenger. front and rear air, lots of other
ticular emphasis in employee skills. 3central heat & air, Selling due to health, $59
950 Call 436 5811.
paneled walls and car
years of supervisory experience preferred.
peted Dixieland Center BRICK home, 3 BR, 5
Production Control Supervisor
'85 Chevy Scottsdale...Local 1 owner,
on Chestnut directly bath, sun porch, kitchen
Should be familiar with M.R.P. & large
AM/FM, power steering and brakes. less
utility
room,
yard
fenced
adjacent to MSU cam
storage house, central
volume material control function. 3-5 years
us 753 3018
than 50.000 miles
OB1LE Home space heat/air 3 blocks from
of supervisory experience preferred.
for rent, East side of Murray High. Call 759
'84 Ford F-100 Custom...6 cyl , 4 speed,
Waste Water Treatment Technician
4407 after 5p.m
county 140 per month
make us an offer
Should be familiar with basic chemistry
Owner
Sale by
Call 759 4850,
with some lab experience. College
Beautiful 3 bedroom
brick, 1 baths, formal
chemistry courses preferred.
Miller's 121
dining & living room
Send resume in confidence to:
large den, deck patio
Mini Storage
CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE
Personnel Manager
carport, lots of extras
1.332 EAST WOOD ST . LAKE HWY 79E
P.O. Box 610
Lor,ded on 121 By P.-is..
wooded lot in county
, PARIS. TN 901-642-5661
Reduced by 11,000's.
Parts, TN 38242
753 67 74 or 753 6855
$48,500 Offers accep
E0E
after 5 p m
ted 489 2256 or 753 7443
37

IMPORT Auto Salvage
Largest Selection of
Foreign Cars We have
new and used parts Open
8A M. 5P.M. Mon Fri
474 2325.

Tole Gate's

3 Br, Brick House

Yard Sale

Beginner's Oil
Painting Class

r

Now It's
Dan Taylor

All Day
Sat., April 16
$25

Ch.orrolg Oldsmobile,
Ca*,Ix. of
Allis, TN

Tole
Gate

Pierce
Body Shop

The Only Used Cars We Sell are
One's We'd Own Ourselves

KOPPERUD REALTY
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SATELLITE SALES & SERVICE

every

jorrfd

miles

miles

awn

options

auto.

air.

FOR

PEPPERS

50

Used

Trucks

1986 CHEVY Shorf
Wheel Base, 4x4, lots of
extras, sharp! 753 6268
51

Campers

15 FOUR Seasons, 19
Road Ranger, 22' Wilde
mess, 28' Impala, 30'
Sahara, 492 8580 or 435
4141.
1974 FORD Open Road
Motor Home Call 759
4490
1982 JAYCO Pop up
Camper, sleeps 6, very
good condition For more
information, phone 753
0932 or 753 5898.
COACHMAN Camper,
22', excellent condition
Call 436 5573.
52

Boats Motors

14 BOSTON Whaler,
40HP Johnson, trailer,
Hummingbird depth
finder, trolling motor,
Call after 5P.M.
759 1959.
14
V BOTTOM
Aluminum boat, 18HP
Evinrude motor, trolling
motor, heavy-duty trailer
and a new Hummingbird
depth finder. Call
753-1755.
16 1/2 FISHER Marine
Bass Boat, '87- 60H P
Johnson, tilt, trim, '88
Minn Kota foot trolling
motor, $4,500 firm. 7538828.
1976 BARETTA Bass
Boat, Evinrude 115,
power trim, 12 & 24
Evinrude trolling mo
tor. See at Murray Bait.
Call 753-0062 after 5P.M.
1977 17' GLASSPAR,
1704-IP, I/O Mercrui
ser, trailer included,
$3150. Call 436-2268.
1984 40 FLOTEL Pontoon Houseboat with
90HP Mercury. In ex
cellent condition. Call
642-2364.
'76 MARK Twain, white
with burgundy interior,
140 H.P. inboard, good
condition. Call 753-6437 or
753.9696 anytime.
THREE Way Sandpiper
Sailboat, lift and trailer,
$650. 753-4160.
WE buy, sell or trade
boats, motors, trailers,
parts or most anything
marine. Paris, Tn- 901642 3332

53

Services Offered

53

Services Offered

Kitchens by
WARD ELKINS

PRE ENGINEERED
Woodframe Buildings
for commercial or farm
use
Also churches,
We create the world's
stables, arenas,
garages. Call today
finest kitchens"
901-642-2080. Custom
411 Maple 753.1713
Metal Buildings.
QUALITY construction
FENCE sales at S-ears repairs and alterations
now. Call Sears 753 2310 Free estimates. Call G
for free estimate for & A 4362617
your needs.
ROCKY COLSON Home
FOR most any type Repair.
Roofing, siding,
driveway white rock
painting, plumbing,
also. any type gravel,
concrete
Free es
dirt and sand call Roger
timates. Call 474 2307 or
Hudson, 753 4545 or
753-6973.
753 6763.
Machine Re
SEWING
GARDENS TilledNo lob
pair
All makes and
too small
Free Esmodels. Home & In
timates. Call 753-9702.
8004,44.. Beg/c-losin
GENERAL Reda-re-- machines. Also
scissor
Plumbing, Roofing, sharpening
40 yrs.
Yard Work, Tree Work
experience
All work
Wood, $25 a rick Call
guaranteed
Kenneth
436 2642 or 436 5895
Barnhill, 753 2674,
GUTTERING by Sears. Stella, Ky.
Sears continuous gut
SHEETROCK finishing,
ters installed for your
specifications Call new or repair 436-2811.
Sears 753 2310 for free SUREWAY Tree
Service Topping, prun
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured ing, tree removal. Ae
marble and tile.. 643 Old rial bucket truck. Fully
insured for your prot
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
INSULATION blown in ection. Stump removal
by Sears. TVA ap- with no lawn damage.
proved. Save on those Free estimates. No
obligations. 753-5484.
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753- 2310 for free
estimate.
Septic Tanks
INTERIOR/Exterior
Pumped
Painting. For. Free
...Sewer lines cleaned
Estimates, call Kenneth
..-Grease Traps
at 436-2326.
pumped
LAWN Care We do any
....Portable toilet
thing. Call after 5P.M.
rentals
753.5494 or 759-4531.
...Office trailer rental
LEE'S CARPET
sales
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
Mobile John
estimate call 753-5817.
Septic Service
Satisfied refecences.
527 9945
LICENSED electrician,
residential and com1 800 592 3308
mercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service. WET BASEMENT?
We
Gas installation and make wet
basements
repair for natural arid
dry. Work completely
LP. Fred's Repair 753
guaranteed. Call or
7203.
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL Break and Disc
Carpet and
gardens Call 753 5463 or
753 0144
Upholstery Cleaning
Steam 8. Vacui,m SysterWILL do plumbing in
stallation & repairs. All
guaranteed. Free es
timates. Phone 492 8899
Three Rooms & Hall
or 753 1308.
WILL do yard work for
the Summer. For more
1315 Olive Blvd.
information, call 753
753-3727
3266
Gil Sewell
WILL haul white rock,
15 years experience
rip•raf, dirt, sand,
gravel and fertilizer.
Call Chuck Williams
MAX W. Parker, At
759.1354.
torney at Law. Former
YARDS Mowed
Re- ,
county attorney; for
asonable Rates
Fretmer district judge. Of
fice, 104 N. 4th St, Estimates Call 753 9702
Murray,. 753-3153;
55 Feed and Seed
Home, 753 7900.
MOBILE HOME
The New N.K.
Specialist, Repair,
Stouffer Pride &
leveling, underpinning,
set-ups, tear downs,
N.K. Sootl Corn
roofs, floors, plumbing,
Also, Alfalfa, Clover
wiring, washing,
0. Gross ond Timothy.
hurricane straps 759Gorden Soods,
4850
Fescue and
PAINTING , Interior
and Exterior. 25 years
Stec Dust
Quality
experience
work. Reasonable Free
estimates References
Call 436 2245
THORNTON Marble.
121 S. Neale Rd
Certified Marble Man
733.5522
ufacturer Call 753 5719.

Lane's

Gil's
Spocial!!

53

Services Offered

Al ENTERPRISES of
fering brick and block
driveway and patio work.
Carpentry work of all
phases. Also, natural and
LP gas work. Free estimates. 436-5355.
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your
professional tree setvice. All types, removal, topping, feeding.
Free estimates. 50'
bucket truck and chip
per. Call 753 0906.
ACE LAWN- SERVICE
Mowing, Landscaping,
Pruning, Hedging, Fer
tilizing, Aerating. Call
492 8650. We Always
Under Bid.
ALL types of gravel and
white rock hauled. Also,
slabs and light and dark
mulch. Reasonable. 753.
0467.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown Service on gas
and electric ranges,
microwaves, dis
h washers, re
Earl
frigerators, etc
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
5341.
APPLIANCE
753 •
SERVICE. Kenmore,
5940 *
Westinghouse,
•
Whirlpool. 27 years
Custom Kitchen
experience. Parts and
•
Cabinets
service. Bobby Hopper,
•
All Typos 01
Bob's Appliance Ser
•
vice, 201 S 5th St
Custom Woodworking
•
•
Business 753 4872, 436
•
•
5848 (home)
•
•
APPLIANCE service &
*
•
repair New & used parts
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
*
•
on refrigerators, ranges, •
'Drop by & sire our showroom
•
a.....0
son,
Now.,
MURRAY
freezers, air conditioners, tea 409 SUNBURY
washers & dryers. Hodge
gr*********************
& Son 753 4669, Dixieland
Shopping Center
BETTER BUILT
CONSTRUCTION
Storage buildings,
treated decks, and
general home im
W• cows' your old homes reviomigtsin Formic/ New mai
provements Quality
work for less
ching doors. hdw looks Jail" root wood, Many colors
Free
estimates
L E
Murray, KY
Free Estimates
436-5560
Williams 489 2663.
BREAKING and disc
ing gardens Yard Ian
Leveling
dscaping
d riveways and
bushhogging 436 5430
or 753 0659

s39.95

Carraway
Farms

A

WULFF KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY

Savo SSS

Don't buy now!!!

Gene Steely
Backhoe Service

BRYAN'S
LAWN SERVICE
Will mow lawns
759-1433 and
753-0840
FREE Estimates
BRICK block and con
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys
27
New and repair
years experience Free
Large or
estimates
small jobs Charles
Barnett 753 5/76
CHARLBS Maupin
Landscaping, nursery,
carpentry, painting,
roofing, mowing, leaf
pick up, and general
house repair, concrete
and brick laying. Call
between 9A M SP M
759 11126.
CONC0ETE drive
ways. patios, carpentry
Call
and block Work
502 492 8160

Ditching, Septic Tank, Installation & Repair
753-6156

Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc.

GUN SHOW
April 16 & 17 1988

Saturday & Sunday
9:00 til 5:00

Executive Inn
Paducah, Ky.
GUNS*KNIVES*GOLD*SILVER*JEWELRY
DIAMONDS'SPORT CLOTHES*COINS'AMMO
RELOADING SURPLIES*GUNSMITH
-)Den to The public be sure to bring your guns to
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Admission: $2.00, Kids Free

ohono (618) 495.2572 or (1118) 548-1940
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MSU's Kellie attends surveyors' meeting
Andrew C. Kettle of Murray State survey data is to be used for the
University, discussed methods of"
-future prediction of ground momeasuring ground movement in tion."
mining areas at a recent surveyors'
Kellie said his suggestions of new
meeting in St. Louis.
instrumentation and techniques
Kellie, an associate professor of could greatly improve the producengineering technology, made his tivity and usefulness of mining
presentation at the annual meeting
surveys.
of the American Congress on
The research was supported by
Surveying and Mapping.
a Murray State University ProfesHis reswch dealt with field
survey methods proposed for
measuring surface ground motion
in areas where underground mining is in progress.
"Ground motion above active
Clinton Harrell Stalons, 83, of
mining areas tends to be quite
422 Allen Circle, Cadiz, died Monrapid," he noted. "Repeated
day at 5:30 a.m. at Trigg County
measurements during and after
minin
be required_
the .
oncyear.--- -- He was a retired farmer and
carpenter helper. He was a
member of Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Church in Trigg County where he
Peter
had served as a deacon for almost
Gott, M.D.
50 years, a treasurer for 22 years,
and as a past Sunday School
teacher and superintendent.
His wife, Mrs. Vena Elizabeth
Hughes Stalons, died Dec. 14, 1982.
One infant son died March 18, 1927.
Born Sept. 15, 1944. in Trigg
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter, 29, County, he was the son of the late
has had a recurring bladder infection William B. Stalons and Pinkie
for 17 months Why does it keep com- Harrell Stalons.
ing back?
Survivors are one daughter,
DEAR READER: Recurring blad- Mrs. Marshall
1Martha l Fortner;
der infection (cystitis)

sional Development Grant awarded during the summer of 1987.
Kellie's study has been published in the "Journal of the Australian
Institute of Mine Surveyors." of
which Kellie is a member.
Kellie, who joined the Murray
State faculty in 1982, earned the
bachelor's and master's degrees at
the University of Maine.

OBITUARIES
Clinton Harrell Stalons

Infection may
become chronic

is often the result of sexual intercourse, during
which bacteria are introduced into
the bladder opening (urethra). pass
into the bladder and cause irritation.
This infection causes painful urination and blood in the urine. The condition may be prevented if women carry out two simple procedures'
First, a female should empty her
bladder after having had sexual relations. This washes out the urethra
and, obviously, gets rid of any residual urine that might act as a warm.
dark and moist environment to hasten
bacterial growth
Second. as a general rule, after
elimination, a woman should wive
herself from the front if she has urinated, from the back if she has defecated. This way. bacteria from the
anal area will not be deposited around
or near the reproductive tract and
urethra). This simple hygienic maneuver will help most women avoid cystitis that is sex-related.
There are other considerations.
Your daughter may have developed a
chronic urinary-tract infection that
has yet to be adequately treated. The
doctor should identify the type of bacteria (using a urine culture) that is
causing the infection, and use a specific antibiotic (to which the germs
are sensitive) for an appropriate
course of therapy. usually 10 to 14
days.
In addition, the doctor may choose
to investigate whether your daughter
might have an undiagnosed abnormality of her urinary tract and
whether her cystitis may have spread
up into the kidneys, causing renal infection. This investigation could include an IVP (intravenous pyelogram
kidney X-ray i and referral to a
urologist.
In any case, your daughter deserves
a prompt and definitive diagnosis because, with time, cystitis can lead to
more serious persistent infection. DEAR DR. GOTT: I have developed
hoarseness and weakness of my voice
that, oddly. improves the more I talk
Do you know what could cause this'
DEAR READER Voice weakness
that is due to disease of the vocal
cords of the nerves supplying them
usually becomes more pronounced as
the voice is used I do not know why
you have the reverse pattern, unless
your vocal cords are being gummed
up by mucus, from allergies or irritation that clears as you speak See an
ear, nose and throat doctor for an examination and advice

North...
(('ont'd from page 5)
Mrs Jerry Matheny. Henry
Carter, Clara Lee, Lola Brown,
Lilburn Martin. Mr. and Mrs
James Buie, Jeanetta Doall,
Mrs. Faye Geihart and Richard,
Virginia Hardin, Billy McGuire,
Lena Belt. Sue Ellis, Elizabeth
McVVherter, Catherine Crowder,
Virginia Drummond, Kaye
Wilkerson. Jane Webb, Judy
Shankle, Jan Wilson, the Rev and
Mrs. Martin Lunsford, J.W.
Calloay, Carry Perry, Bill Moody,
Geraldine McBee, Wanda Thompson, Debi Bowen, Wanda
Willstead, and Melanie
Barthelomew.
Mrs. Sykes' visitors at her home
have included Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Wyatt, the Rev. and Mrs. Glynn
On- and son, Brian, Mr. and Mrs.
Tony Sykes, Brian and Amanda
Sykes, Morris Jenkins, Jewel Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sykes and son,
Matthew, Mrs. Leanne Rudy,
Jessica and Charlie Rudy. Carlie
B. Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Glynn
Orr, the Rev and Mrs. Jerry Lee
and daughter, Tabitha, Annissa
Owen, Elwanda Talley. Estelle
Morris and Gwinna Gallimore.
NOTICE
The Henry L. Cathey listed
in the tax delinquent list is
not H.L. Cathey of Route 4
Murray.

foster son, Elmer Holland; one
brother, Oscar Stalons; three
grandchildren. Karen Fortner,
Billy Fortner and Kimberly
-Fortier, allot Cadiz.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant Baptist
Church.
Officiating will be the Rev.
Grandville Courtney and the Rev.
Leonard Young. Music will be by
the Church Choir with Carolyn
Stations as pianist and Ulonda Colson as organist.
Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery with arrangements
by Goodwin Funeral Home of
Cadiz where friends may call afte
4 p.m. today (Tuesday). The body
will be taken to the church at 11
a.m. on Wednesday.

Mrs. Loretta Landolt
Services for Mrs. Loretta Landolt will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Boyer Funeral
Home. Bonne Terre, Mo. Burial
will follow in Marvin's Chapel
United Methodist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Landolt, 74, Bonne Terre,

died Saturday at-i-t-t30 p.m. at St.
John's Mercy Hospital, St. Louis,
Mo.
She is survived by one son, Gene
Landolt of Nashville, Tenn.,
formerly of Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Larry (Janet( Barton. Bonne Terre; five grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

William Otis, ICooniel Wheeler
-------The funeral for William Otis
(Coonie Wheeler is today at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Tommy Grubbs and the, Rev. Wayne
Carter are officiating ---Pallbearers are Chris Dick,
Adam Riley, Michael Workman,
Ben Cater, Keith Canter, Gerald
Canter and Steve Farmer. Burial
will follow in Boydsville
Cemetery.
Mr. Wheeler, 69, Rt. 1, Sedalia,

died Sunday at 4:20 p.m. at
Heritage Manor Health Care
Center, Mayfield.
He is survived by four
daughters, Mrs. Joanie Riley,
Murray, Mrs. Kay Blakely, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Gail Dick, Rt. 1,
Mayfield. and Mrs. Jenny French,
Wingo; two sons,. Hal Wheeler and
Mark Wheeler, Rt. 1, Sedalia; two
sisters, Mrs. Estelle Canter and
Mrs. Rupell Alderdice; 10 grandchildren; one great-grandchild.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fr1RCtS

BIG TRUCKS
1917 Chevy C.60 Van lesS16,500.00
1987 Chevy Silvered°
$12,300.00
1996 Chevy Scottsdale S.1111139,200.00

Drake

1986 Chevy 1 Ton

W
4 1tmed$9,900 00
1985 Ford 1 Ton W lied 4$5d$9,900 00

FOR WEDNESDAY. APRIL 1:1, 1988
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
. A friend's abrupt manner surprises
you. Continue with plans from yesterday regarding work interests.
Emphasize long-term goals now.
Watch escapist or extravagant urges
tonight.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Per
You'll finally get something happily
settled with a close tie. News comes
front a friend afar. Have patience
about a business concern. Watch
self-indulgence tonight.
GEMINI
(MAY.e1.10 AUK';011
Inspiration and persistence cornbine to bring you career successes
today. Don't be irked by someone's
offer of help. Nighttime finds you iii a
party mood.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Someone could renege on a promise regarding a minor concern. Otherwise, it's a day that celebrates
partnership affairs and distant interests. Go out somewhere special after
dark.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll gain a better understanding
of a relative now. Though you feel
inspired, make sure a work plan is
also practical. Watch out for loose
ends today.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
The day favors dating and heartto-heart talks with close ties, A small
irritation could arise at wiirk. You
could be careless ,in your use of credit
tonight.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct. 22)
New ideas come regarding home
decorating. Morning hours are best
for work accomplishment, but a
co-worker could irk you slightly.
Practice common-sense health rules.
SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov.21)
A child responds to your direction.
Capitalize on today's creative inspirations. Curb impatience with a family
member. Follow through on commitments.

peg

Gee

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll be making beneficial
changes at home, but may be illtempered in the process. Try not to
quarrel with a neighborhood friend
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'd make a good spokesperson
for a cause now. Articulate and
self-expressive, your voice will he
heard A small upset could occur
about money.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Be alert to subtle signals that
aj . • is brought to a successful conclusion.
Guard against buying on impulse.
Don't throw money away.
PISCES
POMP
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
sow
Group activities and affairs at a
distance are favored now. You're a bit
cocky though and could bite off more
than you can chew. Think things
through
IF BORN TODAY you are both
creative and practical but sometimes
have difficulty In reconciling these
qualities. It is important that you like
your work, or you won't put forth the
proper effort. You have executive
talents, though you're not always
careful with your money Sun, you'd
make a good financial adviser where
others interests are concerned. Both
creative pursuits and politics are
liable to appeal to you. Birthtiate of:
Samuel Beckett, writer, Margaret
Price. opera singer, and Eudora
Welty', writer

Ors

A

Hog market
report listed
1 odors.) Atato Martel
Arr.km April 13,
1111.11 kroaurk)Purrbaor Arra Hog %lark... Koper%
larladro t hai)led Alatioao fle..../p4o Art 351 rot.
tie harrows 4 1.1115 1 or Duero, Amy., I la I V/
bleier IA 1 t 35/1
lb.
1141.11141.511
I % 1 I Mt no
ate NI4114111
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141 tit 41 et
I /I
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141130 41 30

am." .c.c.<••••••
,
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hemp
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Motr. Gorabaok .,111

Methodist Church of Calloway
County Public Library.
Mrs. Kivett, 75, of 1003 Poplar
St., Murray. died Sunday at 5 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. James (Mary Moore)
Lassiter, Murray; one brother,
Joe Windsor, Columbus, Ga.; two
nieces; one nephew.

1985 OMC CAC I Ton Diese1111,800.00
1984 Dodge 10.8. Arno 1158,500.00
1984 Dodge Ram Charger 58,500,00
1984 Chevy Van

$3,900.00
1934 Ford (cenobite 150 1,4,500.00
1984 Chevy Custom Deluze 42454,800.00
1984 Ford Conversion Ven311,500 00
1984 jaawytatow,

Sti00.o0
1984 Chivy Wowed* 41491,800.00
1994 Castry Cuotent Doluao95,100.00

SMALL TRU

KS

1987 Chovy 11-10 Takeo $10,500.00
1987 Ford Bronco II 454 S12,300 00
1986 GMC 315
57,000 00
1986 Astro Van Cargo

36,600 00

1966 Nissan

$1,000 00

1985 1.10 Blau, 2W0
1085 Ply Voyager

59,600 00

19,000 00

1985 Toyota Van
1983 ()MC Jimmy

16,800 00
110,500 00

1983 Chevy S.10 Bluer 41439000 00
1085 Cbovy 100 PO
56,500 00
1985 Chevy 1-10 Eat Cab 16.800 00
1984 Chevy 11.10 454
37,000 00
1983 Clie•y 1-10
54,900 00
1980 Chevy El Camino Sr' 34.500 DO
1980 Chevy El Camino Whtle34,500 00
$2.900.00

LARGE CARS
1987 Caprice trougharn $13,100.00
1414 Civic, Ciass4c
57,800 DO
1 988 Caprice Classic
11,500 00
1985 Buics Cowboy T Type$11,300 00
1988 SuicS Century Lonite4IS8,900 00
1985 1.11.111 C•11111/1
57.900 00
1983 Chevy Caeric• Classic S11.500 00
15.500 00
37,800 00

1983 Cii•vy
15,000 00
1982 Chevy Caprice Loa4eA15.500 DO
1982 Chewy S.isbu S
12,100 00

Good
Noighbor
Chary
Stars

•

Mrs. Elsie Windsor Kivett
Graveside services for Mrs.
Elsie Windsor Kivett will be today
at 5:30 p.m. at South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
Cemetery. The Rev. Nowell
Bingham will officiate.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to First United

1985 Chevy Custom DeWitt 45438,600 00

1984 Caprice Classic
1983 itnco Gotha

641 South
Murray 753-21117

GM

1985 Chevy Suburban 41439,800.00
Silierado 414 VI Teel 14u$10,900.00

1978 Toyota laadleneesor

Dwain Taylor C evro et, inc.
OM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

1985 Ford 1 Ton W Bed Auto $6,800.00
1985 Chevy Suburban
19,500.00

NO MONEY DOWN

1992 Chevy Monte Carte $4,000 000
1981 0111 911 Itornic
15.1/00 DO
1960 Pont Bono $
13.000 00
1960 Buick Century
53.800 00
19110 Chevy Caprice Its
1979 Our**. Cordoba
1979 Chevy IC

13.000 00
32,500 00
51.900 00

1979 BiaCk Electra 225
1979 Chevy Caprice

$1,900 00

1979 Chevy IC

32,500 00

11,90000

1979 Chevy Imp

$2,500 00

1978 C/unry Coo
1978 Pont Cots/Ina

5 ,ti/9 DO

till Ctie” imp $ W
1977 Chevy Imp

12.400 00

13.300 00
12,400 00

19711 Cadillac

12.400 00

1974 Muck Century
1973 Monte Carlo

SI.*00 00
52,300 00

19611 Chevy imp

$2,900 00

1904 Cbovy

12,700 00

Imp

SMALL CARS

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+0.18
Goodyear
Previous (lose
2095.99
I.B.M.
Air Products
49 +%
Ingersoll Rand
A.T.C.-Class A
211%B 24'/sA
Jerrie°
AT&T
27% unc
Kmart
Briggs k Stratton
32% .1/s
Kroger
Chrysler
24% -1/4
JCPenney
CSX Corp
Penwalt
SI1
/
4
241/4 +Vs
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
Dollar Gen. Store
7%1I 7%A
Sears
Exxon
45 + 14
Texaco
Ford
47% -14
Time Inc.
G.A.F.
t".S.Tobacco
33% -1
/
4
General Motors
731/4 .14
Wal-Mart
Gen(orp, Inc.
Weady's
IPA -14
Goodrich
C.E.F. Yield
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY KENTUCK
753-3366

1988 Corsica LT
Absolutely Loaded

$22200 * *

SO.C‘N

Per Month

5.33

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

sit

Senior Citizens
Get A

1 50/0

1988 Beretta G T
Well Equipped

Discount

On Any Purchase
including
Health & Beauty Aids
(Excluding Sale Items and
Coupon Purchases)

UNCLE JEFF'S
Hwy 641 South "

753-6575

$21 400* *

PeC
'
N

Per Month

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
S. 12th St., Murray, Ky.

11111 Pont (kohl All
310,000 00
1987 Ford !Escort CIL
57,900 00
19117 Buick Regal Limitit4i13,300 00
1967 My Duster
S7,900 00
1986 Cavalier 4dr
$4,500 00
1986 Comit,o 221
$11,500 00
1966 C•lebrity 11.iiripOr1
19,000 00
1986 Mazda 11127
311,500 00
1966 Chevy Sprint
95,000 00
1969 Pont Parlsienne
110,1100 00
1986 Chevy C•iitbrity
58.500 00
1986 Pont G A
S9,300 00
1986 Chewy 110•11
57.90000
1966 Cutlass {roughen' 810 Ii 512.500 00
1985 Ply Caravell•
16.900 00
tilt C12•22 Cavalair biar $6,500 00
1985 Chevy Chsivette
33.300 00
1983 Ford lusting
$6,000 00
1985 Ford Mustang Cony 19,800 00
1984 Chevy Citation
34,000 00
1984 Nissan Sentra
55,000 00
1984 V.W. Rabbit
33,300 00
1964 Chovy Coo
$4,1100 00
1994 Olds C1111711
$1,000 00
1964 Chevy Citation
53,500 00
1984 Olds Cutlass
17,500 00
1984 Chcry Corretto
514,000 00
1984 Sued/ Regal Limited 37,900 00
1984 Chevy Chevette
52,900 00
1984 Chevy Camaro
98,500 00
1994 Ford Escort
$3,500 00
1983 Chivy Z-28
11,000 00
1983 Olds Cutlass Clem, 55,900 00
1962 Pont J2000
14,000 00
981 Ford Fairmont
12,800 00
1961 Pont. 0.P
13,500 00
1981 Chivy Malibu
S3,000 00
1961 Olds Cutlass
33,900 00
1981 Dstsun 20012
14,500 00
t9111 Renault
13,500 00
1980 Buick Regal
54,000 00
1979 Olds Cutlass
$1,900 00
1979 Chevy Malibu
32,300 00
1979 Pont. T.A.
13,500 00
1978 Ply, Fury
S2,900 00
1978 lifer 1117
53,300 00

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Inc.

502-753-2617

•Chev. Rebate Will Covet Lease Start Up Fees
••Based On 48 Month Closed End Lease
Ky. Use Taxes Are Included

111.1.1.14,60,401111011WWW,
MM

rim ens. 55Vaillaosu. 4.011.4 55 OIA.
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Adjustable rate mortgages available
from federal home loan corporation
WASHINGTON (AP, — The
Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corp. has announced it will begin
purchasing a new type of adjustable rate mortgage which

HOME IMPROVEMENT - LAWN & GARDEN

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1988

allows home buyers to convert
their loans to fixed-rate
mortgages.
These convertible mortgages
have become popular with home
buyers because they offer the ad-

vantage of lower initial rates
along with the chance to convert
to fixed-rate mortgages later if
rates drop
The action was announced by
Leland Brendsel, president of the
corporation, which is popularly
known as Freddie Mac It follows
a decision by the Federal Na-

tional Mortgage Association,
known as Fannie Mae, to purchase convertible mortgages as
well
The two organizations, which
purchase mortgages from local
lenders, have a major impact on
what will be available to home
buyers because local lenders
generally follow their guidelines
in order to insure that their mortgages can be resold in the secondary market
The Freddie Mac announcement said it would buy convertible mortgages vdth rates that adjust yearly with caps of 1 percent
to 2 percent on the amount interest rates can change in a
single year.

Use rollers
when painting
In painting indoors, rollers
cover surfaces more quickly and
easier than brushes, but brushes
may be necessary for, detailed
work.
Consider the use of edging
rollers. Another possibility is the
use of extension handles on the
rollers so that you can paint the
ceiling while standing on the
floor. Should you do so.
remember that you will avoid a
stiff neck if you paint the ceiling
area ahead of you rather_ than
directly overhead.
Do not overload the roller or
apply too much pressure_

Spruce upfor Spring
With a Home Improvement loan from
Peoples Bank. Spread out your space by
adding an attractive new room to your
house. Even that attached garage can be
remodeled.
The improvement you make in your home
today will increase its resale value tomorrow.
Bring your plans or ideas in today andidiscuss
them with our experienced loan officers.
Find out how easy it is to add living space
and value to your home.

AN INSTANT HF:1181AK)M ia *our for the making. Thi. delicate eountri-at*le window curtain wa.n1 found in great-grandmother.* attic — it'. made front dime aattprr
CI Pi tOrl handkerchie(. died with KIT 1)''r.

AR

Si Air Cantor, Murray
Opon: Miii1r=4

111MIMIN

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

"
/
Srai PboicA4

1139!...m4

WNTLI QUANTITIES LAST

* Black 36 X 80 only
▪ Decorator Grill
▪ 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
* Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
* Tempered Glass lackplate
tow
LENDER

SOUTH
1 2th and Story

FIFTH AND MAIN

753-3231

NORTH
1 2th and Chestnut

• 11
/
4"thick. 2" wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded,
heat-treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • All insets are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
cylinder, anti-loekout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z•bar frame header
• Wraparound -Marine type. glazing on glass inserts • Adlustable bottom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firmly, double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all Inserts
• Contoured 2-bar Is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed 1199 00

I Au'hani""1 "1 "" 1_
TRUST SEARS TO GET
IT INSTALLED RIGHT,
Free Footnotes
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Jostaberry is unusual plant in
list of growing garden opportunities
Jostaberry joins a nursery list
this year that includes edible
hedges, thornless blackberries,
dwarf conifers, cider apples and
ornamental grasses, among
other gardening possibilities
The jostaberry is a cross betWeen a black currant and a
gooseberry and is available from
one of 84 mail-or-6er nurseries
listed in the March-April issue of
Harrowsmith, a magazine for
gardeners.
It is high in vitamin C and well
suited for jams, juices and cordials, according to the magazine,
which says one plant yields 11
pounds of berries. Jostaberry is
available through the Bear

Creek Nursery in Northport,
Wash
Also introduced in the Harrowsmith list this year is a blue
rose, called "Blue Skies,"
available through Inter-State
Nurseries, Hamburg, Iowa.
Climbing plants may be supported by wrapping sphagnum or
peat moss around a broom handle and covering with meshed
hardware cloth The pole should
be anchored firmly in a sturdy,
tip-proof clay or other pot.
Climbing foliage or other
plants also may arrive from the
florist with supports made of
bark.

•58' High
•30" Long
*Shelves are
12" wide
Perfect for
canning or storage
No FS-307G
Reg 17 96

$1

96

General Electric®
Quartz Floodlight

We welcome the season
land invite you to see us for your
landscaping needs.

LANDSCAPING
'Professional Design 81 Installation
*Renovation *Maintenance *Leveling *Seeding

*300 Watt *Easy to install
'Provides security tOr
your home
140.Q4G-304Reg 14 94
SALE

*Complete Line of Perennials, Houseplants,
Nursery Stock, Landscape Supplies
'Fencing-Gazebos-Decks-Patios
•

Residential • Commercial
Complete Landscaping Service

JONES
LANDSCAPING
10 AND NURSERY

1694

EZ Painter
Pan & Roller Set

LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

WATIRP80011i1G-

pputp

Wal-Mart
Waterproofing Sealer
•' LlaJor,
'Prevents moisture damage
*Can be used on many
surfaces
LOW PRICE EVERY DAY

$6"
6-Piece

Bathroom Set
'Includes wastebasket
shower curtain, rkaoks
soap dish toothbrush
holder and tumbler
'Plastic
•Several decorator
colors
Fieg 697

$97
g

NURSERY & GREEN HOUSE

*4 Foot Long Track
dip .2-Track.Lights
•White Finish "installation
Attachments Included
No T-9150
SALE $
Reg 19 94
4
1.

•Includes metal tray wtth
9. frame and roller cover /
•Fast easy way to
decorate
No 938-TAP-90

SALE

How Does YouN
Garden Grow?
Beautifully...
with our advice.

Trakker Trak
Light Kit

7 Shelf Unit

SALE

Big Buster Paint Brush
•4 inch brush for big lobs
such as floors, walls and
ceilings No 77
Reg 3 54
0'04

SALE

JO.*

$296

glar

Shelf Liner
Paper
•12 or 20"
wide rolls
'Easy to lift
and reposition
'Assorted color'
and patterns
Req

First
Alert

First Alert*
Multi-Purpose
Fire Extinguisher
.
No FE I A I ONR
•Convenient disposable
dry chemical
Reg 12 48

First Alert*
Smoke Alarm

locc»))))))

•Cornes w/9 volt
battery No SA67
Reg 10 96

$996

$1 00
YOUR CHOICE SALE

407 N. 12thhlurray753-1725

WALNMART
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Spring Time Is Home Improvement Time

Marble Tubs
With or without a Whirlpool
For the feel of luxury with the look of
elegance at an affordable price

Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc.
753-5719

612 S. 9th
"Visit Our Showroom'

HOME IMPROVEMENT - LAWN & GARDEN

Ninyl window frames
art• good alternative
By The Associated Press
The use of vinyl for window
frames is growing as an alternative to aluminum and wood for
home repair and remodeling in
the United States, according to a
trade association which says its
product has grown about 20 percent annually over the last five
years
Vinyl window frames account
for almost a quarter of the 22.5
million replacement windows in-

stalled in American nomes an- Business facts
nually, says Julie Cahn, executive director of the Vinyl Window and Door Institute
Some newer replacement windows are combining wood and
solid vinyl or aluminum
"There's been a design revolution going on the past decade
within the window industry."
says K. Eric Ekstrom.
"What's more, consumers are
Room painting
learning all they can about new
26.7
product designs and perforHanging window shadeSb4Inds
mance improvements," he says.
17.4
"New design innovations and
Replacing
fight
fixtures parts
tougher manufacturing stan14.5
dards have helped wood winWallpapenng
dows, or vinly- and aluminum 12.8
clad windows %filth solid wood
cores, remain one of the most
Replacing tot*, seats
13.0
popular materials for replacement projects "

1,
ote
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.11110%.1b:i
1111111111011

111
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Need a new roof? Fresh
paint or new siding?
We make
Home Improvement Loans.
Call or Stop In!
CotAl MOM MG

LENDER

erimir
in Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
I
IIA•mbior FDIC

Hy-11105
uwel

Hy-Klas
2-Gallon Latex
Exterior Paint
Only.

$24"!

Wallpaper
Books

300/0 on
(Special Order)

Hunter Douglas
1" Mini Blinds

40%

off

Custom-Made
Drapes
by Carole

20% on

BelmAir Center
Carpet—Vinyl—Pictures—Framing—Paint—Paper

Bel-Air Center

753-3642
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Most homeowners choose baths,
kitchens as rooms in need of work
By The .4moclated Pre*a
Baths and kitchens top the list
,pf rooms that homeowners
to remodel, says the National Kitchen and Bath AssociaLion, which projects that nearly
10 million consumers will
replace one of those rooms in
1988
More than 5.5 million kitchens
were remodeled last year, accor•
cling to the association
"Both rooms have a high
return on investment when it
comes time to sell a home," says
Francis Jones, executive director of the trade group
Other reasons for what he says
Is a 14 percent increase over last
year in the number of people
remodeling those rooms include
more discretionary income and a
trend toward staying home "A
good portion of that income is going into home improvements,
particularly the kitchen and
bz.th," he says
"Consumers want all the options — whirlpool tubs, steam
features in their showers, ranges
with grill features, wine
coolers "
The kitchen, in particular,
may be becoming more per-

ehoose

sonalized, say kitchen designers,
who see it as a "family activity
center."
"Kitchens are expanding by
combining several adjacent
family areas, often spilling over
into the great room," says David
Hundley, marketing manager
for Wilsonart, producers of
decorative laminate surfacing
"Kitchens are no longer used
just for cooking, but have
become areas to socialil., do the
laundry, sew or work at the home
computer"
Kitchens are becoming more
practical, says a designer, incorporating several areas into the
same space
"The laundry room might be a
part of the kitchen, concealed
behind doors, a desk area for the
family computer, a baking
center equipped with storage
space for bulky mixing tools hidden behind tambour garages, an
area for potting plants, a place to
barbecue or even sew." says Gay
Fly, president of Gay Fly Interiors, Houston.
The bathroom, too, is getting
more remodeling attention, according to many manufacturers
and designers
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REMODEL
WITH
US!
naAstallalr
M DO
In5TALLATIOAL
Hurry Limited
Time Offer!

NO PAYMENTS
NO FINANCE CHARGES
FOR 90 DAYS!*

RRigldaire
—
Frigidaire Compact
30 Range

Hoffman's

aim

RG-94BA

-$3491
74,4v4vg-

Frigidaire Wall Oven

44699
lSCOVER
lia(
pVASURE
100D
p,

PWAG1-4F P "

FRIGIDAIRE
DieuwASHER
OPEN
9:00 - 5:00
CLOSED SUNDAYS
Landscape Specialist
Nursery & Greenhouses
Dana & Tom
94 East
(502) 759-4512
Murray, Kentucky

I '

Frigidaire Cooking
Top ,j,topobv,fr

27,?99-

WARD & ELKINS

Murray, Ky

a
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Be safe when mowing lawn
By The Associated Press
When mowing the lawn this
season, dress for safety is the
reminder from equipment
manufacturers.
"Loose clothing can snag on
controls or get caught in moving
parts, so tuck in shirttails and
avoid dangling jewelry and flowing scarfs," says Bob Tracinski,
consumer information specialist
for John Deere, manufacturers

of lawn and garden equipment.
"Wear slacks and hard shoes
with non-slip soles to protect
your feet against hidden glass
and sharp stones," he says.
Other safety guidelines come
from the Outdoor Power Equipment Institute, a national trade
association of manufacturers of
gas and electric-powered lawn
and garden maintenance
products:
— Review the operator's

HOME IMPROVEMENT

manual on how to set up equipment, how to operate it safely
and how to maintain it properly.
Know where the controls are and
what they do
— Handle gasoline carefully
Store gas in an approved container, away from the house. Fill
up before you start, while the
engine is cold.
— Before mowing, inspect the
lawn for stones, sticks, wires,
toys and such. Be sure children
and pets are a safe distance
away.
— Mow in daylight. Don't mow
wet grass
— Mow in a forward direction,
avoid cutting grass by pulling the
mower toward you tif you must
shift into reverse, make sure to
stop and check behind you. then
back up slowly

LAWN & GARDEN

Dark basement workshops
can be brightened easily
the front edge of the work bench,
48 inches above the work area
For extra lighting for detail
work, Jensen advises supplementary spotlighting "A lamp with a
50-watt reflector bulb, for example, can be clamped near task
areas, like vises or drill presses."
he says -Clamp-on fixtures are
ideal for the workshop because
specialist at General Electric
they allow you to move the light
He recommends two 48-inch to areas where it is most
fluorescent tubes centered over needed"
Associated Press

Home workshops most often
are in basements or garages,
probably the poorest lit areas of
the house
A combination of background
and task lighting can alleviate
the problem and free the work
space of glare and shadows, says
Jun Jensen, technical lighting

• .

— Turn off the engine and
remove the key if you need to
leave the equipment, even for a
moment.

16-h.p. Yard Tractor
with ECAM'2000

.

„Abi.:1110
g&Livw:jitaiLl

I Et

MT 1*h4

Arjraoiri.

This heavy auty tractor features Gilson s exclusive ECAM
2000 a 16 hp Briggs & Stratton I/C engine and electric
start A variety of attachments are available for mowing
snow removal and garden titling Spec,a; t-4eavy Duty
Engin/.

Model REIIE Only $
1150°°
Featuring a heavy duty steel box frame construction
30 full-floating mower ana a 5-speed in-line transmission Special king size fpof rests soft & ()added seat All
ongfnes are Syncro Balanced Industrial/Commercial

•WE SERVICE ALL MAKES AND MODELS

Jimmy's Lawn Mower & Saw Shop
Rt. 1, Kirksey

Call

489-2804

OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
Best deal of the season
on the Roper
LT11 lawn tractor.
•Duroble 11 -HP synchrobalanced Briggs & Stratton

CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre lab All Quality Materials, No Seconds.
SAW SUPOCK10.2 206
trusted 'seers 2 e
0C

A 4 canoe* Floor
reinforced wfverrernes6
B 1 2 loonng

D Anchor bolts
trt concrete
F

• ./.6

construction;

•2-year limited warranty.

6 or 12 overhang
aluregnurn covered

T1
SI

ptstet

F II studs '

tronsoxle;

•38-inch mower deck
standard equipment;
•Rugged channel frame

K Sear down 0tungles

Treated
bottom

plywood derkong

O

C Poiyurethene
under concrete

engine;

•Dependable 4-speed in -line

overhear, oft.
door

F4 SIeel serv.ce door

UC

&woe. undersolowo

•

H Marione, or vnvt Wog

0 2X4 rescta
aturnnurn covered
•'

Reg. $1399.95

reteders

offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area, And 1 Year Written Warranty.

We

I

17 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
twfhardbosrd stdisv
vieiy1 siding
St CAR (12220)
I w CAR (12620)
St ORO
62275 2 CAA (1112201
2 CAR (1112256
42164 LARGE 2 CAA (22X221
LARGE 2 CAR (22222)
2 W CAR (24224)
$3100 2 W CAP (24224)
LARGE 2 Si CAR
LARGE 2 ti CAA
(24230)
(246W
63673
Phu Off Level Let•Freight. Larger narapee Avelleefe

22425
SWIM
MOO
$34174
6441711

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
PACLBER. KY (502) 674 553()
Owner. DWAIN WARREN

$119995
Al. method

Save
'200"

Murray Home It Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

q diVIT4
risCroil
At

Phone
753-2571

ECOnd
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1987 IS RECORD YEAR FOR EIGHT MAJOR APPLIANCES
New home appliances were shipped from factories last
year in record numbers for these product categories.
Units*
Dehumidifiers'•
Dishwashers
Disposers'•
Electric Dryers
Gas Dryers
Microwave Ovens,'Rangesil
Refrigerators
Washers

704,430
4,031,959
4,438,214
3,599,867
1,036,836
12,497,572
6,972,103
5,998,238

•Dornsstx peva export shipments includes
both U S producod rrnd imported products
••Prearrenary figures

Cabinets...
(Cont'd from belo I
ch will accomin three sizes
modate nearl all drawer sizes.
2. Using a hand saw, cut off
any lip or overhang on your existing drawer fronts so that they
are flush with the sides, top and
bottom of the drawer.
3. Line up the new drawer front

Old cabinets can be restored to look new

Heat gun will
aid in removing
old wallpaper
Removing old wallpaper
before a refinishing project can
be done quicker and easier with a
variable temperature control
heat gun.
Here are some tips from Harry
W. Earl, brand manager for
Emhart Corp.'s Thermostrip:
— Moisten a section of the old
wallpaper with water.
— Set the heat gun at full
power, holding the nozzle three
inches from the wall and direct
the hot air at a seam
— As adhesive begins to soften,
gently loosen the paper with a
scraper, then peel off
— Continue moistening the
wallpaper throughout the
process

available in two panel styles.
Cabinet fronts come in nine standard door sizes; drawer fronts
are available in three sizes. Nonstandard door sizes can be adjusted using framing strips. The
refacing system also includes
matching peel-and -stick oak
veneer for application over all
front cabinet frame surfaces and
exposed ends. The veneer
features specially formulated
pressure-sensitive adhesive to
provide easy application as well
as durability.
The refacing process is a fourstep procedure that anyone with
basic do-it-yourself skills can
perform. Installing cabinet doors
and applying the matching
veneer is done as follows:

1. Remove all old cabinet
doors, hinges and catches.
2 Match pre-selected doors
with the appropriate cabinet
door openings.
3. Apply peel-and-stick oak
veneer over all old face frames
and exposed side panels.
Installing new drawer fronts
involves a similar four-step
procedure:
1. Remove all drawers from
cabinets and take off all handles,
knobs or raised moldings. It is
not necessary to remove the existing drawer fronts themselves
because the new solid oak ones
mount over the old ones.

so that it centers over the trimmed drawer and covers the drawer
opening completely.
4. Apply the finish, then, from
the face side of the new drawer
front, drill holes so you can attach new drawer handles. In
most instances the screws used
to attach the handles will be adequate to secure the new drawer
front in place.

* Unlimited Sizes & Shapes
* Full Line of Colors to Match YOUR Decor
* Professional Insallation Service
Manufactured in Muray at

Thornton Tile & Marble, Inc.
612 S. 9th

753-5719
Visit

Our Showroom

TUCK
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COMMODES
COUNTER TOPS

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfesturee
If you are remodeling your kitchen and thinking about putting
In new cabinets, you might want
to consider giving your old ones a
facelift instead. As a do-it.
yourself project. it can save you
money and at the same time get
the quality look that you want.
A newly introduced solid oak
kitchen cabinet refacing system
packages contemporary-styled
solid oak cabinet doors, drawer
fronts and matching peel-andstick oak veneer into a step-bystep procedure designed
especially for the do-ityourselfer and one that requires
no special tools or carpentry
skills.
The system offers a variety of
cabinet doors and drawer fronts
to accommodate almost any kitchen cabinet you might have
Cabinet doors and drawer fronts
both are three-quarters of an
inch thick, with door fronts

}'AGE 7

Vanity Tops

/Includes microwave ovens and combination
rowave ovens ranges

Source: Association of Home Appliance Manufactun3rs

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1988

7 30.15.30 MON FRI
SAT 7.30-3 00

DOORS & DOOR UNITS
DOOR KNOBS

Hwy.45 1 NC 5s.
Mania, TN
9011587-3000

EXTERIOR SIDING
FAUCETS
FIBERGLASS BATH

TUBS

Custom

shop

KITCHEN CABINETS
PANELING
PARTICLE BO A NO,',_
PLYWOOD
SINKS
TUB KITS
VANITIES
VINYL FLOORFLOOR COVERING
V
WAFER BOARD

_taL rnbercr
roiled t
'!-PATIOS and DECKS

4 z 8 •\\.
75
Lattice

9

(Cont'd at top)

t
LEADED t
GLASS
DOORS

44.4

"'Tub/Shower

***

tow at, $ 1 25.2-2

Outfit your new 200Seriestractor
for all-season productivity
I
New Case International 200 Series Compact Ttactors, mowers.
snow throwers, blades and loaders team up to give you a productive all-season edge These 18 to 31 horsepower tractors offer fuel
efficient diesel power. smooth-shifting transmission, and weatherbeating MFD option to make quick work of big chores Front. rear
and mid-mounted mowers provide up to 72 inches cutting width
Snow Throwers in forty-eight and fifty-four inch models quickly clear
walkways, drives and lots Front loaders and dozer blades feature
heavy-duty strength and quick attachment
See us today Find out how a new Case IH 200 Series Compact
Tractor and implements can work year round for you

ME

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray • Hwy 45 N , Paducah
(502) 444-0110
(502) 753-3062

11Ili
ESI
:
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screw some other product into
hardboard because it does not
serve
well as a fastening base. To
extra important, get the
By ANDY LANG
put
it
another
way — you can drive
acoustical
type
Look
into
the use
AP Newsteatures
nail
a
or
screw
through hardof
insulation,
which
will
help
conQ. — Our house has a large, unfinished attic. I expect to finish the serve energy both in the air condi- board, but it should end up in
something else. In feeding hardattic and make it into two rooms. I tioning and heating seasons
Q. — I plan to use hardboard for board into a saw. you must go
need a little advice on the ceiling. I
assume I can use almost any the walls of an attic I will be more slowly than you would with
material on the ceilings, but would finishing I have never usetl it. but white pine or some other softwood.
Q. — I would like to put up
like to try ceiling tiles Are they have worked with wood
wallpaper
in the attic of our house.
A.
— Yes, but it is a rugged
difficult to install' Will I be able to
The
walls
already
are there. but I
material.
especially
the tempered
get instructions on their installation at the place where the tiles kind, so you will have to want to cover them with paper. I
remember that it resists tools have a fairly good notion of hov; it
are purchased'
should be done If you had to pick
A. — By all means. The tiles will more than ordinary softwoods
out a single bit of advice to offer on
Exercise
the
same
precautions
as
come with detailed instructions.
this subject. what would it be"
And no, it is not difficult. A little you do with hardwoods and you
A — Be certain the first strip of
will
get
good
results
You
can
nail
tedious, perhaps. Most ceiling
paper that goes up is straight. If it
or
screw
hardboard
to
another
tiles are porous and have soundisn't, everything eventually may
deadening qualities, but if this is surface, but you should not nail or
be out of line. Use a plumb bob and
put it up near a door frame. Pick
the least conspicuous one, because
this is the point where you will
end, as well as begin, and in cam:.
the pattern does not match exactly, it won't be noticed
Q. — I plan to redo our two
bedrooms, using a different colored paint in one and a different
patterned wallpaper in the other.
Both rooms now have white electrical switches and outlet covers.
Good Through April 30th
Should they be left as is or painted
and papered in harmonizing
colors?
A. — Your best bet is to paint
and paper them the same as the
CLEANERS
walls. In that way, they will blend
into the decor and not stand out
When Only Th. Best Is Good Enough!
Unless you have exceptionally
605 Main St.
753-2553
pretty switches and outlets, you do
not want to call attention to them.
You want them to "disappear" in.
to the walls.
Q. — We have paper on most of
the rooms of our house. It has been
on for years and we would like to
replace it. Can new paper be put
on over the old" We intend to use
ordinary wallpaper, none of the
fancy expensive kinds.
A. — Nobody can make that
judgment who hasn't looked at
your present wallpaper. If it still
sticks to the wall tightly. then you
can paper over it. If not, the old
The stocky
paper must be removed first
13.5 PTO hp
Should you decide it can be
papered over, make sure your
Ford 1710. Smooth
wallpaper dealer gives you a
performance,
brochure describing what
plus:
preparation is necessary to make
the new paper adhere well
All aspects of painting a house
are detailed in Andy Lang's
booklet, "Paint Your House Inside
and Out," which can be obtained
by sending 75 cents and a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope
to Know-How, P.O. Box 47, Huntington, NY 11743. Questions of
• Dual-range hydrostatic
• Category I three-point
general interest will be answered
transmission option
hitch
In the column.

ceilinff tars are siinple to install

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL SAVING
BANK
Hopkinsville Federal
Savings Bank has
the mortgage
money that you
need and home
financing may not
be as expensive as
you think! There are
mortgagi plans
available that can fit
your situation. For
those who qualify,
90% financing is
available.
7th & Main, Murray

753-7921

Carpet Cleaning
Special

20%.„

CIONE'S

Lee's Pools
& Spas
A MISERVICE POOL STORE

!
POWER

19 YEARS OF
QUALITY BUILT
RESIDENTAL
COMMERCIAL
POOLS
NOW
2 Locations To Better Serve You
141:0014
%PC.

•540 ppm PTO
•Standard 10 x 2 mechanical transmission
•Fult-time live hydraulics

/44„11#,
11
0

110 County Park Rd.
Hwy 60 W.
(Across From Lowe's)
442-8827

3-CYLINDER
DIESEL

4946 Reidland Rd.
Hwy 62 E.
898-6333

• Rugged "big tractor'
construction
• A wide variety of matching implements

SEE ONE TODAY'

PADUCAH FORD
937 Jefferson

502 444 0011
Parts 444 0205

FCirt0
IfINMOLLNC,

("Guide to Quality Roofing," including an asphalt shingle color
chart, can be obtained by sending
75 cents and a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477 Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of general interest will be answered in the
column.

HOME IMPROVEMENT

LAWN L GARDEN

Skylights add bright touch
to drab kitchens, tiny baths
"Welcome Home!" to cheery
kitchens and sunny baths There's
no place like home, especially
when home sparkles with the light
and outdoor beauty imparted by
roof windows and skylights. Drab
kitchens and tiny baths are
transformed spectacularly by the
addition of roof windows and
skylights

Roof windows and skylights afford rooms the beauty of natural
light and the exquisite view of
ever-changing sky patterns. In a
kitchen or bath, this flood of light
is not only lovely, but functional as
well. Whether preparing dinner or
relaxing in the tub with a good
book, extra light is always
welcome.

THE MURRAY LEDGER L TIMES

Condensation on windows is a
problem for many homeowners
during the cold winter months.
Kitchens and baths are more
susceptible to this problem
because of the steam and moisture
generated in these rooms. Roof
windows and skylights provide the
perfect solution; cooking odors
and stale air are released as fresh
air fills the rooms.
VELLA AMERICA INC., a
manufacturer of roof windows and
skylights, features a fixed skylight
with a ventilation flap that
releases hot, humid air even when
it is raining.
Plants, thriving in the pure light
that glimmers from roof windows
and skylights, accent kitchen and
bath areas with natural beauty. As
bathrooms become more and
more luxuriotisr•roof windows and
skylights supply that touch of affordable splendor.
Expensive remodeling projects
to increase the size of small kitchens and baths is sometimes
beyond the family budget. But for
a modest investment, these rooms

TUESDAY, APRIL 12, 1988

expand visually with roof windows
and skylights. The feeling ot
spaciousness and cheer they produce gives inviting appeal to
rooms that were once humdrum.
Roof windows and skylights
come in a variety of shapes and
sizes that allow the homeowner to

PAGE 9

create and design a unique,
dramatic effect.
A Kitchen or bath that needs
more light, better ventilation,
spaciousness, and decorative flair
can achieve all this in just one
change — the addition of a roof
window or skyaght.

PURCHASE AREA COMMUNICATIONS
division of
"PHONE CENTER
OF MURRAY"

MORE THAN A PHONE STORE!
•Commercral and Residential Jack Installations
•SALES and SERVICE of Telephone Answering
Machines, Wireless Telephones and
Accessories
•Facisimile Machines
•LDM Savings On Long Distance
•Service on all Key and PBX phone systems

Rt. 1, Box 31-B
urport Road, Murray

(502)
753-0342

I\

THE BEST OF ALL WHIRLS.

11011 14.
IMPROVEMENT

Whirlpool Products

Every Jason Portable Spa features beautiful redwood cabinetry
with lock and key access. Jason's unique removable side panels
allow further equipment accessibility plus the advantage of converting any portable into • permanently (drop-in) installed spa.
Jason Portables also feature double layers of insulation, including an ultra generous layer of polyurethane foam on the spa
shell and styrofoam panels to better hold heat while keeping
equipment noise at whisper levels. Elegance on the outside, efficiency on the inside, and Jacuzzi family knowledge behind
every spa. The best of all whirls from Jason.

SALE
@Floorcoverings
*Vinyl Floor Covering
Mannington Sale

20% off
*Factory Authorized
Mohawk Carpet Sale
*Bruce Parquet
Flooring

$1.89 sq. ft.
Wallpaper
A Large Selection
Of Wall Covering Books
30% oft
Stocking Wallpaper $13.99
Iki,ihiP Roll

Stocking Borders $8.99

Buy 1 Gallon Interior
Flat-Latex
Get 1 qt.
Satin Hide Latex Enamel

Del-Mar Wall
Coverings

Epoch
and
Epoch' Deluxe

Belina•II

73" x 73" x 30"

50% o
Micro Blinds 40% o
Mini Blinds

Sale Ends
June 30th
Esprit' III
76" x 81" x 34"

Vertical Blinds
Free Valance
With Order
Good Thru April 30th

See Mitzi For Your Free
In-Home Desi! ConAulatation

Terry's Paint &
Decorating Center
soinside Shopping Center 753.33!I

Trento"'
76" x 81" x 34"

Logone
76" x 81" x 34"

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE
OPEN: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
612 So. 9th St.

753-5719
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Dry

leaning is the most pta.. ticJI
for miniminng cleaning effort.,
since cleaned areas can Iv Nencled into
surrounding clean 'carpet
I he new "ape! is more li.rgi% mg in
Out homer's% ners and {sr otessional lean
Cr- have More time to get at accidents.
explains Rench. • hut the criircal time
still is within the first 2-1 hours atter the
urs Don't wait she advises
clean spills iminediatels
• Blot and Nor aeain Voith a dry.
white towel. Not wet spills immeduitely
Cover the spill with an absorbent dry.
Host working the
cleaner such
cleaner through the carpet with a brush
or your lingers
‘1‘Ut101 JAJN the cleaner alter it
-dry spills are absorhecl into the cleaner's
sponge like parficlesi. or place a layer of
paper towels on the spill and weight them
down inetnight
• Clean wiled arra% onl% Cork en
trate "chemical" cleaning FAc:Insisels on
areas where carpet is soiled, and keep
the balance of carpet looking good hy
.rkuuming regulart

Tips on how to remove spots and spills from
new,easy-to-maintain, stain-resistant carpets
Homeowners purchasing new stain resistant carpets can expect their floor
covering to keep its original beauty for
years. providing they gi%e it frequent
vacuuming. remove spills promptly and
"chemically" clean the carpet regularly.
according to experts at Racine Industries.
Inc . manufacturer of the dry extraction
carpet cleaning system called Host
"The new fiber treatments otter ease
of maintenance." notes Shannon Rerich,
national sales manager-Consumer
ucts, for the company.
The fibers do not buy consumers
freedom from caring for their carpet. hut
they make it easier for homeowners to
remove all spots and spiLs"
It is now possible to getput acid-based
spills that previously wOu14 have caused

a permanent stain. according to Witch
Spills from products such as 94 Ines.
paints. children's fruit drinks and-shoe
polish. if addressed promptly. no longer
cause an unsightly carpet
"Since these products are now wino%
able and most carpets using the treated
fibers are made so well. hiiineossners can
keep their carpet looking great for sears
,she 'say
"Barring neglect, there should he no
reason for the carpet to 'ugly out' front
an accumulation of spots and stains "
When cleaning becomes necessary.
choose the cleaning method carefully All
fiber manufacturers, for example. note in
their- guarantees that using water in
excess of 13001 can erode the effectivenesS of the anti-stain treatments Deter-

gent residue left on the laser treatments •
also can create problems. such as fast
rewriting
Controlling the amount of moisture
when cleaning is the key to keeping carpet looking good throughout its entire
lite. notes Rench
She offers the following cleaning lips
to carpet owners
• Avoid -cruets *titer- Flushing sprits;
with water dilutes and spreads them, and
much of the moisture is irretnevahle the
spill now wider - -can wick hack up to
the tips of the fibers. creating A larger
spirt
• It spills -magically disappear the. - se
probably been trapped in the hacking
where they 111.1 create odors

Wood fixtures,
furniture need
special care By The Associated Press

Bedding
Plants

790
Marigolds.
Salvia.
Alyssum.
Celosia
and
Dusty
r

• (Spring
tortleiling
ihlys
10" Hanging Baskets
Rose Moss & Impatiens

Petunias

With warm weather coming.
wood furniture and fixtures will
need special care, advises wood
care authority Homer Formsby
He offers these Ups:
— To protect your furniture
from the strong summer sun,
keep furniture away from direct
sunlight and rearrange your furniture so that one piece doesn't
receive all the exposure Install
drapes or shades that can be
drawn during the sun's strongest
hours
— To protect furniture from
0 high humidity, regularly apply a
hira up •. much of a *pill a. po..sible tappl•
I FA 11411 III1rFF
furniture treatment (not a furrrmiincr Ii, ton.r1 °Mit. Comer .011 with ahworbent
clraner overnight. fir with a niture polish)
to replace the
liocr of towel.. foil and book.. to shocich moi.turr
wood's natural moisture. (Don't
use linseed oil on wood, since it
Ailloolilmsetelimattelllegyea sakes s 0460600
kosesu me summon
go

$7.99
$8.49

Boston

Ivy
Geraniums

— To protect furniture from
summer dirt and dust, "deep
clean" the wood by wiping the
surface with mineral spirits or
furniture cleaner on a cotton
cloth, repeating until the cloth
remains clean. Once the wood is
thoroughly cleaned, regular use
of a furniture treatment will
clean everyday dirt and
pollution.
— Avoid sitting on wood furniture in a wet bathing suit, the
moisture can become trapped
and leave white spots To repair
the spots, first let the furniture
sit for 24 hours to see if the
moisture evaporates on its own
If it doesn't, buff the area with a
50-50 mixture of toothpaste and
baking soda on a damp cotton
cloth

0,11110010010 silefeeposisilesespelmessmsel0 0000001,
11010101011,00000!4$011111%
0
'sit seeslo 0111100slissOill00.101011100$100100.0

Specialists In Carpet, Furniture II Drapery Cleaning
Sate. Quiet System
Cleans Deep, Dries Fast
—The Bans-Clone°
We Want to Work for You'
We Bring Our Own Softened Wow
•
L
Insured
against
all risk
We Take Away Soil 4 Waste Water
- .0 04/ .wr
• Uniformed, courteous Personnel
We leave no Soapy, Sticky Residue
• We won't smoke in your hotne or office
EMERGENCY WATER REMOVAL SERVICE
• Advertised in Better Homes & Gardens
• Recommended by major Stores & Mills
•••••
loo
• We solve Pet Odor Problems
VOsisawassoississess•sessmissesssimassas
Ot
• We can stop Static Electricity
Nisissiii1111111111111111111111111111111110611
• Carpet Protector available

etwe-v---711,
At..1.111
EL
. r

•///

Way

,•

$9.49
Also.. Spider Plants,
Fuchsia, Asparagus
Ferns and Begonias
Hot & Sweet Banana
Peppers. Bell Peppers, Jet
Star and Better Boy
Tomatoes

National lr
Oarden Nonil
Flippen's
Hillbilly Barn
4401 N. 12th

can darken, mildew and let off an
unpleasant odor

Call 'Us' on the Carpet

•
•
•
•
•

Ferns

1.

filldhltd

753-11214

"You can be sure we'll be there when we promise"

In most caws equipment is
left outside in our 1 rtir.

Lee's Carpet eleathig

We're Vary Careful Who We Send Into Your Homer

Commercial & Residential
(502) 753-5827

P.O. Box 1103
Murray, Kentucky 42071
0 copriaim

IlarwCisrme Cent

UM Ina MA us 08444.1 No., 4,154,371 &
4)44079

Igtella 01 11111114,11 111 1141 11 11 6 1104 1 11 9.111011111111110 6 111011Olfgell,111,211,11111101111111.1

elesolls ololliii 051,1101001 IIIIIItliselleI 1101111,001110111111111 11i011110001

11110111q1ssaigigimalse5gam l ig ir plomposesisimmosi
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Preparation is essential for
successful, smooth paint job
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfestures
You've heard it before and
you'll hear it again The success
of your paint job will depend on
how much time and effort you
put into the preparation.
its nice to see the paint
transform your lackluster walls
and ceilings into gleaming
brightness or unblemished
freshness, but the pleasure will
disappear quickly if you haven't
prepared the surfaces properly
Proper preparation - means
freeing the interior of loose dirt.
peeling paint, oil and grease. It
also means spackling all cracks
and holes with spackling compound or patching‘ plaster. The
patches should be primed before
the final coat of paint goes on,
but read the label on the paint
can to determine the manner of
treatment.
Some professionals and many
do-it-yourselfersapply a primer
even when no patching has been
done
It is especially important that
any gloss be removed from the
surfaces, since new paint does
not adhere well to slick or shiny
walls and ceilings. The gloss can
be steel-wooled, sanded or given
a coat of a special liquid that
dulls the shine. Unlike a few
years ago, oil and latex paints
can be used fairly well over each

other, but a pnmer will insure an
excellent result The assumption
is that you will be using a good
paint, since it is poor economy to
choose a low-quality paint when
it is your own "elbow grease"
that is being utilized. Latex
paints have little or no odor and
make it easier to clean up after
the job is completed.
Follow the rule-of-thumb that a
high gloss paint usually is more
washable, resists moisture and
wears well, which is why it is
preferred in kitchens and
bathrooms. Flat paints are the
choice in most living rooms and
bedrooms, being easier on the
eyes. A semi-gloss paint is what
the name implies, about halfway
between the gloss and flat.
The ideal way to prepare a
room for painting is to remove
everything from it, but this may
be impractical. At least take out
the lighter objects, moving the
heavier pieces to the center of
the room and covering them with
a dropcloth or whatever is
handy.
All electrical switch plates,
doorknobs, etc., can be taken off,
but be extra careftil about exposing any elecfriE wires. Ceiling
fixtures can be dropped slightly
to make the painting easier.
When you have estimated the
amount of paint you will need,

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
it's a good idea to buy an extra
amount. For one thing, you
always find something more you
want to paint to blend in with the
room It may be only a bookcase
or two, but if you have it on hand,
it can be used at some later time
for a touch-up job
Buying the same kind of paint
at a future time does not always
assure that the shade will be
identical with the original.
Some people just don't order
enough the first time because
they don't want to pay for unused
paint. But many paint dealers
will take back an unopened can if
too much time hasn't elapsed.
Should you think that might be a
problem, ask the dealer about
the possibility.
You may want to get on with
the painting and not worry about
whether you are trying to make a
room seem larger or smaller, but
if the latter concerns you, the
proper color is the answer. Want
to make something in a room
"disappear"? Paint it the same
color as the room itself. Want to
make it stand out? Paint it a contrasting color.
If a room is long and narrow
and you want it to seem a bit
shorter, using white paint on two
of the walls and a soft warm color on the two end walls will do the
trick. When a side wall is painted
white or a cool color, the room
will appear to be wider. In the
same way, a hallway that is too
narrow can be made to seem
wider if a side wall is painted
white or cool.

Follow
The Leader
Let us Install continuous, seamless
Reynolds Aluminum gutter
formed to fit your home
on our special equipment
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Plant care simple during vacations
By The Associated Press
Don't worry about your plants
if you are going on a short vacation, say four to five days or a
week.
Set a group of plants on
thoroughly soaked bath towels in
the bathtub, kitchen sink or laundry tub, exposed to some light,
but not direct sunlight. Then
open the water faucet so that one
drop of water falls every few
seconds on the towels. Leave
the drain open. The towels will

conduct the moisture to the
plant's soil, keeping plants in
good condition until you get
home.
If you•have leftover vegetable
and flower seeds and want to
store them for next season, keep
them cool and dry. Store them in
tightly closed glass jars in a cool,
dark place such as a dry basement or garage. Under these
conditions, they should keep well
and germinate when you plant
them next spring.

Get A New
Coat For
Spring

PERFECT
FOR
REPAINTING
ALUMINUM
SIDING

306 E. Main St.

759-4979

1988 NEW MODEL LINE-UP
WOMACO
OE II 7
Pr Dow
RR GAL

AQUARIUS
SwAre
W Deep
QS GAL

f4"

*4' "matataai

*3 Year Limited Warranty Now Available
GRARAD.
11
W4- Dew
MGM.

ARIES
s
fl-c...,
eSS GAL

*3 Year Financing Available
Residential/Commercial
Vinyl and Aluminum Siding, Replacement Windows,
Shutters, Storm Windows and Doors, Canopies and
Awnings, Columns

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
802 Chestnut St., Murray
Business:
(502)753-8181

Home:
(502)753-0834
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Murray Hot Tubs

115 So. 13th St., Murray
(502) 753-3492
Ss.
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Satisfaction available when painting outside of house
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Painting the outside of a house
is never easy, but there's a certain amount of satisfaction in
watching the paint work its
magic.
But getting the surface ready
for the paint is another matter
Caulking cracks, countersinking
popped nails, scraping blistered
and peeled areas, removing
mildew, priming where
necessary and performing the
other preparatory steps all add
up to plain work without the
visual compensation of the actual painting.
Yet you must perform the
preliminary phase of the opera-

188
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tion with some degree of dedication or you will pay for it later.
A house not adequately
prepared may look very much
the same as one that has been
given the full treatment, but it is
only a question of time before the
difference is seen.
l'he let's-get-it-over-with process begins to peel, blister, check
or flake. The take-your-time-butdo-it-right formula pays
dividends in the form of a continuous good appearance.
Poor paint, or the failure to
handle the brush, roller or spray
gun properly often gets the
blame for what is nothing more
than inadequate preparation
If you do not have the time or
the inclination to get the house

466

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

( /4 449 /

Folding Fence
WIlde vinyl cot-lief-I wise fence will,
round lop 18 Ingh 8 feet long

S4JP111 It S
IA'!

SUPPL If S
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ready to paint, don't do it.
atirtift
Check on whether the pain
plan to use will work well on the
kind of surface you are covering.
Oil-based, alkyds and oil modified alkyds all are excellent
for wood siding, but the majority
of do-it-yourselfers prefer
latexes because they have blister
resistance and, since water is the
solvent, they make cleaning up a
lot easier.
Once regarded as less likely to
"cover" than other paints, they
now have good hiding ability.
Some can be applied even over a
damp surface. Read the label on
the container to see whether a
primer is required, especially if
the latex is being put over an oil
paint designed to chalk
If brick or other masonry is being painted, be sure you have an
exterior paint formulated for use
on such surfaces. Oil paints do
not work well on any material
containing cement, which has an
alkali content that attacks the
paint.
Exterior wood shakes or
shingles usually are stained,
although they can be painted
Once they have been stained.
they should be stained again
when a second treatment is
necessary While you can paint
over stain at a later time, a
careful priming is required to
prevent bleeding. If you paint the
first time, you cannot stain later
without removing the paint.
which can be a messy job on
shakes or shingles.
When covering this kind of
wood when a house is new, look
over the various kinds of stains
and pigmented sealers on the
market Manufacturers of some
of the pigmented types say they
are more durable than the clear
coatings. Incidentally, you can
get finishes with mildewcides in
them or add a mildew-resistant
compound to other finishes.
As you paint, follow the sun;
that is. paint where the sun just

Buy good tools
A cheap tool remains a cheap
tool through its lifetime. Buying
the least expensive tool you can
find is usually poor economy. Not
only won't it last as long as the
good one, it will never give you a
fine performance, even at the

Sunskon,
Isiah iPrs

Work from the top of a house,
usually In the left hand corner,
and continue downward
Always work in toward the wet
paint, using wide, firm strokes
Dip the brush about halfway and
pat off the excess on the side of
the container If you are using a
roller, be sure it does not take up
too much paint and do not spin
the roller at the end of a stroke
With a roller, work from a dry
area into a wet one

has been. In that way, you will
not risk having the sun dry out
the paint too quickly- It's also a
lot more comfortable painting
while in the shade
If you are using an extension
ladder, use it with caution. Most
accidents occur when a person
leans over too far Instead, get
down and move the ladder. It
may be a little more trouble and
take a little more time, but it will
keep you from getting hurt.

Update Your
--Kitchen at

BIG SAVINGS
MICROWAVE
OVEN

BUILT-IN
MICROWAVE
COOKING CENTVR
WITH AVID ROAST
CONTROL

1):0

• 1.4 cu. ft. microwave upper
oven with Dual Wave
microwave system.
• her ironic tout h (introit
and clock.
• 13-7il self-cleaning conventional lower oven.
• Ellectrimic oven timer.

MAST

$969

$ATISFAC'HON
GUAR/1111M 0 '
YOUP '
*PONE V HACK'

Model JKP61GK

g
30"
Built In Cook top

Model JP6.51J
Two R" and two 6" Tilt-lock Calrod•
surface heating units. Infinite-heat
controls Porcelain enameled rooftop.
Surface unit "ON" indicator light.

aV. •

PITISIAC TIO
UMIAPITEED
Oil YOUR
POMMY PIACK I
oft.

Modol JP631J

$169

EASY TERMS — FINANCING AVAILABLE
Long Monthly Paymonts
Nome Chimed
Low Inter's, Itatosl
Large Invontory
Fes& Iffkiont Sondad Free Worrentyl

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
753 1586
212 East Main Strvvt

start,.

Simple Green
Cleaner-67 Oz.

Ace Silver Sak
(t:916r35)
33 Gal. Trash Bags

Concenkoted househoki & auk:motive decrier & del:Fencer works Icrst

2 inel loom & froth bogs ore strong
enough for hecrey look+ 25 per bow

Murray Supply
208 E. Main

753-3361

SPRING HAS ARRIVED AT PIER 1 lytt
Come in and let us help you add
some new touches to your home or
office. We're excited about our
new spring merchandise
and think you will be too!
Come in and see.

A Placelb Discover."
8E1. AIR CENTER
MURRAY
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Sunspaces can change dull
room into bright living area
By 77.1..4 GEBEL
For The Associated Press
I EDITOR'S NOTE
The
author is editor in chief of
Greenhouses for Living, an annual buyer's guide to residential
sunspaces.)
A sunspace can transform an
ordinary room into an attractive,
bright living space. It can also
serve as a source of solar heat
for your home and a place in
which you can garden the year
'round.
Basically, a sunspace is a
light-frame enclosure made of
several components, including
glass or other transparent glazing, aluminum or wood framing,
windows, skylights and sliding
glass doors The words
greenhouse, sunspace, solarium,
and sunroom are used interchangeably to describe this
structure.
Pre-engineered sunspace kits
are available in a variety of sizes
and styles Many manufacturers
offer standard models suitable
for most homes, budgets and
tastes: a few offer the ability to
give you the most exacting
custom designs.
Standard models come in wood
or aluminum. They can be further classified by the shape of the
eave — the area where the
sunspace roof meets the vertical
wall — which can be either
straight or curved
Curved eaves have aesthetic
and functional importance
From a stylistic point of view,
curved glass gives you an
unobstructed view normally interrupted by the roof edge in a
straight eave sunspace. Functionally, the curved eave is an
aerodynamic shape, making it
more resistant to air leaks during high winds, Less air infiltra-

tion means an overall higher
energy efficiency.
The greenhouse kits available
on the market provide a variety
of standard options including: a
range of glazing materials; insulated panels for the roof, endwalls and the basewall of the
sunspace operable glazed units;
movable insulation and shading
systems: thermostatically controlled ventilation systems, and
thermal storage accessories
New technologies and a range
of services and components
make it a greenhouse shopper's
paradise these days There are
also a variety of handbooks and
solar construction manuals that
offer guidance on "do-ityourself' sunspace retrofits, using conventional building
materials and off-the-shelf components. However, it is recommended that an architect,
engineer or builder be consulted
before you undertake any major
alterations of your home.
There are four major factors
that will decide the sunspace
right for you: location, use, size
and cost.
When planning your sunspace,
start with the factor by which
you are most constrained, and go
from there. For example, if there

is only one feasible spot for an
addition to your house, then location will be the overriding factor.
This will in turn affect the use of
your sunspace; for example, the
degree to which this location is
facing south will limit your use of
this addition as a solar heater.
Beside increasing the overall
value of your home, a solarium
.an be a great solar heater In
order to take the best advantage
of this asset, the greenhouse
glass should face true south.
However, you can build a
solarium facing as much as 45
degrees to the east or west of
south and suffer only a 20 percent
loss of winter sunshine.
If you have several places on
your south-facing wall where
your solarium can be located,
there are other considerations
which will help you determine
the best solar heater location. If
your house is L- or U-shaped, try
to locate the sunspace so that it is
sheltered within this shape.
While today's sunspaces usually perform one of three basic
functions — growing plants,
solar heating, or providing
shelter — the shelter aspects are
probably the most intriguing.
The sunspace provides an attractive and sunlit living space that
can house a myriad of activities.
The warming sunshine stream:
ing into your sunspace at certain
times can overheat the room and
create a costly additional load on

Cultured Marble Panels
To Repair, Remodel, Or Build
A Tub Or Shower Of Any Size!
*One Panel Per Wall *No Grout
*No Leaking 'less Maintenance *Free Estimates
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your air conditioning system.
Shading is one of the best solutions to this problem
The materials you select to
shade your windows should be
styled to fit the design scheme of
your home, but must also perform well under the additional
heat and light to which they will

be exposed in your sunspace.
Although most conventional window treatments such as
draperies, blinds or shutters can
be designed for your sunspace,
the best protection will come
from those systems that prevent
the sun from ever reaching the
glass.

Pre-Season Sale
Above Ground
Pool Kits
Buy Early,
SAVE NOW!

A

"The original
portable pool"

"THE POOL SHOP. LTD."
4720 Reidland Road, Paducah, KY. 42001
502-898-3666
Please send me free literature on Doughboy Above Ground Pools with
7' deep end options & 20-year warranties. I am under no obligation!

Name__
Street
City

_ Zip

State

NomeImprovement!

Visit Our Showroom At:

Thornton Tile & Marble
612 S. 9th Street

753-5719

JUST ARRIVED
NEW SHIPMENT
10,000 ROLLS
OF WALLPAPER

The Lowest Price On

CertainTeed111 Windows

NEW
SUPPLY
OF
TREATED
LUMBER

STEEL
ENTRANC
DOORS
TRUCK LOAD

SHINGLES

Insulated
30 Year Glass Warranty
Easy Tilt-In Cleaning

$1395

OF 01
PREFORMED
COUNTER
TOPS

4"PER FT

r

4X8 EXTERIOR
ROUGH SAWED
SIDING
TUB AND SHOWER
5900
UNITS
4X8 ABITIBI DECORATOR PANELS
SHEET

ALL AT
VERY OW PRICES

)

1:11

B & C Salvage
DISCOUNT BUILDING MATFJUALS
"Done Let rho Nome Fool You"

THERMALINE
OF
PADUCAH
3038 Lone Oak
Rd.

5547647

FARMERS MARKET - 3333 CLARKS RIVER RD.
MON.-FR1. 8 TO 5
442-2077
SAT. 8 TO 4

ter
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Keep minor roof damages from becoming major ones
Most of the time we don't do
anything about the roof on the
house until it does something to
us.
When there is a leak or storm
damage. we move into action,
hiring a professional or attempting a do-it-yourself repair. But
when a roof needs replacement,
the pro gets the call.
Putting down a new roof not
only requires knowledge and
skill, it needs the attention of someone who,knows how to move
about safely on high ladders and
sloped surfaces.
One way a homeowner can aid
his cause is to keep minor

damage from becoming major
Check the roof periodically, a
couple of times a year or more
often when there is a reason for
such an examination. The check
is especially important if the roof
is more than 15 years old. That's
the time when a house is a prime
candidate for reroofing, although
the life expectancy of a roof can
be longer than that if top
materials are used.
Remember that the cost of
labor and application is often the
same, regardless of the projected life of the roof.
, Checking the roof does not involve getting on it. You can do it

Carpet, Vinyl, Tile,
Wallpaper, Window Blinds,
Wood Flooring, etc.

•••

k 11

Congoleum • Armstrong • Torkett

MITCHELL & SEVERNS
733-2392

Hwy. 94 W•st

from the ground with the aid of
binoculars Look for signs of
wind damage Cracked, curled.
loose or missing shingles spell
trouble An excessive loss of
granules from the shingles is a
sign of wear Even if you know
very little about roofs, common
sense will tell you when
something doesn't look right.
Resist the temptation to get on
the roof to check at close range
Leave that kind of inspection to a
roofer.
Since you are at the mercy of a
roofing contractor to find out
what is wrong and whether it can
be fixed or replaced. find one
who comes well recommended
If you are told your roof needs
replacing, get more than one opinion on the problem and what it
will cost to solve it. Be sure all
contractors are bidding on the
same plans and materials
Before signing a contract, be
certain it specifies the work to be
done and materials to be used.
completion dates, warranties
and guarantees of both the contractor and manufacturer,
removal of waste materials.

final price and method of
payment
Among available roof coverings, asphalt shingles are the
most widely used roof material
They are attractive, economical
by comparison, and durable
There are endless varieties,
among them the glass-based,
three-dimensional, multi layered. textured and other
types. There is roll roofing for
roofs with little pitch. built-up
roofing, aluminum shingles,
wood shingles and concrete and
ceramic tiles, as well as slate
and terne.
Your roofer must decide
whether your new roof can be applied directly over the old one In
most cases, asphalt shingles can
be laid over asphalt and wood
shingles. And some ordinances
forbid reroofing over two or
more layers of shingles. No matter what the regulations. your
roofer has to determine whether
your roof deck can support
another set of shingles_
A new roof should require only
minimal maintenance. But keep
gutters, downspouts and roof

Rent
your tools!
Save on the high cost of buying
maintaining expensive lawn &
garden equipment.

•Riding Mowers
•Push Mowers
•Weed Eaters
•Aerators
•Seeders
•Thatcherizers
•Tillers
•Front End Loader
•Backhoe
•Plus A Lot More!

RENTAL SALES
CENTER

ipoectiAW
smutty
BLOOMING WF171
PORTER COLORS.
• Unbeatable
Say hooray for
hiding power
spring. Spruce-up
• Maximum
and brighten-up
washability
with famous
•Spatter
Porter quality
resistant
Discover the
•Professional
wonders of the
results
Designer 800
•Designer 800*
Custom Tinting
colors
System. Hundreds
of colors from
gentle pastels to
Trademark a(the ProOloslonain "
deep accent
moods. Discover
famous Porter
"service," tool

Tor4
MYER54'otow
LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

We also rent
TRENCHERS
"te

4

• 0114,4,44,

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450
Opss Men4r1 74 1st 4-12

V14$41C-Olecewor

surfaces clear of leaves, twigs
and other litter so that water will
drain freely and not back up
Never allow water from one
roof portion to pour directly on to
another
Keep trees trimmed to prevent
branches from scuffing or other
damaging the roof
And. for your sake, as well as
that of the roof, stay off it

Insulation
boils down
to simple bit•
kv The .4ssocisted Press
The ABCs of home insulation
usually come down to R.
The letter stands for resistance
to heat flow — heat gain in the
summer and heat loss in the
winter The higher the "Rvalue" of the insulation, the
greater the insulating power
Determining what R-value is
most effective in your home
depends on the region and fuel
sources. For example. in Kansas
City, Mo., if you're insulating
your attic and the energy source
Is natural gas, a minimum Rvalue of 30 is recommended by
the Department of Energy'
Critical areas to be insulated
include walls between heated
and unheated areas, basement
walls, floors above unheated
crawl spaces and masonry walls
in heated crawl spaces
"Installing insulation is a
relatively simple and inexpensive do-it-yourself project," says
Thomas Seymour of OwensCorning Fiberglas Corp. One of
the most common homeowner
projects, insulating the attic, only costs about $300 to $350 for an
average 1,000-square-foot
space," he says
"To insulate your attic,''
Seymour says, "the only tools
you'll need are a sharp knife, a
straight-edge, a measuring tape,
a long-sleeved shirt, a mask, a
pair of work gloves and safety
glasses. Installation is simply a
matter of measuring the area to
be insulated, cutting the
material to fit and laying betweent the joists or studs."
The most common types of insulation are fiberglass batts and
blankets, loose-fill, blown-In
urethane foam, and rigid-board.
Fiberglass batt and blanket insulation are the same material
packaged differently. Batts are
precut in floor-to-ceiling lengths,
and blankets come in rolls that
must be cut to length.
Loose-fill insulation is made of
fiberglass, rock wool, vermiculite or other mineral products that are either poured or
blown into place with a highorossure air nozzle.
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By ANDY LANG
AP Newstestures
Power tools make do-ityourselfing easier and faster, but
every homeowner knows how impossible it is to take care of
things around the house without
various kinds of hand tools.
For most purposes. you can get
along without an electrical saw
or a belt sander, but here are
countless household tasks that
cannot be handled without a
screwdriver or hammer or
wrench or pliers
Whether you have an organized home workshop or merely a
collection of tools that grew each
time an emergency occurred,
you know well the value of nonelectric implements.
There are some things you
should keep in mind when hand
tools are purchased and used.
Here are a few of them
— HAMMERS A I6-ounce nail
hammer is best for the novice,
but it should not be used for
masonry nails, cold chisels or
other metal For striking the
very small hand chisels and punches and for riveting, shaping
and straightening unhardened
metal, use a 18-ounce ball peen
hammer. A three-pound socalled drilling hammer of
plastic, rubber, wood or rawhide
Is needed if you work with surfaces that could be damaged by a
metal striking face.
— SCRE WDRIVEFtS: You will
need several screwdrivers of different sizes While they should be
of the standard slotted type, it is
well to own at least one Phillips
screwdriver, which works with
cross-slotted screwheads When
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use an extension or a hammer on
any wrench handle.
— PLIERS: Slipjoint pliers are
what you should have if you have
only a small collection of hand
tools. Their joints allow the jaws
to be adjusted to two positions.
Later, you can buy some of many
specialty pliers on the market. —
SAWS: The crosscut saw is the
one you will use most. Backsaws
are for precision work
Hacksaws are for metal. Very
Hwy 641 N.
useful is a "nest" of saws, which
753-4478
has three narrow blades interchangeable on one handle.

possible, buy a set of
screwdrivers rather than one.

West Kentucky
Appliance

— WRENCHES: If you can get
only one, make it an adjustable
type, which has smooth jaws and
fits different kinds of nuts. But it
is not intended to replace fixed
opening wrenches for many jobs.
For instance, never use an ad.
justable wrench to free a
"frozen" nut or for final tightening A wrench should be tightly
adjusted to the nut and pulled —
never pushed — so the force is on
the side of the fixed jaw. Never

Your Newest Whirlpool Dealer

Olympic quality
guaranteed for
15 years

444104111C-704

WASHERS
AND DRYERS

•One-coat coverage
•Resists mildew
•For painted or
primed wood
exteriors
•Excellent for
hardboard, stucco,
masonry, and
aluminum
*White Only
•Satin & Fiat

SE
PAINT

LA5300XS
Whirlpool Model
LA5300XS Washer
•Large Capacity
•Perma Press Cycle
•6 Automatic Cycles

Regular Price $15 95

'1 2.50

Now Only

White Sale Price

Prices good thru April — While Quantity Lasts

'344

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
104 Maple

753-3161

ord1414

Whirlpool Dryer
Model LUB5700XS
•4 Automatic Cycles
•Large Capacity
•3 Temperature
Settings
•Electric

PLANT NOW...

Now Only

276

and enjoy a beautiful Spring
SEE OUR NEW LINE OF:
*Flowering and Evergreen Shrubs

'599

For The Pair

Save! 821.00

We also carry:

*Jackson Perkins Roses
*Stark's Brothers Fruit Trees .4
and more!

•90 Days Same As Cash
•Up to 36 Months to Pay
•Authorized Whirlpool Service
•Experienced & Qualified
Service Department
•All Major Parts In Stock

Potting Soil, Fertilizer
and all your other
Gardening Supplies
ufil.400.1

Industrial Rd, Murray

Open M-F 7-5, Sat. 7-12
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Most damaged furniture can be easily restored with ordinary tools
By The Associated Press
wood.
mean it's ruined. Damaged furFirst, to remove
Finding a chip. !gouge or hole
on a piece of furniture does not

niture can be restored with a patching material made just for

We Specialize
in Beautiful
Windows
The Village
Hwy. 641 N.
Next to Cain's AMC Jeep (502)753.3403

dirt, grease.
Most furniture will receive
oil and loose particles from the
some damage with heavy use
damaged area, rub the surface
Chances are that furniture
with a lint-free cloth dampened
bought at a yard sale or auction
with mineral spirits, paint thinwill have at least one chip or
ner. or a liquid sander
gouge.
Wait 30 minutes for the surface
Restoring furniture is simple,
to dry, then dampen the area to
rewarding, and saves money on
be repaired with wafer Water
professional repair bills. The
stops the wood from absorbing
trick is knowing what materials
moisture in the latex wood patch
to use and how to do the work
Otherwise, the patching material
For your repair work, a
cures too quickly and might
premixed, synthetic compound
shrink and crack.
gives good results One kind is
John Molski, technical director
made of latex and pulverized
of United Gilsonite Laboratories,
wood for a patch of maximum
Scranton, Pa., offers these tips
workability and woodlike
for using a latex wood putty:
texture
"Press the patching material
For generations. cabinettightly into the void with a putty
makers made their own patching
knife. F'W holes that are less than
material by mixing hot animal one-quarter inch deep and wide
glue or vinyl resin with fine
In one application. Make sure the
sawdust. Some purists still make
patch is slightly higher than the
their own wood patch. surrounding wood
substituting woodworkers glue
"Wipe off the excess material
for animal glue.
around the hole with a dampened,
Synthetic latex compounds are
cloth. When the patch is dry\
easy to use. You apply them
sand it until it's level with the
from the container with a putty surrounding surface."
knife, or directly into voids from
Holes more than one-quarter
a plastic squeeze tube. They can inch deep and wide, Molski says,
be nailed, sawed, sanded or drill- should be filled with several
ed, and can be used for repairs layers of patch_ Let each layer
both indoors and out.
dry before applying the next
Patching damaged furniture,
Sand the repair, using
whether unfinished, painted or medium-grade sandpaper atstained, is easy enough for any tached to a sanding block
do-it-yourselfer.
Failure to use a sanding block

can result in ripples on the patch
and surrounding wood This is
especially true when sanding
softwoods like pine
Always sand with the wood
gram_ When done, wipe the surface with a tack cloth or clean
rag dampened with mineral
spirits to remove dust.
The drying time for wood patching products differs Read the
Label before sanding. painting or
staining.
Follow normal surface
preparations before refinishing
the damaged area.
A refinishing Up: to Improve
the color match between the
latex patch and the wood, mix
some finish with the patching
material before repairing the
damage Test the patch on an inconspicuous part of the wood —
the underside of a table, for instance — to see if it blends with
the original finish
Do not contuse wood patching
products with paste wood fWers
The fillers are designed for filling the open grains in certain
hardwoods like oak, mahogany
and walnut prior to finishing.
Hiding minor scratches does
not require the use of a wood
patch. For a simple fix, rub a wet
tea bag or shoe polish on the
scratch. Specially designed wax
sticks can also be used They are
available in different colors
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ever to install your Vinyl Therm replacement windows.
•-10111111101r
Free!
7
.13
v —nr—alern And LOWE Glass
Virlid Therm is the Midwest's
01 selling replacement window

That's because Vinyl Therm
Windows are totally
maintenance free and highly
energy efficient, providing
money-saving protection from
costly air infiltration and cold
conduction Every Vinyl Therm
Replacement Window is
custom manufactured to fit
tightly inside your home's existing window openings Installation is neatly done from
inside your home, without
disturbing adjacent woodwork,
plaster or siding

Replace Your Windows
LGowIJ With This Incredible Team
EXTRA

Reduces
Summer
Heel Gain

And now for a limited time
only, Vinyl Therm will pay for
the installation offivery window
you buy! Including Low E Glass
qt no extra chorge.

\N-Atc
THE
1207 Ralph St
Poducalt, K.

HURRY!
OFFER ENDS AFTER
FIRST 500 WINDOWS SOLD

WINDOW FACTORY
Menefectforing end Saks

Coll Collect(302)443-1417
Out 04 Seam 1400431414i

Cuts
Winter
Hest Loss

Thermally -efficient, maintenancefree frames and insulated glass are
the most energy and cost efficient
products for our region Unmatched quality, service and appearance
have mode Vinyl Therm the 01
vinyl window in the Midwest
Now Vinyl two,Adds High

Performance LOW E Gloss
Coating Applied To Our Insulated Glass

LOW I is invisible and permanent.
Cuts winter heat loss up to 65%
bettor than ordinary gloss and
Nod's summer heat goln plus the
harmful fading effects of the sun
Let us show you why it pays to invest in VIAyl Therm plus LOW I,
the Country's finest replacement
window team
Coll us talon fø, 4etoiis ossrl aow
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Before buying,more people
are looking at Ingersollfrom the
square point of view.
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hy? Because Ingersoll tractors are built to
run like new for a long, long time. They
deliver top performance and solid value.
To some, that's a pretty square idea.
So look closely and compare Ingersoll. You'll find
uncommon features, like Hydriv?' the only open
hydraulic power system in its class that has the capacity to power a variety of attachmerhts, right off
the tractor.
Even more basic is Ingersoll'sformed and welded
mower deck construction. It features a variety of metal thicknesses to maintain the
deck's structural integrity, as opposed to
stamping that pulls and stretches the sheet
metal. Tough and rigid, the Ingersoll deck

keeps belts and blades in line for a clean, precise cut
Another square idea is the Ingersoll frame. It features solid, welded twin-channel steel —commercial
grade construction that stands up to tough work loads
and the big jobs you'd expect to do with groundengaging tools, tillers, snowblowers and dozer blades.
By the way, as a trained service professional,
your Ingersoll dealer is your single service source
for every part on your tractor, including the engine.
And he deals squarely with you—on all those
things the other guys are always charging
extra for.
No wonder more second-time garden
tractor buyers are going with Ingersoll.
They're squared away for a long,long time

Ingersoll
± SQUARE IDEAS AT WORK

I

HYDRIVI Theeasy way to hitch
up power
attachments.

4.''

Model 226 (16 hp Onan twin
cylinder engine)shown with Hybl('
hydraulically powered tiller
Model 448 (18 hp Onan twin
cylinder engine)shown with
Hydrayac' cooeCtoon system

L

ook around and you'll find
most manufacturers putting
hydrostatic transmissions into ;their tractors. But when you compare
performance, the unique Hydrie system
simpty does more—to save you time in tackling

your biggest jobs.
Choose from 7 Hydriv tractor
models: 200 Series tractors with
power ranging from 10-16 hp, and 400
Series high clearance tractors with power
ranging from 14-18 hp.

ngersoll Hydraulic Attachments:Performance Without Separate Power Sources.
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Hytill® Hydraulically Powered
. Tiller, Available in 32" and
41" widths.

Hysplit® Hydraulic Dual Action
Log Splitter provides twoway splitting action (3 models
.available)

Hydravac® High Capacity Hydraulically Powered Collection
System with 17.6-bushel
capacity.

Hydrabaggerm Tractor-mounted
Hydraulically Powered Collection System. Three bags provide
7.2-bushel capacity. Easy to
remove and empty. Or fill directly
into trash bags.

Hydracutter"" Hydraulically
Powered Brush Cutter tackles
tall grass and heavy brush up to
2" in diameter. 48" swath.

Hi SweepHig
Dual Brush Swe(
Picks up and Irkwheels make b
Rear dumping m
easier
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1) Put that powerful engine to work for
you!Compared with other power systems which
typically operate at up to 600 PSI with 2 gallons
per minute, Hydriv operates smoothly at up to
2000 PSI with 9 gallons per minute. That's plenty
of capacity to power a wide variety of hydraulic
attachments—right off the tractor's own engine.
2) Hydriv means dependable operation,
with hydraulics as the primary link between the
engine and transaxle, and between the engine
and 5 hydraulic attachments. There are no complicated drive systems to transfer power—or require expensive replacement. 3) A single
fingertip lever controls speed and direction.
Free of clutching and shifting gears, you'll find
Hydnv extremely easy to maneuver 4) An open
hydraulic system allows a simplified, quick
and easy plug-in capability for operating five

different hydraulically powered attachments.
5) Hydriv's powerful hydraulic lift raises
and lowers attachments, and provides a float
position for tilling and grading. Unlike most hydrostatic systems, Hydriv has the capacity to
apply down-pressure to attachments. It's great
for clean scraping with Ingersoll utility blades.
6) Hydriv has a distinct neutral position
that's easy to find. It eliminates forward and
reverse "creep" problems, as well as those sensitive adjustments inherent to hydrostatic systems,
7) Oil circulates through a cooling system
and a five-quart reservoir to maintain peak
operating efficiency. 8) Ingersoll's dual
range heavy cast iron transaxie is geared
"high" for light loads and transport,"low" for the
heavy going and work speeds, and "neutral" for
ease of rolling.
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he rightattachmentsforevery job around the yard.
70 attachments and accessories are available to get every job done right.

Utility Blades in tractor-compatible widths from 38" to 54''
Spring trip permits blade to ride
over hidden obstacles

Hi Sweep" High Performance
Twin Baggers are easy to reDual Brush Sweeper. 38" width.'.
,, move and empty. Or fill directly
Picks up and loads better. Rear. into trash bags.
wheels make backing easier.
Rear dumping makes emptying
easier

Dump Carts in 500 or 1000 lb.
capacities. High profile combines with smooth design to
make dumping (up to 1800)
easier

Side Discharge Mowers in
widthsfrom 38" to king-size 60"

Hi Cast" Snowblowers in 38"
and 48" widths. High-speed
auger and large discharge chute.

Rear Discharge Mowers in 44"
widths combine with Hi Sweep'
Lawn Sweeper to mow and
clean in a single pass.

Square Deals For Spring.
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MODEL 80 XE 8 HP

MODEL 112 YT 12 HP

MODEL 226 16 HP

MODEL 448 18 HP

Variable speed ft:dr engine rider
Heavy-duty welded steel frame
complete with electric start

Versatile 5-speed transaxle lets you
match travel speed to mewing
conditions Heavy-duty welded
channel frame Maneuverable
and versatile

HYMN'— Hydraulic drive system
lift included Optional hydraulic
powered attachments, include log
splitter, brush cutter, tiller& collectors
23x1050-12 rear tires

NYDRIr fingertip control of speed
and direction 5 optional hydraulically
powered attachments High clearance
32 x 8 00-16 rear tires Paver
lift standard

28.89
PER MONTH
Ba9def sold 5E114AP,,

48.09
;-

NIH

Includes
Mower
Deck

44

104.45

PER MONTH

Includes
Mower
Deck

$126.21

44

Pf H MONTH

Includes
48" Mower
Deck

The Ingersoll Service Promise
1. Your Ingersoll dealer is a specialist
in lawn, yard and garden equipment. He will help
you select the tractor, attachments and accessories
that match your needs.
2. Fair dealing is a habit. You won't
be paying for all those things the other guys are
always charging extra for.

3. Your Ingersoll dealer is the single service
source for every part on your Ingersoll equipment,
including the engine. As a factory-trained service
specialist, he's further assurance to you that
warranty and routine maintenance will be
handled in a timely and efficient manner.
4. Two-year limited warranty.

Ingersoll
SQUARE IDEAS AT WORK

McKee! Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut Street, Murray • Hwy. 45 N., Paducah
(502) 753-3062
,(502) 444-0110

Retail Financing Available!
Available models and prices may vary, and are subiect to dealer inventory Specilicattons may change without notice Attachments limited on certain
models

